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Belfast Teachers’ Institute.

Closing

number"of_the

try

Organized With

Efficient

ganized Wednesday evening at the new
bungalow at t he residence of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph W. Blaisdell. Meetings will be
held weekly at the bungalow, which is es-

2V«*

pecially

T,

The

^“talk

Smith;
Brown,

were

will fitted

following
elected:

for such

a
purpose.
and committees
President, Mrs. Henry

officers

vice presidents, Mrs. Marion E
Mrs. James H. Howes, Mrs Basil

R. Allen; secretary, Mrs. Arthur
Ritchie;
treasurer, Mrs Ben. H. Mudgett; mem-

t.

bership
Mrs. C
Mrs.

■

committee,
W.

Mrs.

E.

M.

Hall,

Wescott,

Arthur

W.

Mrs. E. A. Sherman
Morse, Mrs. Harold S.

not to be forgotton.

Miss Charlotte McKeen, Mrs Elijah Ritchie, Mrs. V. L.
j
most Knowiton delighted the people with her Hall, Mrs. Oscar B. Wilkins, Mrs. W. H
of
pecislty
solo, "Angel of Light, Lead On,” accom j Bray, Mrs. A.D. Mowry.Mrs F G Spinexcellent work.
Chase conducted the panied by Mr. Edward Martin at the or- ney, Mrs. H. E. McDonald, Mrs. W. H.
prof. Melville E.
Hall, Mrs. George R. Daak, Mrs. William
using the teachers gan.
Normal music hour;
During this week a chapter of the Ep- H. Wilder, Mrs. Charles R. Coombs, Miss
of tone quality and
jD the demonstration
worth League will be organized of the
Mildred I. Darcy, Mrs. Irving L. Perry,
used the swinging penduiurn young
people, and a Junior Epworth
rhythm. He
Chase is popular with the League of the little folks; in each case of Mrs. S. G. Swift, Mrs. Colby A. RacklilTe,
Prof.
method.
Mrs. Edgar L
Harding. Floral comas with the pupils and those who have come out in these meetf
eichers as well
ings. Next Sunday morning Miss Adams, mittee, Mrs. John A. Fogg, Mrs. Bernes
on this occasion
cooperation
he cordial
together with the pastor of the church, O
Norton, Mrs. Ralph L. Cooper; enterRev. C. W. Martin, will receive into
..kes the work very valuable.
for the Bel- church membership a class of new mem- tainment and decorating committee, Mrs.
especially
designed
While
J. W. Blaisdell, Mrs. Thomas E. Shea.
the Institute is open to all bers from the ranks of the new converts.
tat teachers,
At this time t e Sacrament of the Lord’s Mrs. Thomas B.
Dinsmore, Mrs. S. C.
matters and are
educational
in
aterested
Supper will also be observed and the rite
Mrs. H. L. Kilgore, Mrs. II. H.
Pattee,
will
the
Especially
of baptism be administered to the enter'Ofdially invited.
Stevens;
purchasing committee, Mrs.
who are in Bel- ing class.
eachers, in the county,
a

Bradbury; sewing, Mrs. S. N.
Tuesday—at 7.30 p. m., a chapter of the Kackhfle, Mrs. William I* Weshe, Mrs.
Epworth League was organized RefreshRalph D. Southworth, Mrs. George IS.
mentsand a social hour followed the busi
Coombs; publicity, Miss Anne M. Kittredness of organization.
Wednesday—Preaching service at 7.30, ge; bylaws, Mrs. Bradbury, Mrs. Blaisdell
“Individual Accountability to God.” Text and Mrs. Dinsmore.
iic Bcueuuie ior mis

the purpose, find a
■atorcan come for
ordial welcome.
The third meeting of the Institute will

leheldinthe high school building

Sat-

irday afternoon, Dec. 2, when there will
practical demonstration of the Palmof business writing; a class
method
ir

Charles

weeK iouows:

Romans 14:12.

ie a

iemonstration ot the minimum esseutials
direca teaching Arithmetic under the
.ionotZenas D. Hartshorn.
Prof. Chase will again conduct the

will be

a
big night for parents, the emphasis being laid on their sphere, oppor
tunities, responsibilities and privileges.
Parents are urged to be present on this
evening.
Friday—Last meeting for school children at 3.30.
Preaching at 7 30, “Tests
of Discipleship;” text, John 31:17.
Saturday—School children’s ice cream

Vormjimusic hour.

The fourth meeting, the date, etc., to
announced, will feature the junior
igh school organization, under the diA three
ection of Supt. Roderick; to be followed social from 1.00 to 4 00 p. m
hour stretch of happiness for the children
will
be
forum.
There
practi- with
yan open
something doing every minute
ll demonstrations of teaching History games, contests, ice crea
and prizes.
ad Georgraphy and discussions on the Miss Adams has plmned this good iim;
from the first and they are eagerly anlici
(line School Law.
pating it. Rain or shiue.
Remember—All Waldo County teach- i
Sunday—At 10.45 there will be Holy
rtire urged to attend.
Communion, baptism of candidates and
reception of new members by Miss Adams
*

—

and the pastor of the church.

W A LKER-ING ALLS

One of the

biggest Sunday morning meetings this
church has ever known.
Harry E. Walker and Dorothy, the eldAt 3.00 p. m., organization of a Junior
itiiughter of Mr. and Mrs Daniel In- Epworth
League. All children interested
married
Saturday
evening, are invited to come.
jlli, were
At 6.30 p. m., first Epworth League
lov.lltb, at the Cedar street residence
Miss Adams leading. All young
I the officiating clergyman, Rev. George meeting,
people cordially invited.
j. Santt. They were unattended and the

linlltringservice

was

used.

The groom

VAUGHAN-FOWLFS.

h«j for several years been conducting a
Later he became
arifeon High street.

Malcolm, son of Rev. William Vaughan
Belfast, and Vida Marie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert A. Fowles, were
High married Nov. 18, at the Vaughan home,
of East

roprietor of Dreamland Theatre recently
aid to Darby, Thompson & Libbey. His
ride is

graduate of the Belfast
ibool and has since been teaching school. |
bey made a short trip to Bangor, where
bey were guests of Elmer S. Collins and
ride,'the latter Mrs. Wa k r’s ster. Mr.
id Mrs. Walker are miking their home,
itb the former’s mother, Mrs. J. E.
falker, Church street.
a

--.-.-

Nellie Ryder has returned to
rooks after spending the summer with
ir daughter, Mrs. H.
C. Buzzell, and
mily.
Mrs.

The dues are fifty cents per year and
each member is also assessed 10 cents at
each meeting, present or not present.

Thursday—Preaching service at 7.:i0,
Parents’ Night. Text, Deut. 30:19. This

Searsport avenue, with his father officiating. The single ring service was used.
They were unattended.
The groom is
at present employed as a clerk in the
Johnson store on Main street. He was
for two years in transport service in the
World War in the U. S. S. America. His
bride was a former Searsmont girl and
since coming to Belfast with her parents
has been attending the city schools. They

plan to go to housekeeping in the
future.

near

THE

Hospital Aid.

Officers and
Resourceful Committees.
Bradbury Hospital Aid was or-

The

^of

ner
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The

Week ot the Revival.

Belfast teachers
This will be the final week of the
„ric
in the Grammar Trances B. Adam*’ meetings in the Methafternoon
t Saturday
to attend the srconu ses- odist Church, after a continuous cam*0I budding
Teachers’ Institute, paign of seven weeks of service, during
Belfast
the
under the direction of which scores of people of Belfast and
tlv organized
.b. vicinity have declared their
It
E
intention of
the
leading a Christian life.
to
explain
Institute
nose of the
The meetings have been an emphatic
and practice of schoo*
ftods theory
measurements and the and gratifying success and Miss Adims
management,
of education inprac- has won lor herself a large place in the
tific application
hearts of her hearers by her winsome
and theory as well asclasarpom
personality, her evident sincerity in the
Saturday Miss Grace work of an evangelist and her unusual
the meeting
school conduct- gifts in pulpit addr as.
Grammar
Lord of the
A very large attendance listened to the
of Her pupils I
twenty
about
of
class
and sermon cn Sunday evening, when Miss
in
reading
grade
j
,he advanced
Adams discussed "Hypocrites” in a manMia* Lord is one of the city’s

Llling.
teachers and in making
"oat efficientthese
branches is doing

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY,

j

The entertainment
committee, Mrs.
Blaisdell chairman, are making plans for
a public card
party and dance to be held
at the Hospital shortly before the formal
dedication. This will be one of the so-

--

to be

The people of the United States are
favored beyond those oi any otner nation.
At peace with the world and with prospers y rapidly returning, we have reason
to be grateful tor the unusual blessings
that have come to us not on account of
any virtue of our own, but by reason of
the character of the earnest God-fearing
men and women of former generations.
Long established custom has set apart
a day each year for the renewal of family
ties, for giving thanks to the Almighty
and for asking Him that our people may
be worthy to receive His favors.
Now, therefore, I, Percival P. Baxter,
Governor of the State of Maine, to here-

Methodist Church.

People’s MethRev. Charles W. Martin,
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11. Sunday morning service
at 10.45.
Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30.

Church,

The First Baptist church. Rev.
George C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Cedar. Telephone 123-11.
1 he appointed services of this church by designate
■'ill be held at 10)45 and 7.30 on Sunday
Thursday, November 30th, 1922,
with Bible school at 12 o’clock, and ChrisThanksgiving Day in the State of Maine.
tian Endeavor Society at 6.30.
The midI ask all citizens of this State, regardless
week service Thursday evening at 7.30.
The services of worship next Sunday of race or religion, to properly observe the
will have their extra note of Thanksgiv- day in their homes and churches. I remind
ing for the abundant mercies of God them that the present generation is inIt accepts the
which we have enjoyed the past year and clined to be complacent.
for the promise of his continued favor. fruits of the labors of others without
Let us ail be present at the church! some realizing that there is a debt of gratitude
part of the day if we can and make our owed former generations that can be reacknowledgment of God’s goodness hum- paid only by transmitting to those who
bly and sincerely together. “Enter into follow the heritage of liberty that has
His gates with thanksgiving and into come down to us, the greatest and most
His courts with praise. Be thankful unto enduring heritage in history.
Gives at the oflice of theGovernor at
Him, and bless His name, fo. the Lord is
Augusta, and sealed with the Great
good, His mercy is everlasting and His
Seal of the State of Maine, this sixtruth endureth to „ll generations.’’
teenth day of November, in the year
The Union Thanksgiving service will
of our Lord one thousand nine hunbe held in this church next Sunday evendred and twenty-two, and of the
ing, and it will be conducted by the pasState of Maine the one hundred and
tors of the city.
The Thanksgiving adthird.
dress will be by Rev. W. F. Skerrye,
(Signed) PERCIVAL P. BAXTER,
pastor of the First church, Federated.
Governor of Maine
The order of service is given in these
By the Governor:
columns.
W.
FRANK
(Signed)
BALL,
Appointments: Monday evening, social
and business meeting of young boys at
Secretary of State.
the home of Clyde York, Main street.
Next week in boys’ room work on electriThe Belfast Teachers’
cal apparatus. Tuesday evening, at 7 3o,
the older boys will listen in at the Radio
The regular monthly meeting of the
station of Edward Warren, Bay View
Belfast Teachers’ Club was held Wednesstreet.
ladies’

Club.

Wednesday afternoon,
Sewing Circle will meet for work in the
vestry.
Thursday afternoon, meeting of
Camp Fire Girls. Thursday evening, at

Union

PERSONAL
Nathan H.

Mrs.

Small has been in Boston

W. J. Dorman has returned from

two weeks visit

Boston.

m

Irving T. Dintmore went to Boston
Tuesday for a few days on business.
Mrs, -Ida Frankel will return

Thursday,

from

a

tod ay

buying trip

short

to

New York.
Mr. and Mrs. H.

day in Brooks
Frank Gibbs,

L. Curtis spent SunMr. and Mrs.

visit ng

JohnKilday of Malden, Mass., has been
of uncle, M. W.

the guest several days
Welch, and family.

Manley Harriman and Mr.

Mr.

Turner left

Saturday

for

Florida,

Asa

where

they will spend the winter.
Mrs. Etta J. Bunker of East Sullivan is
the guest -of her sister, Miss Minnie A.
Shaw, and other relatives.
Mrs. Elizabeth
Green
of Newton,
Mass., returned Wednesday from a visit
with Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Tuttle.
Mrs. Herbert A. Wiley returned Saturday from a two weeks’ visit in Waterville with her
daughter, Miss Ruth
Wiley.
Senator-elect H.

C.

Buzzell

Saturday,after spending

home

returned

few dayB
in Augusta at a session of the Cole coma

mittee.
Mrs. Lillian Small and son

Henry, also

Mrs. Manley Harriman, spent Sunday in
Monroe visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank

Plummer.
Elmer Adams of Portland is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Annie M. Weeman, at the home of Charles H. Field,
Mrs

Service

I

the past week on business.

a

Thanksgiving

j

Sunday Fvening, at the First Baptist Church
Kev George C. Sauer, Presiding
Organ PreWde,
Mrs. Harry Snow
Doxology,
Congregation
Rev. Charles W. Martin
Invocation,
Gloria Patria,
Congregation
Anthem,
Chorus Choir
Responsive Reading.
Hymn,

‘Swell the Anthem, Raise
Nathan Strong
Scripture and Prayer, Rev. Wm. Vaughan
Brief Addresses, "The Belfast Ch pter,
American Red Cross,” Mrs. E. P. Carla
“The Children’s Home,”
Rev. William Vaughan
"The Home foi Aged Women,”
Dr. Elmer Small
Offering for the Children’s Home
Miss
and
Mr. Robertson
Duet,
Hayes
the

Song,”

Hymn, “Come ve Thankful People,
Come,”
Henry Alvard
Thanksgiving Address,
Rev. William F. Skerrye
Duet.

Closing Prayer and Benediction,
Rev. Frances Adama
Post ude.

Col, Hersey’s 86th Birthday
The San Jose, Calif., Mercury of Monday, Nov. 13th, has an article of special
interest to the many very loyal friends of
Col. Philo

Hersey,

a

former resident of

He hut recently returned home
from visits in Belfast and Canton, Maine.
The Mercury says:
our

city.

“Colonel Philo Hersey, of 650 S. Second
street, was honored on Friday evening by
the members and friendB of the Unitarian
church by celebrating the colonel’s 86th
birthday in the parlors of the church.
Some one hundred gathered to do honor
to Colonel Hersey on this occasion, at
which time a special cake of nammoth
proportions was cut and cocoa wan
served.
Mrs. Nye Furley sang in her
usual charming manner and Mrs. Wendt
also rendered a beautiful solo which waa
well received, while Mrs. Fay F. Dean
entertained with a reading from Jamea

Congress street.
day evening, Nov. 14, at the Peirce
Whitcomb Riley. Dancing was enjoyed
Miss Louise Ellis and Elmer Ellis have by the
sesColonel Hersey
a
brief
business
school. Following
younger set.
returned from Chelmsford, Mass., where reminiscenced on his long trail through
F.
Mrs.
Maude
conducted
sion,
by
7 o’clock, chorus rehearsal in the audilife with much fervor and eloquence,
the they visited their uncle, Herbert E. Ellis
torium; 7.30, midweek service of praise, i Townsend, president of the club,
telling of his strenuous pioneer days in
cial events of the season as there is Friday afternoon, meeting of senior Bible evening was given over to the reports of and other relatives.
the Santa Clara valley, of his extensive
class
with Mrs. Randall on Union street. I the different departments of the Maine
abundant room for cardtables for the
Mr. and Mrs. George Curtis and daugh- travels abroad and of his more recent trip
Annual supper and sale Tuesday, Dec. 12.
j State Teachers’ Convention, held in Ban- ter Viola have moved to Belfast to spend to his nativ- State of Maine where he set
afternoon party and the long corridors
Sixteenth annual State Boys’ Conferj gor, Oct. 26-28. Owing to the unpleas- the winter at the home of Ins brother, apart and dedicated to the memory of hia
with open and winding stairs will permit
Dec.
1
2-3.
fatber and mother a magnificent building
ence, Lewiston-Auburn,
the orchestra to be heard on all the floors.
ant weather and the prevailing illness Herbert L. Curtis.
for permanent library purposes in Canton,
the town of his boyhood.
The many
The First Church, Federated, Rev. w. among the teachers and their families,
Mrs. Bessie Simpson of Camden has
friends of Colonel Hersey extend sincere
F. Skerrye, minister; residence, 26 High several of the reports were necessarily been in Belfast several'weeks
MONROE CENTRE
assisting congratulations on this very happy ocPlease do not * omitted. The
street; telephone, 86-4.
program given was as fol- Mrs. Jenette E. Walker in caring fur her casion
fail to telephone the minister of any:
lows: “The New Geography,” reported mother, Mrs. David Brackett.
Geo. Clements is doing carpentering for case ot illness or distress where his serviHARRIET A. BRACKETT.
ces can be helpful.
Sunday morning ser- by Mrs. Fred W. Bailey: “English TeachMisses Grace H. Hall of Rumford Falls
R. T. Kelley.
vice at 10 45; sermon topic, “ThreeWords ing and the Enlarged Vision,” by Mrs
of
both
L.
Barr
and Annie
Auburn,
pubHarriet A., widow of the late Rev. DaThe Misses Dorothy and Edna Webber of Thankfulness
A cordial invitation
Georgia B. Parker; review of the Donald lic librarians, will spend Thanksgivi-ig
is extended to all.
Here let no man be
vid Brackett, died Monday, Nov. 20th, at
hive been ill with chicken-pox.
D.
Zenas
McMil'.ian leacture, by Mr.
with their relatives in this city.
“Whosoever thou art that enstranger.
the home of her daughter, Mrs. J. E.
Miss Carrie Croxford of Dixmont, is terest this
church, leave it not without a Hartshorn; "Problems and Projects in
She survived
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Cross left Saturday Walker, Church street.
working for Mrs. Avis Bailey.
prayer for thyself, for him who ministers, Science,” by Mr. Fred W. Bailey; “Comher husband by only about two weeks.
and for those who worship here.” Sun- mercial
by Mr. Daniel Mc- for Orlando, Florida, where they plan to
Mrs. Mista Larrabee and children have
Branches,”
day school immediately after the mornFor about a half century their lives had
review of the address given by Mr. spend the winter.
They have been at the
returned from Freedom where they have ing service.
At the close of the service < Innes;
been inseparable and in all the activities
Coombs’
house
on
Annie
K.
Mrs.
AdBrooks
street
by
High
for the
the members of the Sunday-School will j
Fletcher,
been visiting for a few days.
of Mr. Brackett, especially in church
march into the auditorium and occupy j ams.
tew weeks.
past
Mrs. W. H. Nado and children visited the front
work she had been an ideal helpmeet. In
seats, during their rendition of
These reports were very instructive
Capt.and Mrs. John Davies of Islesboio the home life she filled well her
the past week with her parents,
Mr. a simple program of songs -nd recitations j
mission
and entertaining, giving bits of the wit ; are now
occupying their new and attrac- as wife and mother. Her
appropriate for the Thanksgiving season, j
and Mrs. Fred Emery of No. Monroe.
early life was
The children of the Sunday-School incite and wisdom of some of the foremost edu
tive bungalow, which they built on the
David Monohon, the new agent for Wal- the
spent in Jackson, where she was born
congregation to remain for tk, se ex- ( cators of our country. The reports were lower end of Union street this
past season. July
kins product in the section was calling in ercises.
Especially are the fauitf-a and | interspersed with some fine records, play
3, 1813, tne daughter of William
to
the
winter
in
this
They plan
spend
and Sally (Cram) Page.
this vicinity this week. He will reside in mothers of the children urged to be preAfter her marEdison
Miss
Essie
school
the
ed
on
by
sent. The sermon topic for Sunday even- \
city.
she lived for some time in Swanriage
Brooks, at the Walter Young house.
ing, at the Union Thanksgiving Service I1 Piper. Delicious home made candy was
in the First Baptist Church, will be,—
^liss Gladys Marshall has returneed ville, Unity, Thorndike, Monroe and
enjoyed by all..
A VOS TRbAT HARVEY.
from Islesboro, where she has been the Brooks, coming here from the last menToday and Tomorrow.”
was
The committee for the evening
Many a man is not so thankful as he i
guest several weeks of Mr. and Mrs. E. tioned place about eleven years ago. She
Amos Treat Harvey died about six
might be, because he fails to realize the I Mrs. Annie L. Black, chairman, Miss
She is now visiting her had been confined to her bed since early
o’clock Monday morning at his home in exceeding value of God’severy dat gifts. \ Mary Woodbury, Mrs. Maude B. Dutch L. Macomber.
Mrs.
A. Gilchrest of Knox. spring. The influence of her well-spent
aunt,
George
cannot
see
are
so
close
that
he
them; and Mr. William M. Damm.
Augusta. He had been ill for years. He They
life will remain with all who knew her
appear so much a part of him that
was born in
Swanville, August 31, 1867, they
William
K. Keene were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
the son of John A. and Margaret A. he cannot think of them a part from himgenuine worth of character. Two daughW.
GEORGE
KNOWLTON.
in Augusta over Thursday, the guests of
and theretoie cannot be thankful. In
He leaves a
Harvey.
ters and two sons survive her, Mrs. Jawidow, three self,
their daughter, Miss Margaret L Keene,
daughters, two sons and three sisters to his view of things, in as far as he has any
net Estelle Walker, who has made a
M.
R.
Knowlton
received
Marshal
City
view, these daily blessings, like Topsy, in
mourn their loss.
the occasion being her birthday.
Miss home for her father and mother for the
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin,” “Jes’ Happen." a telegram Monday announcing the death
Keen is stenogripher in the office of
Moreover we are easily misled bvjiames. of his
past ten years; Mrs. Olive M. May of St.
half-brother, George W. Knowlton
Commi&Moner Shorey.
Trie one word "Nature” is used to cover
in Culver City. Calif., on Nov. 20th .His
Petersburg,
Fla.; William A. Brackett of
runs
The
of
sins.
a multitude
argument
Elizabeth W. Waterman, who has been North Attleboro, Mass., and Charles S.
death was caused by heart disease with
as follows:—“Nature has neither will norr
Brackett of Boston.
The funeral will be
It is blind and deaf. | waicb he had been ill for several years. in poor health for the past three years, is
purpose of its own.
What it gives,—the air I breathe, the: : City Marshal Knowltor. recently went to much improved and is in Belfast, which held at her late home
Thursday at 10.30
light of day that gladdens my eyes and California to visit him and found him has been her home for 50 years. She has o’clock with Rev.
George C. Sauer of
quickens me for wholesome work, the
darkness and quiet of night that bringJ vitally interested in Belfast, his former so far recovered from her lameness as to the Baptist church officiating. The inrest and healing to wearied body andI j home,and all that pertained to it, although walk without crutches around the house. terment was in Grove cemetery The
mind, these nature gives because she cau- ! he moved from here over forty years ago.
bearers were Messrs. M. R. and C. M.
In a personal note from Washington,
Dot do otherwise. Nature is a top that
W. Knowlton was born in Belfast
William Bartlett and J. Pj
George
Knowlton,
was set spinning in the morning of time, |
D. C., Mrs. John Hill of Searsport aveCrawford.
and must continue to the end. I can be about 81 years ago, the son of William H.
nue, East Balfa t, says of a visit to the
thankful only to an intelligence or person- and Melissa (Morrison) Knowlton. He
Lee mansion in Arlington, Vs.:
MRS. DELIA M. CUNNINGHAM.
ality. Natur is neither, lienee I see no attended thecity schools and later learned Curtis
You
“Was at this mansion Nov. 16th.
Such men
reason for being thankful.”
the house carpenters trade, working for
Delia M., wife of George Melvin Cunfail to see that there is nothing more j
can’t imagine the wonderful view. The
I mysterious than the ceasek ss processes i some time with the late I. W. Parker, roses and goldenglow are st 11 blooming ningham, died Saturday night, Nov. 18,
of nature’s laws.
“Gravitation” is a Among the well known residences he built
and lawns are being mowed .-Airplanes at thei. home in Belmont, after a trying
word weighted witu mystery that no man | was the S. L. Milliken house on
Congress
our
illness with diabetes. Her home had been
can explain.
We know that human life
by the dozens are daily visitors.”
i
now the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
in Belmont for the past thirty-three
would be impossible but for the sure and street,
In a personal note from Jamaica Plain, !
saving alternation of day and nighi;and Herbert L, Seekins. Later Mr. Knowlton
years, going there from Swanville, where
we know that this is due to the rotation was in the grocery business with the late Mass., under date of Nov. 18th, Miss Zashe had lived |for some
time.
She
to
of the earth.
we
are
But
forget Adelbert
prone
Knight and was for a short time die B. Carter says: “Please send my was born in Searsport, August 3, 1862,
that behind the marvellous physical fact,
to
me
at
“The
Gables.”
Journal
Crescent
is the more marvellous fact of the far- I in the livery business with Horace Thurthe daughter of Joseph L and Abbie A.
Fla.
I leave Boston, Nov. 24tb, to
seeing w sdom and love of Him who low. He was a Civil War Veteran, en’ist- City,
She
had
(Lanphier) Colcord.
many
It is also the
directs and controls all the forces engaged. ing from Belfast. His wife, formerly Miss spend the winter there.
friends in all the towns where her life
He it is who^e providence neither slumwinter
home
of
old
friend, Mrs.
my
Lucy.Nash of Montville, died short'y after
had been spent and she was very favorbers nor sleeps; He it is, in very truth of
Mr. Amanda Crosby Gowen, who has a sum’whose gifts are every the family went to California.
modern science,
ably known in Belfast, where she was a
mer
at
Islesboro.
home
morning new,” How shouid one who con- Knowlton went to Massachusetts about
Er quent visitor. She leaves to mourn
siders these things do less than give forty years ago and about ten years ago
Hartwell L. Woodcock, who spent the their loss her husband, one daugtu r,
of
thanks every night for the blessings
went to California. Four daughters and a summer In Belfast and at his
cottage in Mrs. Georgia C. Bec&with, who has lived
every day?
son survive: Mrs. Mary De Vay of CamSearsmont, will leave Nov. 23rd for New with her parents for some time, giving
bridge, Mass., Mrs. Kittie Higgins of ifork. Later he will sail on the Munson them all the filial care and attention posEDWIN E. MENDALL
South Bend, Ind., Mrs. Georgia Trealar,
Line for Nassau, N. P.
He will travel sible. Three blotters and two sisters also
Edwin E. Mendall, formerly of North- Mrs. Emma Parker.and Charles Knowlton with Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Green, the for- survive her, Amos A., Edwin L. and
port, died in this city November loth, all of Venice, Calif. The following, half mer being the manager of the Kineo Benj. F. Colcord Abiah B., wife of
after a great many years of ill health. ! sisters and half-brothers also ren a n;
House, of the New Colonial and the Frank E. Grady and Hattie Colcord
His age was 72 years and he was born in Mrs. Martha J. White and Mrs. Etta Royal Victoria of Nassau.
Mr. Wood- Murray, all of Belfast.
The funeral
Northport, the son of Edgar E. and Abi- I Weymouth of Belfast, Mrs. Emma F. cock has had an unusually good busiuess was held at her late home Tuesday afgail Mendall. For many years he engaged Kochersperger and Mrs. Amy L. Prett of ill summer and has recently completed
eruoon at 2 o’clock,
with Rev. Wm.
in gardening and had a wide circle of acj Boston, Mrs. Mabel K. Gregory of Brook- lis water color orders for local and also Vaughan, pastor of the Universalist
quaintances. He never married. Two lyn, N. Y., Marcellus R. Clarence M. and for Nassau scenes and ias closed bis stu- ■liurch of Belfast, officiating. There was
brothers, Mark D and James H. Mendall Edward H. Knowlton of Belfast. There lio at bis cottage.
large display of beautiful flowers^
The remains ; are many
of Mr. Knowlton’s friends
of Northport, survive him.
of early life in Belfast and vicinity who
were placed in the tomb at Grove Cemetery to await burial in the spring when have very pleasant recollections of him as
he prayer services will be held.
a boy and in his younger manhood.

payable Dec. 4 to Members of

Savings Club

FIVE CENTS

by the Gjvernjr

THANKSGIVING DAY, NOV. 30, 1922

ser-

Thanksgiving
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We Said Ve Would and We Did!

$17,000

Proclamation

will be held next
Sunday morning at 10.45 a. m.
Sermon
by the pastor, Rev. William Vaughan,
and music by the ohoir.
Sunday school
follows the morning service. A cordial
welcome is extended to all.
odist

23, 1922.
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CHURCHES

First Universalist Church, a
vice of

NOVEMBER

■■

■

|

Christmas

DOUBLE THE AMOUNT OF LAST YEAR
$17,000

almost FOUND to those who will receive it.

OUR 1923 CLUB
I

forms December 12, and will again DOUBLE.

$35,000

for Christmastime next year is our GOAL.
^ sure to JOIN and be ONE of those to be MADE
HAPPY at Christmastime 1923!
>

The City National Bank of Belfast
BELFAST, MAINE

COURTESY

Christmas
usual

We have

our

of

for the

goods

Gifts

BIG, NEW, well selected stock
HOLIDAYS and have them ready

for sale

-N O W-BUY EARLY AND BUY OF US

Expressive

of

friendly respect, adequate

attention to every transaction, utmost
care in conducting accounts, and sound
counsel in business matters, all combine to
make this bank attractive to our patrons.

Waldo Trust

Company

BELFA8T

FRED D. JONES, Main St., Belfast

BROOKS

ICA8TINE

*

UNITY

The Republican Journal
An FAST.

THCRSDAT. NOV. 2.3 l»22

strongest compet;i tor everywhere ia the wor-d, but especially oa the Atlantic, to and from the

Great Br.tisn ia

of both North and South America.
The Netberiaods sod
Spam are competing aga’nat ua and Great

pore

France, Norway,

PtBLISFED EVERT THVRNDAT BT

The

Journal Pub. Co.

Repaiblican
A. L

Britain for the trana-AUentic

carrying
trade.
Japan ia our chief compe’.’Or for
In ail these ct.atnea
the Pacific trade.
the coat of labor in the construct-on of

ERI»»N. Editor

4.,--——
ADVERTISING lERMrv Eorooe square,
50 cents for
m* met length in column.
for eich subsequent
tat week and 35 cetUs

ah.pa ia very much le a than in tne UnitThe pay of officer* and ere wa
el States.
ha.f
operating foreign an.pa i« about one

iMeruon
In sdvsnce,
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS.
50 cents
p a. a year, tl 00 for t.x mon'.na;
for three months.

our

for

rtqu.red

of that

the

Iheae wage

ships.

operation

of

handicaps supwaxh the

plemented by the
above foreign countries give for the benefit auc -pnu-.ci:.g of their atnpping aervice make it p.am that without a i btra
subsiu.es

QUOTATIONS

*'Be aabatantisliy gr-at i' thyself, aod aubaity our fere.gn mar.ne service .«
unto others;
more ’.nan thou appearest
It may oe that it is too late for
a* doomed.
and let the wor d be deceived .n thee,
It ia an open quea
to
save ita
subsidy
He*reo
of
they sre in the light*
"Think not tSat man livetb but for a ticn wnttcer the benefits wh.cn wcu.d
but to
few; and that the rest are boro
reauit from t'e granting of uberai subsinerve

flies of

those ambitions which make but
of whoie
men, and wildernesses

dies wou.d com pern ate for tne large exThese cons.derapenditures invo.ved-

BltiOfii-

Boreas, doe* for tbe beoeit of tbe oac
wbo came* oa feaetal farms** and its

Grange

W aldo Fomora

our

he has

gained f.cta;

candidate*

—

THE

SUBSIDY

BILL

Oa Monday of this week Congress assembled in specis. session. Tbe election
tbe
being ever we see no reason why
House
the
of
and
tbe
Senate
members of
old not quit talking politics and setsown to a sensible and business.ike
liberation of the numerous economic
States is suf„„ from which the United
fering.
One of these is the decadent condition
of our merchant marine nd President

'Harding’s desire is that Congress shai.
immed.ately consider and pass a Ship

order to star

in

bodies of the

so

aas it over
A
At tbe cenaas ten (Ti:|« reported
ttse boat
rsiio| Tote of tfcanis an f:ven
critfe for tbe bwpitality and coortesiaa

.attraction

fifth cegree
the diming h*l! where

to

awaited

ameer

ami

us,

atentico

was

C.oaed in fomx A a*reec in say set
a hippy, profitable day had been spent
I ey hive a hne
wish San i*bt tranpe
ba.i, csr.nj ha., and i.s.-ren eq-ipmeat.
be
Tte next meeua* of Pcacaa w
Dec. x.
wab Honesty Grinje. Mom

aump.uous

a

every poas.ble
e ver, the hungry

an:

patrons.

* be tr.‘®*
cce»
ap»rt hecaaac tier hint

n <r.i

oe*

Address of wePcome ny the Master, nc

A. A Howet & C©-

A»*vJI

Fierce Heat

bioc, the .abor tfoc.'Hhe maternity bioc,
good roads b.oc.”
Here ;n Mi.se w- have a cyclone ce.iar, known as the referendum, to which
affrighted legislators may See wnea a

Required

v

-.-

twenty-five

m.ie to a 5,000 ton ship, and
s.dv to power vessel of 1500

a

cents

a

lesser sub-

tons or over,

over
aa.-.Lg vessels of 1(XJ0 tons or
when such ships or vessels are engaged
owned
in foreign trade, are American
It i«
and sail under tbe American flag.
aubest
the
bel.eved
by
and
est.ma ed
that
thor.ties in the shipping interests,

Ultimately,

we art

merchant marine

to have

equai

to

a

foreign

that main-

our
tained by Great Britain, the cost of
snnusuns dies will be about *50,000,COO
the
•Hy, which will be about one-third
reduction
amount saved annually by the
seems to

of our naval force. The issue
want a
be whether the American people
marine eware conmerchant
permanent

iu

lilil

_1__
tUUUW-nvu

ml I

fc'.rtk Qc?
i c»m«i

ox

itMi*

wtre

iron

t*jc

»wit

tfte

the

State*,

United

aDd

ai.

the

a

meat in this country has decreased aoout
25 pounds per capita during tbe last two
and that tae Department w.Si start
year
Meal” campaign to help
We do not
out the livestock industry.

an

"Est More

be,.eve that this movement will increase
the price paid for live cattle, hogs and
aneep, or that it will lessen the price
of

meat

to

thd

consumer.

The

“Big

b>^s* *b4 k
sc.mats, ear.-; n: trace tv their ideality, ac- far sa has yet beer

raroeu._

Dumb Animals

The

allied

commission

reparations

which went to Berlin to investig te conditions in Germany, nas reported that 2,-

000,000

tons

of grain mult be imported to

feed the people there next year.

settled the

amount

needed,

as

is

Having
the

cus-

Europe, the investigating committee looks boldly and expectantly toward*
tom

the

*/v

in

niled States.

f

Amd now we see another bloc looming
It is proposed
on the political horizon.
to form

a

new,

"group,” which,

mands are

granted.
The Election

those ship® competed,w.th
of every
no small success, with the ahips
But soon after the operation of
nation

profitable, and

Reasons for the recent political landslide. ts given in the leading newspapers
estabscean steamship® was auccessfullv
oi the country, have been many and
a
lished Great Britain put in operation
We think the following from
various.
a great
subsidy system, which gave her
the Milwaukee Sentinel is worthy of
our
advantage. The effect of this on
thoughtful consideration by politicians
that in 1645 the
disastrous
wsmo
shipping
and by the people:
a subUnited States Congress enacted
The psychology of the American voter
for carrying our
which
provided
law
sidy
on election day was a difficult thing to
with the
foreign mail* under contract
forecast.
It is an equally difficult thing to anPost Office Department. The steamers
its operacarried also an immense amouot of alyze, now that the results of
of tion have become apparent.
American products. In consequence
That the citizens of the country were
fleet was
this, in six years our merchant
thinking along many lines and acting
Great
of
Britain, from many motives is evident. Seeking
practically equal to that
and
although her subsidy had been in opera- to reconcile these divergent reasons
to arrive at a definite explanation of the
been.
bad
ours
then
tion ten years longer
phenomena of the election is a task that
A reversal of the policy of subsidizing can not be undertaken in the limits of
the one editorial.
our merchant ahips was followed by
It is evident that discontent with the
and transsaie of our abipa to foreigners
operations of congress was a strong facof
that
to
American
flig
the
fer from
It is equally evident
tor in the result.
other nation, and a cessation of that
some
general resentment with things as
1

in American ships,
notwithstanding the enormous destruction of foreign ahipe by German submarines. As an evidence of wbat abip aubaidies have done for Great Britain we
find that last year the British flag was
floating over more than one-third of the
merchant shipping of the world.
commerce

they are and a vague desire to protest
against them was an actuating cause in
many instances.
The prohibition question figured prominently in many sections and unquestionably exercised a strong influence in some
results which proved surprising.
The tariff, the railroad question, labor
j problems and interests, these and many
I other things bad their effect to a greater
And of
or less extent in many places.
course a recession from the abnormal Rei publican majorities of 1920 was inevitable.
Endeavoring to assign one definite.
; clear cut cause for the results is to essay
And predicting the
an impossible task.
effect on the future aapect of political
affairs is as yet an undertaking that de»
fies successful effort.
It was an interesting election, its re
for
thoughtful consuits force forward
sideration some of the most important
that
| and absorbing political questions
j have ever confronted the American

; people.

CHILDREN

Uke to Take It for
Coughs, Colds, Croup,
Colie, Cholera Morbus,
Pains in Stomach or
Bowels, Sore Throat,
hnani taW Iqpil Msasetn Co., famj. Me.

your homy rrfurdco,

jxjxrjzgtrittszrsisizs&z

COOK’S STUDIO

A.

M.

NEW BOOK. 300 p*«ev oo car*
rad treatment of Dumb Animals—
Cattle. 5£>e«p. Do** aad
Horn*
Poultry, with Humphreys’ Veterinary
Medicine*, mailed free.

BELFAST. MAINE

U Far Fever*. Cwyestwv sad leftsiieiail
II Fv Horn af We Trade** * LpaMI
CC Far Srleases at tar Sards
f S Far War* fcseases
L£ Fw harases dltb Ftiupi
F f Far Cahc Seasatada * «had Cake

RED

I

Fnnwi t*ocama*r
F* barters a« 0* Idseys rad hiMr
Far C*twears fcseast * £r**ta*s
Far loesses *f fcfefo*
*:e. met- sa In# Mona or

E-rrstrr*
li<

I

PICTURES for XMAS

GRANITE

E rr-ears': Sbasccti Co»» York-

"

HUMPHREYS’

e are

headquarters for

red granite. We have
in
stock or in transit

j?hch Hazel Ointment (Comp.)
"The Pile Ointment"

;

V.«..ei

Si=>
E
•J<

rrsan-

liuts*E

aWvti,

li*

Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red. Weste*.
ly, R. I. Red, Westerly, R. I., Pink. Niantic,
Conn., Pink, St. Cloud, Minn., Red. \\ isconsin Mahogany, Warsaw, W is., Red,

Free

E

00-

1 -•*.

A beautiful dark red— the reddest of reds.

Fuse Raw Materials

IMPORTED

..
_

Beers Red,

Magda Red.

Balmoral Red

JCALL AND SEE THEM.

A. S. HEAL.

Belfast, Maine,

1

r..; K..1. of icte. —'
r.
r
:
f ‘. *t i< required
American industry hare
■, in
in each branch «mie pailktlltr *}iec- *ig-s-- kh:

And it emphasizes the fact that these
questions, which press for solution, must
be taken up and disposed of in the broadest and most intelligent manner, illumi

a*ted by wisdom and understanding of
conditions, and that they can net be
solved by the old political formulas which
have heretofore been relied upon by ail
parties for the determination of national

j problems.

greater degree
f
’he -ter.-.
any ther in■

*

r:

;.*h-

that
ici.liy this development.
la<-T.;.-r

:» Ti e <•; erIn steel
a:,ufa< lure
-t
and
rtf
f * lie
-pen
•--mice. It: the no.: ufa;ture of pa-?
hods lie
blower w!
is the gh
find- its t -cal
•eres"
t
itj rS.e launching of some (.wean
grey! <-und. In the m;.i:':f;>--ture of
[•ortiand cert : : it is the suj e r-hea-mg
-f finely ground material in gigantic
■
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“Like Looki-g at Sun."
Where the i.mterhis ent^r the hTn
x::: n’ely 1
:r>
•ie t-ri*
Fahrenheit. By the t me the
-gr.-e’-rial has
; ered t*
l-.wijered
the 125
•l.ree-!i' r journey !.’«r
■

feet or more of brick-lined “furnace."
ti.e heat has reached anyw here ;: ra

2J500

to

&000 degrees Fahrenheit.

Ti.e workman watching th- ugh his
k’lts.
peephole in the end of the kit:; tanst
It is hke hs»k*
rk ed glasses.
wear
K.Ips Tali as Twenty-Story Building.
It. a large plant a d’>zThe accompanying Illustration shows ing at the sun.
and reone en*i of a kiin used in modem ce- ei. or more of these kilns roar
in many cs.~es its weight volve s;.|e by side in one great room.
ment plants,
at 25
exceed
pounds, empty T'.e Estimating a single kiln's "Utput
foundations that support it are heavy barrel.- an hour, it would mean that
enough to hold a ten—' ry building nearly r <g> pounds of pulverized roal
<">ne of the I irg-st k: n-. if -et on end. had been blown into it to provide the
would l>e as tail as a twenty-story of- tremendous heat necessary. It requires
fice. building and a touring car could 3»> pounds of this «;>e<ially prepared
coal to manufacture a single barrel of
run through it with room to spare.
Not only In massive proportions is cement weighing 378 pounds.

MRS. ALEXANDER B RADLEY’S
FIVE YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER
DANGEROUSLY ILL
ranged stomach, occasional pains, pale
Dan- face of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull,
of
Biadley
Alexander
Mrs.
a letter,
twitching eyelids, abort dry cough, grindbnry, Conn., aaya: “After U long years
have at Jast ing of the teeth, red points on the tongue,
I
remedies
different
trying
alow fever.
found a good medicine—Dr. True’s Elixir. starting during sleep,
“I was nearly discouraged. I was givA great deal of sickness comes from
ing the oldest girl something nearly every irregular bowels, a vital part of the body.
night, but now I keep a bottle of Dr. At the first signs of constipation give
True's Elixir handy, and only give it oc
Dr. True’s Elixir—for it is the right kind
casionally. 1 have tried so many things, —pleasant to take, with no griping or
but now ay soon as I see signs of worms,
distressing after-effects.
I give Dr. 1 rue's tlixir for quick relief.
A well-known New Yorker writes:—
“My son, 14 years of age, was always “While
visiting in historic old Plymouth
troubled with worms when Btnsll and
(Mass.),
my family became acquainted
Dr. True’s’ was unknown to me tbfen.
with your Dr. True’s Elixir, the True FamI always have it on hand now, as I have
ily Laxative and Worm Expellee. It does
another small child. They even ask for
all you claim for it in aiding digestion
Now please print this letter so
more.
and relieving ineomina and constipation.
j
know
the
other anxious mothers may
Please ship me six large size bottles, for
good results which follow Dr. True’s mother is in need of it."—Wm. L Ralph.
Elixir for children suffering with worms
Nearly every grown-up as well as every
and constipation, as I cannot recommend
Keep tne bowels
needs a laxative.
child
it too highly.”
Elixir. 40c
True’s
Dr.
Symptoms to watch: Constipation, of- regular by using
fensive breath, swollen upper lip, de- j 60c—*120.
Here is i little bit of true life pat into
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legislation
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troops h:ve been withdrawn from S.beria
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force* the bo-shevisls were on hand to
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construction for several years prior to
Even as long ago as
the World War.
War we were comthe
Spanish
during
to
pel ed to obtain many foreign ships
carry our troops and supplies, and just
before the opening of the World War we
cent of
were carrying only about ten per
Today,
own
in
our
ships.
trade
ocean
our
after spending bundrds of millions of
dolls ra for the roDit ruction of abipa we
cent of
are carrying only twenty-five per
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Tbe interallied control of tbe Eastern
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Subsidy Bill which was introduced
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several
Congress
the
for in- wmch a.though some du.ance from
referred to the proper committees
the mainland is really Ssnerian territory. Sakheld
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hearings
In
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filled halin 'is wonderfu .y rich in peno turn.
committee two large volumes were
whicc No real we.a have been drilled, bat there
with testimony taken, most of
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favor of the Subsidy which, in
was
face.
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Goodyear wit system,
W. A. JOHNSON

Coal is high and hard
Winter is here.

Why

to get
not buy a

Lower Main Street

Genuine Round Oak
Wood Heater

HALL &

—OR—

94 to 102 Faneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.

CLARION

Almost 75 years in the same location in Boston’s Big Market. Established 184S.

Pipeless Furnace

Fruit and Produce
Commission Merchants.
APPLES OUR SPECIALTY.

FOR WOOD
Clariare right.
Heaters for wood only in 3
sizes, Round Oak Stoves in 4
sizes. All in stock and all new.

prices that

at

Prompt and Efficient Service. Stencils furnished on application.
References any Commercial Ajency; Beacon Trust Co., Boston.

on

$15. OO up
Come in and let

us

No collection

s^ow you.

STOVE STORE

35 Miller

irmvMi

phone.

_

Coughs and Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism |
and All Aches and Pains
ALL DRUGGISTS

than ever before the
Chevrolet Motor Co. has again
emphasized its leadership in
this wonderful new model car
with no advance in price.
More

The new distinctive features
the 'beautiful body lines,
The curtains open with the
door. Vacuum tank in the rear.
New high hood crown panelled
tenders. One large glass in
rear curtain.
Large Raiator
drum type headlights.

35c and 65c, jar» and tubes
Hospital size, 53.00

Expert
and

are

By

all

means see

this

Piano

Tuning

McKEEN,

BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone

APPLICATIONS,

Justice of the Peace
Notary Public.
tf4
HayfirJ Block, Belfast, Maine

Giles G. Abbott,

years,

Fire Insurance

FOR SALE
Several
location.
at a decided sacrifice.

land and very pleasant
For qu ck sale it is offered

A. B.

Inquire
Journal Office.

|

WET AND DRY
Prices.
at^ Reasonable

C. A.

PAUL

garage

Cleaning and
MAINE; Repair Work

WANTED

Belfast

acres

|

Real Estate, Timberlands and
HAYFORD BLOCK. BELFAST,

near

9

WINTER STORASE

must be sworn to.

MONROE, MAINE.

Village Home

ALSO

Registration
MAURICE W. LURD

Attractive

Exide Bin®

126-4._41tf

1922 Auto License and

new car

weight! 950 lbs., color
black, kind, sound and has beeD driven
by lady for four.years.
FLORA JOHNSON,
R. F. D. 4, Belfast, Maine.
Tel. 77-2 1.
*fw45tf.

For Sale

Repairing

LLOYD D.

A. W. KNIGHT

Age 8

ill l

or

For

CHEVROLET

Horse for Sale
likely to like il I

Write, call

Tel. 370.

Model

I

are

Belfast, Maine

Street,

Announcing the New Superior

soon be here) before you buy a car at any price.

You

everywher

Collections

pay.

C. L. FISH, Manager,

BROOKS, MAINE

(which will

I

no

Creditors Mercantile Agency

HUTCHINSON’S

I

COLE, Inc.,

#

for

HOUSEKEEPER
widower:
without children. Work light with mod- ,
apply
For
particulars
ern conveniences.
THE JO URNAL OFFICE.
|
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A Southern Tribute

UMay

?Cc

|!
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old, thronged

Ihe

died

to pay

a

T. and
in

Ripley, Nlontville, to George
Josephine Kelso, Searsmont; land
Lewis, Belfast,

Laden with
Thursday morning
tTie • oflin was brought into the

Wagner, do.;

in

her

stomach

so

weak she could

kind of food
she began taking Tanmn fact,
was such that we had'
hrf condition
.doubts about her ever being any j
»T®
that TanHu. i want to tell you
fills have
the Tanlac Vegetable
will never be
we
so fine that
°r
>
them
My wife now eats and
’““
nora child and is perfectly
'*p8 like
In a few
t0 nerves and strength.
and I consida. «he is a well woman

er,nlc a
T.nlac is

priceless medicine."
sold by all good druggists.
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of

respect

God in His div.ne

Whereas, Almighty
called from our midst our
^joni has
Frank Webber Johnson,
brother,
Joved
our order has lost a faithful
d whereas
home and the
valued member and his
be it
an irreparable loss;
,mmunity
of the
Re«olved, That the sympathy
Grange, No 28, I atDirigo
of
lembers
be
Husbandry of Freadam, Maine,
wife and relaUnded to the bereaved be draped for a
and that our charter
Be
in hia memory.
[riod of thirty days
further
these resoluResolved, That a copy of
records of Dirigo
be spread on the

|d

m“of
te

«

anPd

a

copy

be

sent to the be-

be sent to the
sved wife, and a copy
in Belfast for publiJournal
eputlican

I'"®’

ISAAC P. GR1FFIES,
Colin Bangs,
f
JOHN TAYLOR,
|
Committee on Resolutions
Freedom, Me., Oct. 28, 1922.

CENTER MONTVILLE
and Mrs. Charles
Diitrict Deputy,
Union Harvest
visited
foods, of Morrill,
rnoge Nov. 11.
was a
J. Thompson, of Belfast
and Mrs. F. W.
iiekend guest of Mr.

J. Kenney, do.; land and buildings in
in which Mr. Stowers had aided in Brooks.
the
the upbuilding of
religious institutions
Addle Robbins, Belfast, to George E.
of the city, which have helped to make
West Pa'm Beach a safer place for the Kittridge, do ; land and buildings in Belways

fast.

“He was a ma- who did things,”
home.
he said, "but who did not care for them
to be known, and out of deference to his
memory I shall say lilile.” In closing, he
summarized the characteristics which endeared Mr. Stowers to all who knew him:
his rugged courage, his sympathy combined with a kind understanding, hisclear
vision and his child like faith.
During
the service, .Mrs Frank Pettibone sang
“One Sweetly Solemn Thought,” and
“I Will Serve
Mrs. R. E. Dougherty.
Thee to the End.” The large congrega
tion gathered at the church bore evidence
to the large number and variety of the
friends of Mr. Stowers. Scattered among
the older persons were many girls and
young men, the majority of {whom are
members of the Christian Endeavor Society, which Mr. Stowers founded here
and to which he devoted much of his
time, often spending all |,of Saturday in
preparation of a program for the next
evening. A section of the famil> pew,
reserved for old family servan s, was
filled
Many of those present went to
Woodlawn cemetery for the short service
there. The pallbearers were: J. B. MeGinley, Orrin Randolph, Sewell Semple,
B. J. Carlberg. D L. Williams and F. A.
Pettibone; and the honorary pallbearers:
M. E. Gruber, C. C. Chilling; H. G. Geer,
worth, W. A. Smith, W. J. von Behren
L. E. Heisler, H. B. Corwin. E. F. Bowers.
Acting as ushers at the church were:
William J. von Behren, H. E. Robinson,
Raymond Corwin. Ira Dunkle, Norman
Bennett, Cliff Ewing, Stuart Rowley and
A. E. Bush.
The weekly yacht race scheduled by the
Palm Beach Yacht Club, Sunday afternoon, for the Hiscock trophy, will be postponed until Sunday, Nov. I?, in deference
to the memory of the late John C. Stowers, whose funeral will be held next Sunday afternoon, according to the officials
of the regatta committee.

ett'n,l
Vked

Joseph Estes, Troy, to Carrol A. Estes,
land and buildings in Troy.
George K. Willey, Belfast, to Ula DSmall, do.; land and buildings in BelfastEvelyn Twombly, Monroe, to Ethel M.
Bryant, do.; land and buildings in Monroe.
John C. F-eeman, Lincolnville, to Kate
M. Ripley, do.; land in Lincolnville.
Augustus E. Dean, Lincolnville, to Orris F. Young, do.; land in Lincolnville.
William H. Morrison, Stockton Spr., to
City National Bank, Belfast; land on
island in Penobscot Bay.
Ida A. I'uncan, Searsport, to Lewis
Villa, do.; land in Searsport.
Sewall H. bowdoin, Stockton Spr., to

do.;

Eva

j

BAD

THAT

S.

Bowdoin, do.;

land in Stockton

Spr.
Sewall H. Bowdoin, Stockton Spr., to
Eva S. Bowdoin, do.; land and buildings
in Stockton Spr.
Annie L. Chandler, Camden, to A. L.
E tea, Unity; land and buildings in Burn
ham.

Osgood Woodbury, Northport, to ClarE. Martin, do.; land and buildings in

ence

Northport.

Grace A. Howes, Roxbury, Mass., to
Albert C. Wells, Belfast; land and build
ings in Belfast.

|

Albert D.

Edgerly, Unity,

to Charles S.
Edgerly, do.; land and buildings in Unity.
Elijah Morse, Belmont, to Henry Mahoney, do.; land and buildings in Belmont.
Milton Blase, Morrill
to
Thomas, do.; land in Morrill.

Hosea

B.

Leroy C. Mansur, Monroe, to Flora A.
Mansur, do.; land and buildings in Monroe.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

Ralph

CASTO R I A

BACK

bun, Nov. 11.
daughter, and 1
Do you have a dull, steady ache in the
Mrs. Frank Flanders,
to Brunswick, small of the back—sharp, stabbing twinges
moved
mdchildren, have
Sidney Campbell went when stooping or lifting-distressing uriI. Flanders and
For bad back and weaknary disorders?
Nov. 14.
Junction,
Dmviile
ened kidneys Belfast residents recomRead this
went to R. M. mend Doan's Kidney Pills.
Mr end Mrs. P. C. Allen
12. Mrs. Allen Belfast statement..
Kttti, in Belfast, Nov.
F. O. Whiting, 35 Congress street, says:
ill jou>Waterville, be.^re returning, “My kidneys were in a weak and disortion
per"
a
oper
dered condition and I seemed to have no
surgical
id will lave
control over the kidney secretions.
My
wnedoL her throat.
back ached continually and was so sore
of
a
chair.
I
out
lame
I
couldn’t
and
get
Letters’at the rate of 10,000 per day
went about in a bent position for three
secthe
of
"office
the
ere sent.out from
Pains in the back of my head
months.
tary of State to all in the State jwho bothered me. A friend advised me to try
a
id automobiles registered this year
Doan’s Kidney Pills, so I went to the City
With
111 of 90,000 persons in Maine.
Drug Store and got three boxes of this
for
blanks
ese letters are application
I was surprised how quickly
medicine.
Those
Doan’s helped me. Three boxes cured
filtration of cars next year.
>
numlo had cars registered this year
me so 1 have never since had a return of
red 2 to 30,000 received a notice calling j the trouble.”
the
statute
that
Don’t simply
fact
by
tention to the
Price 60c, at all dealers.
st 30,000 numbers are reserved until ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
o. 1 for those who had them in 1922.
Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Whiting
lia also applies to ihose having the lirst had.
Foster-Milburn Co., Mfrs., Buffalo,
■»
B numbers for trucks.
N. Y.

Years

land and buildings in Bel-
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any

BELFAST

PRICE

Apples,

MARKET

bush
Beans, pea,
Beans, y. e.,

Cutter,
Bheese,

Chicken,
Duck,
Eiitta,
Fowl,
Geese,
RETAIL

$1 00
9
9
40a45
24
35
36
78
30
32

PRICE

Beef, corned, 30a32
18a32
Butter salt,
: Corn,
1 00
: Cracked corn.
1 00
1 00
Corn meal,
38
Cheese,
3 00
| Cotton seqfi,
15
Cranberries,
33
Clover seed,
8 50al2 00
Flour,
H. G. seed,
4 75
18
i Lard,

j
|

|

I

PAID

Individual Attention of Sympathetic Workers.
When

November 11 the world
ohserve the fourth anniversary of Armistice Day, and the American lted Cross Inaugurates Its Annual
halts

MOTOR CAR
The evenness of performance so often remarked in Dodge Brothers Motor Cars is
no

small

thoroughness
inspected during

to the

part,

with which each unit is
the process of manufacture and assembly.

on

to

Roll Call for the enrollment of the
1023 membership, the people of the
United States mny well pause to think
of the unparalleled contribution to the
cause of pence made by our Army and

Navy

In the World War. The glory of
it Is a common tradition; but the
wounds of war remain. They are not
healed in a day, In a year, nor in four
And on Armistice Day there
years.
will be under treatment in Government
hospitals over 25,000 ex-service men,
broken physically by wounds, expo-

Order Your Christmas Studebaker Now!

12 00al4 00
Hay,
25
Lamb,
20
Mutton,
75a85
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
12
11 00
Straw,
26a32
Turkey,
17
Veal,
Wood, hard, 11 00
8 00
Wood, soft,
RETAIL MARKET

Lime,
Oats,
Oat Meal,
Onions,
Oil, kerosene,
Pollock,
10
19
Pork,
6.5
Rye meal,
1 70
Shorts,
81-2
Sugar,
Salt, T. I., bus. 1 25

3 00
68
5
4
19a20

4

work,

your order now.

place

The Sedan is the ideal gift because it
will provide happiness for all the family
—all the

year—and

the years to

employed
in this work alone, and approximately 5285
individual inspections are made on each car.
So

experts

is

the standards ap-

rigid
exacting
plied to these inspections that the slightest
variation either in workmanship or material is instantly discovered and rejected.
and

are

almost over-scrupuaim to make each
constant
their
lous in

Dodge

Brothers

car as

sound and

are

perfect

as

is humanly

possible.
The Price is $960.00 delivered

L. A. PAUL, Main Street
Tel- 329-12

passed

to you.

on

And back of the beauty and dependability of the Light-Six and its completeness,
its advanced design and precise workmanship, is the Studebaker name, which after
70 years enjoys public confidence and
respect more than ever.

Heater. Bight-day clock.
xmer-proor transmission lock. i;owi ventilator, side coach lamps. Kaifl
visor and windshield cleaner. Inside locks on three doors and outside lock on right-hand front door.
Silk roller-curtains. Four doors that swing wide open. Dome light. Mohair velvet plush upholstery.

MODELS AND PRICES-/,

b. factories

o.

LIGHT-SIX
3-Pni., Ill" W. B., 40 H. P.

SPECIAL-SIX
5-Pmu., 119• W. B., SO H. P.

Touring-$ 975
Roadster (3-Pass.)_ 975
Coupe-Roadster
(2-Pa».)- 1225

Touring.—.$1275 Touring
.$1730
Roadster (2-Pass.)_ 1250 Speedtter<4-Pass)
1833
2400
Roadster (4-Pass.)_ 1275 Coupe (4-Pass )

Sedan_ 1550

Sedan.. 2050

Coupe(4-Pa-.)___

BIG-SIX
7-Pa—., I2f W. B.,60 H. P.

f7\°r

1875

Non-Skid Cord Tiroa, Front and Roar, Standard Bquipmant

THE BANKS GARAGE

/

A

IS

THIS

upon

STUDEBAKER

YEAR

plishment the American
urging a record-breaking

Organization and the Chapters
working together in harmonious unity.

tional

For the current fiscal year National

appropriated $3,030,Headquarters
092.90, an increase of $365,560.84 over
the amount spent for the work among
ex-service men in the year ended .Tune
30 last. Since it is estimated that the
Chapters will expend close to $7,000,000 from their own funds, the grand
total of Red Cross expenditures for
this single work is expected again to
reach the $10,000,000 mark by June 30,

SHINGLES -Results CountTHE PIONEER CHIROPRACTOR

We have

without

livernble.
The Chapter is the unit of the Red
Cross organization which Is accessible
to every disabled veteran or his fam.Tune 30,
ily. Between July 1, 1921, and
1922, the Chapters had reported 1,665,079 instances of service to ex-service
a cost
men and their dependents, at
estimated from reports now at hand of

Call and

]

®3t*Ci *£££*.

bloated atom- 1

£?£j£T£-

fo^

Your Peace-Time "Bit”
Not "all you can," but your “bit,
of the Ameri$1 makes for strength
service.
can Bed Cross in peace-time
servStrength in nuumbers multiplies
Join today.
ice.

House tor Sale
ON SALMOND STREET.

All modern improvements and garago.
My address is No. 88 Highland Avenue
Gardiner. Me. Can be in Belfast any SatJ. F. SYLVESTER,
urday p. m.

Two Show Cases
FOR SALE
Low prices if taken at once.
FRED T. CHASE,
43tf
25 Main Street, Belfast.

^

\

bad stomach

\
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cnricbdm blood,
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q The nght '«nedy
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j
aid in casting
Uningso(thenomach.^hJ
poison. 1
binchon.
out

1

and strengthen e V
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The Urge

\
Dr Hartman’*
le wbo

I

D. F. Stephenson
HAS ADDED A
LINE OF

‘^tX-oSerthertronge-

74 Main Street

~

wl

WANTED

C HfCH ESTg.R PILUi
Ohl<«kea-ter • D
Pills la Red an.
boxes, sealed wit
•
Take

Second

Hand

Kitchen

Range

State price first letter.
I

Box

BRAND P£

185, Belfast, Maine

yaaxs known as Best, Cifsst, Ah

W. L. COOK

Dr. A, M.

SOLO BY DRUGG5YS

FOR SALE
Low

Dr ice

second nand par lot

and kitchen stoves,

Licensed Embalmer

Nemo Hygienic-Fashion Institute
120 East 16th St.. New York. Dep t M.

S

I SuSoND

Undertaker

If your dealer cam't get it, tend actual
butt measure, name, address and
*1.00. We’ll tend tie Circlet pro.
paid. SUts 34 to 40.

1

WUO EVWYWVtE«

-AT—

The Circlet it more than ■ Brassiere. It's
tad simply slips ersr
the head, clasps at the waist sad uadcr■na, and months eat agly Gats.

Scli-Adjusting,

pe-ru-nA
msBWtnmtt*«_1

-*~S£T~~

than $5,3.40,000.
Tile basis of this far-reaching work
of the Red Cross is the individual
needs of the disabled veteran to the
unend that he may obtain his rights
wants
der the law, that his especial
that his
mav be immediately supplied,
be
own and his family’s situation may
rendered happy and cheerful, and that
for the future may
their outlook
visualize incentives for independent
and fruitful effort.
Abroad
Spread Christmas Joy
boxes
More than 100,000 Christmas
the children of Central Europe
Bed Cross
were packed by the Junior
The spread of Christinas
last year.
will be largely
joy through these boxes
of the
increased this year because
under
way.
already
plans

-*

aches.

nal office

Vv

LIFE I

r=riOU CA

thim at the Jour-

AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

A.£M.

®S«E3l
°SSfcANT ENJOY

$1, $2 and $3
see

9 to 11 o'clock

Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Made of Chinese grass linen, also
voile and net, and trimmed with
real lace. Cuff's or front to match
if desired.

Prices

Davis

A.

80 MAIN STREET

Collars
■

Georgia

charges.

HAND MADE

Chapter-made

quarters handled 3i,200 compensation
and Insurance claims, 24,o00 allotment
and allowance cases, and 9.700 miscellaneous claims. Since February, 1919,
It has disposed of 64,174 allotment
the
checks payable to veterans which
Post Office Department reported unde-

shingles

MILTON B. HILLS
Tel. 205

articles for
hospital patients is constant.
During last year Service Claims and
Information Service at National Headfor

of

in our yard on Primrose street
at reasonable prices, delivered

1923.

Hospital and District Office Work
During the fiscal year a total of over
1,000 persons, paid and volunteer, has
been engaged in Red Cross duty in
hospitals or district offices of the U. S.
Veterans’ Bureau. An average of 8,000
new cases requires definite and particular attention each month. The de-

a tun line

more

A trained staff of 800

come.

The sturdy body of the Light-Six Sedan,
like the chassis, is built in Studebaker
plants. It is constructed to give long, satisfactory service. Only the finest materials
are used. Craftsmanship is unexcelled.
It is cradled on long, strong, semi-elliptic
springs. The nine-inch seat cushions, upholstered in mohair velvet plush, are restful. The heater, cowl ventilator and the
wide windows, among many other features,

whose accomRed Cross Is
enrollment in
the Roll Call which opens on Armistice Day and closes with Thanksgiving Day, 2,679 Chapters In all parts of
the country are engaged. This is 350
more than were working for ex-service
last year when approximately
men
$10,000,000 was expended by the Natills

year-round comfort and utility.
The reliability of the Studebaker LightSix Sedan has been proved in the hands of
thousands of enthusiastic owners.
It is strictly a quality car. Its low price of
$1550 is possible only because of complete
manufacture in one of the most modem
and complete automobile plants in the
world. This means the elimination of
middlemen’s profits, and the savings are
add to its

In order to have a Studebaker Light-Six
Sedan at the door when the family comes
downstairs Christmas morning, you should

sure, nervous strain and exhaustion
Incident to their service in the war.
The Government without stint is undertaking to furnish these disabled
men with the compensation and medical care to which they are entitled,
yet their especial care is a duty of the
Red Cross.
Why? Reeanse the Government cannot handle the cases of
ex-service men Individually; It must
handle these men In bulk under a
standardized policy. The Government
has neither the authority, the funds
or the equipment for working out the
problem of the Individual man. There
Is where the American Red Cross
finds its greatest field for service, aiding through Its very active Chapters
in reaching the disabled man with Immediate practical help, assisting his
family while his claim is emerging from
the process of adjustment, furnishing
articles of comfort, funds to tide over
the difficult periods, the friendly touch
of personal encouragement,
helpful
recreation and worry-dispelling amusement.
It Is the warm hand of sympathy and understanding which the
American Red Cross extends to the
majority of these disabled ex-service
men. some of them friendless In the
whirl of life, thousands of them with
wives and children dependent upon
them, and hundreds of them frequently helpless In the face of grim ne-

In

PRODUCER

Sweet potatoes,

Every Veteran Needing Help Gets

cessity.
2,679 Chapters Aiding Veterans

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

Dodee Drothers

in

of Peace.

CHAPTERS' FIELD OF SERVICE

mand

due,

,$1550,

f st.

the"time

‘retail,
when

SEDAN

Hospitals After Four

to Dora H.

Reuel Willey, Unity, to Manley B.
church, accompanied by the active and
honorary pall-bearers, all personal friends Waning, do ; land and buildings in Unity.
of long standing of the family, while Miss
Allowing
Percy E. Benner, Montvflle, to Rhoda
K,0A‘“
Anita Canova played the Chopin march. A Benner, do ; land in MontviUe.
Mi®pits
was banked
with the many
Edward L. Cunningham, Swanville, to
of your visit my wife had ; The altar
f.*t
taking Tsulac, floral offerings and ferns, with tall palm Raymond M Howard, do ; land in Swanby
ui
gain
ai a wonder
few
last
the
to
| branches at the side. The Rev. C. H. ville.
^notfhng as tocompared
this time she has gainup
Lucy E Gould, Brooks, to Estelle E
Pettibone, pastor and close friend of Mr.
wi“
You
P°unds
femem£er
her | Stowers took as the text of his short ser- Roberts, do.; land in Brooks.
1fthi ’ty
during
? Lr or five operationsshe
Mattie E. Stevens, Unity, to Clara M.
,ehad»nd after the last one Her weighed
mon, “Know ye not that there is a prince
nerves
Mussey, do ; land and buildings in Unity.
f"»8 uetv-nine pounds.she could
fallen
a
man
in
and
Israel?”
thisday
great
hardly I
Florence E. Moore, Brooks, to Reuben
such a condition
In a few simple words he emphasized the
* in
answer and a
Mr. LeMay told
the amazing reStory
from the
LeMay has obtained

affirmative

LIGHT.SIX

25,000 Disabled Ex-Service Men

Searsmont.
Sarah R.

flowers,

lund-shakmg.of

RED CROSS HEALS
WOUNDS OF WAR

William A

last tribute to the memory
of John Clifford Stowers, pioneer and prominent church and business man, who
noon

Kim St Manchester.
the special
„irnduced himself to
the other|day,
representative
are the Tanlac
not mistaken you
wife nearly
who called on my

0

The following transfers in real estate
recorded in the Waldo Counly Registry of Deeds for the week ending Nov
13, 1922:
were

Congregational church yesterday after

said Lucian LcN

W

transfers in Real Estate

pays

Thirty Pounds
rnp■

Maine Man

The Palm Beach, Fla., Posi of Nov. 6th
tribute to a former Waldo County
boy and a summer resident of Searsport:

Has Gained
it

to a

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre

Building

TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

J. AUSTIN McKEE\.

License 377.

Belfast,

Maine.

Tel. 61-3

Special Notice
We wish to inform the public that w«
doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, M*.

are

tf47

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance

FINE HOME FOR SALE
Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, 1-4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
office. Excellent summer or year round
MAURICE W. LORD
dwelling.
tf45'
Hayford Block, Belfast, Me.

AUTOMOBILE
TRIMMING
*

Auto tops, curtains and cushions made and repaired. Slip
covers for all cars.
Special
Ford Sedan slip covers.

Fire, Liability, Automobile
PYTHIAN BLOCK.

IPhone 316-3

LORD & CO.
Tel. 343-3

**

SINCE 1882
At 72 Main Street, Beiimat.

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

•r

Do Not

Your Blood
If it is in abnormal condition, the
longer yon delav taking a good blood
medicine like flood’s Snrmparilla,
the longer it will take and the more
difficult it will be for you to get
back to “normalcy.”
Not onlvboi'.-. pimples, eruptions,
bnt headaches, nervous spells, “allgone” feelings, indigestion and loss
of apnetite.are readily traced to impure blood. Tlionsands date getting
on the right road to health from the
dav they began taking Hood's Sarsa-

parilla.'

Why

not

Hospital.

Mrs. J. W. Btaisdell of Belfast was a
caller on friends here one day recently.
his

Sproule is visiting
daughter and husband in Lynn, Mass.
Mrs Ellen Foxton of Hampden has
moved here and resides in the Richmond
block.
Miss Verna Clark of Sherman has been
the guest of her sister, Mrs. C. L. Barrows.

Mrs. A. C Treat of Stockton was at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Geneva Freeman, Friday,
Miss Catherine Rowe of Hartford, Ct.,
is the guest of her grandmother, Mra.
Mary Haley.
Mra. John Cole haa returned from
apending a week with her daughter, Mrs.
John Green in Brewer.
Ross J. Green, formerly in the undertaking business in Bucksport, has accepted a

position

with F. W. Haley.

Mrs. Frank Brown and daughter, Mrs.

Harl Mosher of Medford Hillside, Mass.,
isited Mrs. Frank Lowe several days
cently.
of the serious illness of her
Van Tassel of Georgia,
Mrs.
daughter,
Mrs.
was a great shock to her mother,

The

usual cinema program
u?ual.

was

pleasing

as

Gertrude Arey's Sunday school
class, the Willing Workers, had a pleasant social at the M E vestry Thursday
evening. Each m-mber of the class could
invite two guests. Contests, games and
music were en.oyed’and delicious assorted
Mrs.

candies daintily served.
At the last meeting of *he Burr Club
the following committees were appointed
fair which
to have charge of the annual
will be held at I. O. O. F. banquet hall
afternoon and evening, Dec.

past week, of her son Robert and family.
Several from here attended the Masonic Chapter in Liberty last Saturday even*
mg.

The date of the regular meeting

oi

me

spoke
the splendid

Henry Clement.

was

held

play-

Fouls Points
15
0
12
4
2
2
0
0
0

0
0
0

10
10
0
0
0

S. Graffam, lg
Myrick, rg
E. Wani lg, rg

12

Totals,
brooks H. S.
Buren, if
Bradford, rf

0
0
0

Asparagus Tips

4
0
0

Hubbard Squash

|

A ;

1

route

The following 'ransfers in real estate
were recorded in the Waldo County Reg-

Mrs. Bertha

see

list,

Baker was in Waterville
her husband.

PKOSPfcli PERKY

a

—

Otis Ginn
and Mrs. G. A. Gordon

j
j
i

i

and Mrs. J. W. Wentworth
erville Tuesday.
one

in Wat-

cataract removed

A. D. Baker had a

from

eye Sunday at the Sister’s Hos-

|

pital, Waterville.
Mrs. P. C. Allen was the subject of a
surgical operation on her throat Tuesday
at the same institution.
M. R. Rogers shot a deer Wednesday
and on Saturday found a good sized buck
deer dead in P. W. Jaquith’s field. It had
been shot some days before but eluded its

j

slayer.
E. G. Clement’s household goods

be in Philadelphia Sunday after
another load to bring to Boston. The
must

world do move.
Mr. and Mrs. Etienne Clement of Pittsfield were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Daniel K. McFarland. Mrs. Clement will
remain till after Thanksgiving, the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Ramsay at South
Montville, and of Mr. and Mrs. F. A
Ramsay.

\
j

last Sun-

Harold Grant, who is attending the E.
S,’ went to Bar Harbor on the foot-

M. C.

>all team, last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gilkey, and Miss
were
Faustina Harding of Searsport,
last
quests of Mrs. Josephine Banks

Leroy C. Mansur, Monroe, to Flora A.
Mansur, do.; land and buildings in Mouroe.
trances E. Hunt, Brookline, Mass., to
Harvey S. Cunningham, Belfast: land and
buildings in Belfast.
Lizzie M. Lord, Belfast, to Clarence E.
Gurney, do.; land in Belfast.
Velma I. Neilson, Brunswick, to Alwilda Clark Palmer, Belfast; land and
buildings in Belfast.
Emma J. Stevens, Pittsfield, to Clarence F. McCully, do.; land in Troy.
Pendleton, Lincoluville, to
Mertie I
Jessie M. Pendleton, do : land aid buildings in Lincolnville.
Margaret S. Darling and Walter Rice,
Stockton Spr., to Elizabeth R. Hamilton,
Boston, Mass.; land in Stockton Spr.
Clarence Holt, Swanville, to Arthur V.
Ellis, do.; land and buildings in Swanville.
Mary F. Brown, Morrill, to Forest L.
White, do.; land in Morrill.
Albert D. Gilley, Bucksport, to Leroy
Brown, Northport; land in Northport.
Leroy Brown, Northport, to Edward H.
Knowltou, Belfast; land in Northport.

To

our

enemies,

we

—_

We invite you to look over
our line of USEFUL GIFTS
Skates
Sleds
Pocket Knives

Flash Lights
Tool Chests
Coaster
Food

Wagons
Choppers

Nut Sets
Sets of

Stainless Steel

Bicycles
Tricycles

Hall

Co.

Hardware

•‘EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE”
T

Belfast, Maine.

j

elephone 55

L adies—Lad ies—Ladies
If

it is

It it is
we

a
a

Hand

Trunk,

Bag

or

Ladies’

a

Suit Case

or

Purse,

Vanity Case

have it at the

BELFAST LEATHER STORE

MEN—MEN—ME N
If it is a Harness, Robe, Blanket,
for the Horse or Stable, we have it.

anything

or

We make and repair Harnesses, Trunks, Suit Cases and
vour order on short notice.
We have the largest
assortment of Trunks, Ladies’Bags, etc., in Waldo County
at guaranteed prices.

Bags to

Special

Prices

on

Fur Coats for next 15

days

Come in and look our stock over even if you do not
want to buy, we will be glad to meet you.

Tel.

past friends, our future friends, and
beg to state that this much talked of

56 Main Street, Belfast.

329-11

HARRY

our

has arrived and sells for $505, delivered to any one in
Waldo County.
Come to our Garage at 35 Main St. and inspect for
yourself. If unable to come get word to us. We will
see

HEREI

Shopping Early!

BELFAST LEATHER STORE

STAR CAR

go to

Do Your Christmas rd'

Carving

E. J. Crosby, Albion, to Wallace Barstow, Freedom; land in Freedom.
Eugene P. Treworgy, Searsmont, to
Saturday.
James L. Bean, do.; land in Searsmont.
A.
There will be a Thanksgiving sale and
Erving T. Bartlett, Thorndike, to Ida
on Nickerson,
do.; land and buildings in
irogram at the Ferry school-house
Tborndike.
The public are cordially inlov. 29th.
Lizzie M. Parker, Franktort, to Ruth
vited to attend.
Ellen Downes, do.; land in Frankfort.
LizMrs. Nellie Brown of Melrose HighRuth Ellen Downes, Frankfort, to
Frankfort.
ands, who has been spending several zie M. Parker, do ; land in
Maurice A. Braley, Monroe, to Evelyn
weeks with her sister, Mrs. G. A. Avery,
in
Twombly, do.; land and buildings
returned to her home last week, j
Monroe.
BurnMr. and Mrs. Evander Harriman Harold
Richard T. Winn, Burnham, to
ind Buford Grant, and Roger Harriman, j ham M. Winn, do.; land and buildings in
visited Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Pierce of Burnham.
F. BumpRoy C. Fish. Belfast, to Amos
dandypoint last Sunday.
us, Turner; land in Montville.
Charles B. Norton son of Mr. and Mrs,
The total vote to-day, with only 8days
Bernes O. Norton, baa been aeriously ill |
Candy Commore to vote, in the Belfast
on
home
his
at
Eor the past ten days
B. H. S. is Marian
the
for
Contest
panys
his
is
Spring street with pnemonia. This
Fernald, 1533; Louise
has Thomas, 1588; Eileen
tecond attack within a few years and
Foster, 730; Verna ;
Helen
861;
Newell,
He ia now very
caused a weak heart.
Jellison, 480:
much improved.
_s-—

Announcement!

Misa Virgiuia Higgins is stopping for a
few weeks witb her brother and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Higgins.

Belfast artist not 10 exhibit in
Bangor. The Bangor Daily News says
locally of the well known Belfast water
“The exhibit of water color,
Mrs. R. S. Arey spent a few days in color artist:
have been given under the
to
her
of
fpaguest
paintings
recently,
.the
Monroe
the
of
Bangor Art Club this
Littlefield.
at.spices
renta, Mr. and Mrs. Marcus
Hart L. Woodco:k of Belfast
month
by
his
is
portmoving
Merton Bradford
and Nassau has been given up, as Mr.
able saw mill .to the lot in Halldale re* Woodcock was unable to do his usual
Thurston.
Roscoe
of
an adecentiy purchased
justice to the event in presenting
of his famous paintings.
collection
been
has
who
quate
M.
Higgins,
Mrs. Addie
had such a large numAu- Mr. Woodcock has
visiting her son, Fred L. Higgins in
ber of orders to fill after his winter season
has returned
at Nassau, Bahama Islands, and since regusta for a few weeks,
turning to his studio in Maine that he
home.
has been busily engaged for months and
The 48th anniversary of Harvest Moon could not find the time to paint for an exthe
hibit. There will be much distppointment
Grange was observed Nov. 18, with
over the failure of
usual large attendance and bountitui here among art lovers
the expected exhibit, but it is hoped that
chicken dinner.
next season it can be arranged.”
Mra. Ralph Arey with Mr. and Mrs.
A Happy Birthday celebration.
Pearl Crockett and Mrs. Littlefield of
The
family and other relatives of Mr.
Bronka called on Mra. Paul Mosher of
Frank O. Holmes of North Belfast oby Sunday.
! served his 80th birthday last Thursday
a. Hettie Stevenson and two daughevening. There were about thirty presFlorence and .Marian, from laland ent and the hours were spent with music,
Mr. Holmes
Falla are visiting her sister, Mrs. Charlea games and refreshments.
was the recipient of many gifts.accompatown.
io
Twacdie, and other relatives,
nied by the best wishes for other like
is
events. He bears his years lightly and
men at
as alert and up-to date aa many
NORTHFOR r
He is very fond of
three acore years.
corient
reading and ia well posted on
Mrs. Chester E. Sheldon hss returned ! events. His wife and children delight to
make home happy for him in his declinfrom a visit with relatives in Boston an
i ing years. Among those present were.
vicinity.
I Mr. a- d Mrs. Levi D. Holmes and fami y,
Mrs. Henry G. Hills is visiting relatives ! Mr. and Mrs. L, M. Simmons and family.
r air
I Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo H. Applin, H. and
and friends in Bostun and vicinity.
I
Holmes and family, Gay E. Holmea
G. Thompson,
Mi— Effie Morns of Augusta is visiting 1
family, Mr. and Mrs. S.
Mrs. George U,
Mr. and Mrs. |Mark D. .Mendall .of Eaat i Mrs. Allen Simmons,
Holmes and Ezra Enowlton.

ar-

rived Saturday evening by truck from
Mattapan, Mass. Alter unloading the
driver refused to tarry, as he said he

and Miss Anzelia Harriman

Brewer, visited relatives here
lay.

of

with Mr.

were

Sylvester, Mrs. Rose Bag-

Ida Wellington went to Belfast Sunday
evening to hear Miss Adams, the evange-

day.
Mr.

D.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter LuJwick, Mrs. C.
Hoit, Mrs. Clarence Hurd and Mis.

four pronged
buck that weighed 140 pounds on Tues-

|

R. F.

have positions in an institution.

A business meet-

George E. Davis got

Ludwick,

ley and Mrs. Blanche Stevens left last
they
j week for Danvers, Mass., where

CENTER MONTVILLE
Friday to

Walter

carrier on route 2, arc taking their an-

B.

A. D.

n

$1.50

Phone Reservations,

11

nual vacations.

presented.
ing will be held in January.

Mrs.

1 and

1

Miss Nason, county demonstrator, was
here to give instructions in regard to organizing a Faim Bureau. Ahout sixteen
names were

Boiled

Orange Bavarian Cream, Sabyon Sauce
Vanilla Ice Cream
Hot Mince Pie
Apple Pie
Lemon Meri.
Pumpkin Pie
Almond Cake
Fruit Cake
W’ine Jelly, Whip Cream
Walnuts
«.
Grapes
Oranges
Shefford’s Snappy Cheese
Young America Cheese
Crackers
Canadian Cheese
0I*
Cafe Noir

1

entertainment give

at the hall Friday evening, Nov. 24th.
baked bean supper will be furnished.

was

Mashed Potatoes
Boiled Sweet Potatoes
Garden Peas
Thanksgiving Plum Pudding, Hard Sauce

Fred E Stevens, Frankfort, to Edwin
Mrs. A. J. Skidmore left last week for
land and buildings
New York for a visit with her daughter, F. Treat, Winterport;
«.
i in Frankfort.
Mrs. Combe.
!
Edwin F. Treat, Winterport, to Fred
Mrs. Charles Abbott of Palermo was in I Pfanselter, Teaneck, N. J.; land and
build ngs in Frankfort.
town last week, visiting her sister, Mrs.
I Anna B. WTood, Freedom, to Wallace
Barzy Harriman.
Barstow, do ; land in Freedom.
Carlton Marden of Boston in in townE'nora Sanford, Montville, to Harold
visiting his mother and grandparents, Mr. E. Mehuren, Liberty; land
Liberty
and Mrs. Merton Marden.
Harold E Mehuren, Liberty, to Albert
land and buildings
George Sprague, who has been passing B. Fuller, Montville;
] in Searsmont.
a few days recently in China on a huntto
teres and Percy Tower, Belmont,
ing trip, returned home last week.
Frank B. Tower, Lincolnville; land in
Marlton Rnowlton, R. F. D. carrier on Belmont

week and made her parents, Mr. and Mr.
Rolerson, a snort visit.
an

Delmonico P,

Boiled Potatoes

Le Grow.

Miss Helen Rolerson was at home last

There will be

Macorina Cream Clu-*'

Transfers in Real Estate

0-

0

Glace au Fruit

Dressed Lettuce

Waldorf Salad

0

0

10

Venison, Games**

Toast

on

Banana Fritters,

companies.

1
6
Totals,
Perio Is, 4 ten minutes.
Timers, Deering and Tozier.
Keferees, Hayes and Nickerson.

1

Spring Chicken, Sage Dressing, Giblet
Sauce
Saddle of

25
Prices of anthracite all over the State
Points should be the same as last year.
2
A. P. Lane, Director.
19
November 16, 1922.
I

WHITTIER

QueD'lir^1

Goals Fouls
10

Payson, c
Quimby, rg
Fogg, lg

Arthur Higgins.

Journal
Thaytr,

commission, for the brief
summary of business that was transacted:
John Phillips, employed on the Memorial

Brothers,

2
0
6
2

Ham, if,
Murch, c
Jones, rg

visited her son and

of the

Bridge by Cyr

Goals

UNITY H S.
L. Graffam, rf
C. Waning, rf
Garrett, if

Mrs. Henry Higgins of Knox recently
wife, Mr. and Mrs.

service.

The Maine Industrial Accident Commission were in session in the City Clerk’s

clerk

nine

,
We have been in touch with all dealers
t he
in Maine and impressed upon them ail
the people
importance of seeing to it that
in their community secure their proper
to get
proportion and urged the dealers
behind their shippers in Pennsylvania to
it unsecure their pro rata shipments and
able to secure same to advise me prompt
of
ly and in turn we have called on most
the shippers in Pennsylvania and urgec
had
them to ship coal to Maine and it has
its effect so that our people who burned
anthracite in 1921 should receive their
receive
prorata share of what the dealers
We have impressed on the wholesale
dealers in M une the importance of taking
®old
care of the retail dealers whom they
in 1921 and this has been complied with
but with one exception at Portland where
the Philadelphia and Heading Coal and
Iron Company shipped their full quota to
the wholesaler and in turn the communi
ties to which they shipped in 1921 have
not receiveJ their quota and we are demanding that the communities to which
as
they shipped in 1921 be provided for
Portland has received her quota from all

Unity showed a superior brand of basket
ball and rough tactics alone kept the score
from mounting up in their favor.
Much of the success of the team ran be
attributed to the rousing rally at the
school before the team left. Summary:

she

office Tuesday morning and The
is indebted to Major Arthur E.

use

quota

ers

supervisor of the Maine State Public
Health Department of the Red Cross, arMonroe.
rived Tuesday evening for a short official
Mrs. Cole has gone to Camden to spend
M.
R.
Sadie
Miss
With
Nickerson,
visit
the winter with her brother, C. A. McN., the district nurse, she was the guest Kinley.
of Mrs. Ben. Hazeltine, the local chairMrs. Mary Clements of Waldo was a
At a meeting in
man, Tuesday at tea,
of Mrs. Rolerson the first of the
the rooms on Main street, in the evening guest
week.
of
terms
in most complimentary

Tuesday forenoon
Company
Gusa Cates has been building an ice when the following were elected:
Trustees—J. W. Blaiadell, Belfast, Jas
house for Wallace Palmer.
J. Clement, Montville, Chas R. Coombs,
Charlea White and Roy Gordon were
Belfast, William Farwell, Thorndike, W.
in Dexter recently on business.
H. Hall, Belfast, A. E. Kilgore, Brooks,
B. H
Ferd Marcia and Rob Belts returned Amos W. Knowlton, Hampden, Knox
A. M. Shibles,
Belfast,
Mudge
t,
three
with
last week from a hunting trip
station, M L. Slugg, R. D. Southwoith,
deer.
H. H. Stevens, E. D. Tapley, N. H.
J H. Howes, Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Ravin have mov- White, Boston,
Messrs. Blaiscommittee:
B.
Executive
by
occupied
formerly
ed into the house
dell, Clement, Coombs, Hall, Mudgett,
F. Bucklin.
Slugg, Southworth, Stevens, Howes
Dr. E. D. Tapley; vice presi
mar.
meat
a
president,
haa
opened
W. S. Dolloff
M. L. Slugg; treasurer, Charles Hdent,
by
ket in the building formerly occupied
Hubbard; assistant treasurer, Henry
L Gardner.
Smith. Total assets, 3900,700; total de
Gain in deposits during
has posits, 3736,900.
several
for
years
who
I. Gardner,
the past year, 22.4 per cent.; gain in de
to
has
gone
bad a meat market here,
positors during the put year, 11.2 per
I cent.
Brooks to open a market.

Nortkport.

Coach Hayes was forced to
to win.

Mrs. Goldie Payson from Belfast was
the guest Nov. 17 of her sister, Mrs.

&

Russian Cavier on Toast
'^======a==s^
Oyster Cocktail “Epicurean”
Fruit pUQch
Mock Turtle Aux
Consomme De Arcbery
1U*
Sweet Pickles
Queen Olives
Stuffed Boston Celerv
Fillet of Halibut a la dement, Pommes Dutchess
Boiiffl Capon, Oyster Sauce
Boiled Leg
Mutton, Can,,*
3!«i
Roast Vermont Turkey, Chestnut Dressing, Cranberry Sauce
au
Ribs
of
Beef
Jus
Prime

istry of Deeds for the week ending Nov.
1922:
20,
Scorer,
Ellen L. Cushman, Belfast, et als., to
Edward G. and Gertrude Clement. Mass.;
liberty.
land and buildings in Montville.
Emma C. Cushman, Montville, to EdPOOR’S MILLS
Mrs. Frank Sanford has sold her home
ward G. and Gertrude Clement, Mass.;
land and buildings in Montville
here to Harold Mahuren.
Mr, and Mrs. Stillman Flood have moved
Francis A. Jackson, Raymond, to M.
reMr. and Mrs. Carroll Banks are
back on to their place again.
V, B Mitchell, Troy; land and buildings
ceiving congratulations on the birth of a in
Troy.
Mr. and Mrs. Hurd Seeley have moved fine
boy.
Sarah W. Peterson, Rockland, Mass,
house.
Monroe’s
Annie
Mrs.
into
Rev. H, W. Abbott was called to Ap- to Fitz W. Pattersou, Belfast; land in
The Sewing Circle met with Mrs. Lucy
Belfast.
pleton last week to attend a funeral.
Blood last week with a large attendance.
John H. Merry, Thorndike, to Mary
J. J. Walker and family left WednesBragdon, do.; land in Thorndike.
Mrs. Annie Monroe has gone to Linwill
pass
where
they
day for New York,
Roscoe L. Cross, Belfast, to Hollis S.
colnville to visit her daughter, Mrs. Grace the winter.
i Divoll, do ; land and buildings in Belfast.

Alliance to be held in the North Church
parlors has been changed from Thursday,
This
Nov. 23rd, to Tuesday, Nov. 28ih.
is to accommodate the speaker of the

granted
on Thursday
for seven weeks for incompensation
Orrie
14: Fancy table, Eflie A. Barrows,
juries caused while at work. Minot
E. Moody and Stella Foley; apron table,
Stearns, injured while at work for the
Annie R. Fernald and Dora Kneeland;
Company, had bis case conPejepscot
and Iva
candy table, Ethel A. Knowles
Frank Doucette,
tinued by agreement.
Esand
Davis
Cole; mysteries, Cora L.
a victim of an accident at the Penobscot
tella Campbell; quilt, Clara Cole, supper, Coal & Wharf Co.’s plant in Searsport,
Mattie Carleton, Ruby Lane and Mildred was allowed compensation for a permaNelson.
nent injury to one of his arms.
The all day meeting at Sunrise Grange
Four men were before Judge Clyde R.
Saturday was an event of rare pleasure Chapman of the Municipal Court recentwork
for all who attended. The degree
ly to answer to warrants charging them
as exemplified by the recently organized with
stealing coal from the R. R-l Co. at
the
of
highest
degree-staff, was worthy
the depot. Six people were caught stealing
commendation, new beauties nf the rit- the
coal, which seemed to them to be
...1:-*being improperty. One of the men made
public
At
yed.
and one was a woman. A
his
escape
n dinner
warrant was issued for, her arrest, but
for
the
provided
The people were poor
was not enforced.
The remarks of the visiting
inner man.
and some had illness in their families.
of
T.
Nickerson
Swanville,
deputy, Albert
All claimed it was their fi, st offence, but
snd other prominent members of the host
the coal has been disappearing for some
a
of
were
high
order,
and visiting granges
time.
Judge Chapman sentenced each
as was also the pleasing program and
ten days in jail, but suspended
to
man
other features of the afternoon session.
their sentences on their promise not to
take any more coal. The six people were
THORNDIKE
caught in a little over one hour by one of
the regular M. C. R. R. detectives.
Pearl Hamlin is having his barn reThe annual meeting of the Waldo Tius

paired.

the guest the

!

Miss

with
urday evening were much pleased
special feature, singing by Mrs. George
The
A Dean, concert and radio soloist.

was

Mrs. Alice Dodge from Bath was the
The present te.m of school is a long
the past week of Mr. and Mrs Per!
guest
one of eighteen weeks and will close Dec.
Cross and her brother, Reuben Sibley
ley
22nd. The other terms for the present
and family.
closyear will be correspondingly short,
Mrs. John Parlin, Mrs. A. M. Small,
for
allow
to
summer
the
in
ing early
Turner, Marion Small and Ralph
Myrtle
work on the new building.
Clement were in Belfast on business last
Mrs.
and
Last Sunday evening Dr.
Saturday afternoon.
Harry L. Kilgore, Mr. and Mrs. Allan M.
Benson McFarland has moved his famaDd
Hall
L.
Howes, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
for the winter to
Mr. and Mrs. Norman A. Read took din- ily from the parsonage
of
the pond, where
head
at
the
a
Hotel.
camp
Windsor
By
the
at
ner in a party
chance the date fell on the anniversary he has employment.
of Mr. and Mrs. Howes’ wedding. Later
The K. P. Lodge gave a supper latt
all autoed to Searsport.
Wednesday at their hall and invited the
The quota for the garments to be furn-„ members of Juanita Temple to be their
he guests for the evening.
isbed for the Near East relief by
Waldo County Chapter of the Red Cross
The Ladies’ Sewing Circle met last
To date the committee
is 800 garments.
A
Thursday with Miss Bertha Bryant,
in charge with Mrs. Ben. Hazeltine chairnumber of the ladies were present
large
If
man has been able to send only 10O.
and made plans to make quilts this winany one can furnish suitable garments
ter. The next meeting will te at the
they may call Mrs. Hazeltine or Mrs.
dormitory Dec. 7.
Essie P. Carle.

afternoon, Mrs. George C. Bosson, Jr.,
who comes here from Eggemoggin to be
the guest of her cousins, Mr. and Mrs.
Geneva Freeman, who has teen in poor Elmer A. Sherman, for Thanksgiving.
health nearly a year.
Eleanor Giffith of South Portland

the

Fuller

Katie

Mrs.

news

Patrons of Crockett’s Theatre last Sat-

Unity high school opened its basket
ball season with a win over Brooks high
at Brooks by a score of 23-13. In addition
to playing the team, Unity bad to play
the crowd which evidently considered
playing basket ball as a free-for-all prize
Garrett of the Unity high team
fight
suffered a broken shoulder and Captain
Graffam was the center of attack from
both the Brooks team and the spectators.

Thanksgiving fjjf

JONES

it
der of the coal year and we will follow
and sec that she does receive her
up

says:

Myrtle Turner is spending her vacation
with her father, George Turner.

the Christmas sale, which will be held
early in December, were iu order.
|
The fire engine was called Friday to
the residence of Amos Clement, John
street, for a slight blaze that had caught
the
on the roof by sparks falling from
j
was
no
damage.
There
chimney.

try it ?

T. H.

Good music.

The Unive.salist League met Thursday
at the home of Mrs. Sherman G. Swifr,
Cedar street, when pi ms and work for

Windsor Hotel

of
Maine has received her full quota
Anthracite during October a d November
will
and if nothing uniorseen happens
continue to receive it during ^e remain-

A Unity correspondent of the Waterville Sentinel criticised the rough tactics
of Brooks in a recent game in Unity. He

on

Mr. and Mrs. Fuller Wentworth have
moved to Belfast for the winter.

ceeds will be given to the Waldo County

W IN I tRPORT

Captain

Dr. A. M. Small was in Rockland
business the past week.

There will be a dance in Memorial Hall
Wednesday evening, Nov. 29lh, by Harvey Foust, and 50 per cent of the net pro-

TO 1 HE PEOPLE OF MAINE

Rough Basket Ball.

FREEDOM

The News of Belfast

Neglect

MARTIN, Proprietor.

Potted Plants
Buy Your
HOLIDAYS
from

for the

BARBOUR BROS.
Greenhouse

Northport

Ave.

Tel.

I$l*^
—

—

M

you.

Waldo Motor
BELFAST,

Company
MAINE

Agents for the Durant 4, Durant 6,

and Flint

6, and

Stay* Cars

FRANK H. COOPER, Sales Manager

HAY AND OATS
for sale at Pearl Brook Farm.
R. T SNOW,
R. D 3, Belfast, Maine.

Geese and gucb
FOR

THANKSGIVING—inf***

1U7

__2w47»_

FOR SALE
In Searsport—nice piano in excellent condition. Owner moved west. Terms reasonable.
Address
MRS. C. E. HASKINS,
2w47
Edgar, Wisconsin.

**

HMOLDc'MMgiti

Tel.

177-4^Lowfr^oM____^

WaIltei<»
n

housekeeper or
of
particuls inquire L. B. J*V
,aCESGN.
MRS.
Buildinf
K»>»*
59 High Street,

A situation as
:s

lw47

ColonJ*|f25,

The-tiniversalist League will meet with
Mr*. Arthur Morse

We, the undersigned, do hereby and hereready

need

be in

all

tD meet

of

SUITS,

might
OVERCOATS, or GENTS’ FURNISHINGS.
Never in the history of this store have we

comers who

had

as

good

an

but

you will think you

so

are

BELFA8T, MAINE

the

News ot Belfast

Why

former operator at the local Telephone exchange, has
been assisting during the absence of Miss
a

Hayes, who has been spending
weeks’ vacation in Massachusetts.

Grace H.

W

i

f

fear
re-

A chicken

by

and

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

RUDOLPH VALENTINO

Tuesday.

Love, thrills, beauty,

sup'

spectacular

Valentino

are

all in the

triumph

at

Mias Florence E. Dunton substituted
for Mrs. Herbert L. Scekins, who was in
Bangor on account of her mother’s, Mrs.
ess.

ing

in his garage at his home on Union
He filled the battery of his auto

street.

with what he thought was distilled water, but he had used gasoline by ..mistake.
When he lighted a match to see how
much had been used the gasoline exploded and burned the skin from his face and
While
singed his eyebrows and hair.

able

to be out Monday his burns

were

very painful.

Colonial today and tomorrow. A love
story that starts at a gay American college boat race reaches its amazing climax in the magnificent palaces of ancient India.
An ideal role for the star

Evening,

Saturday,

the

We have our usual BIG, NEW, well selected stock of goods for the HOLIDAY S and
have them ready for sale.

a
wonderful entertainment.
The
regular prices of 10-20-25 for the matinees, and 10-25-30 for the evening will
prevail.

Monday-Tuesday, Nov.

—NOW—
Buy Early and Buy of Us
We would be very pleased to have you call in
and look our line over and whether you purchase or not your call will be appreciated. A
few of the things we have in stock:

China, Cut Glass, Table Lamps (both

oil and electric), Edison and Columbia Phonographs, Books,Toys,Games,
Sleds, Brass and Leather Goods,
come

hundred other items—best way is to
in and look around.

a

Yours

truly,

Fred D. Jones, Belfast

27-28

|

BESSIE LOVE and
GARETH HUGHES

Professor

Melvin

E.

Wednesday,

by Carleton Robbins a hearty cheer was
given Prof. Chase and 24 happy children

H. J. LOCKE & SON
Jewelers, Belfast, Maine

Nov. 29

—IF—

“ENTER MADAM”
THE LEATHER PUSHERS—Round 4

The children of the Sunday of the Feare to take part in special

derated church

Thanksgiving services, after the regular
morning service next Sunday.

\r

The subscription to the William 4G.
Crosby School Fund reported in issue of
November 2nd, as Russell B. Stephenson
for $10.00 should have read Richard W.
Stephenson.

Drastic cut of $50 on all Ford
models. Order early as our allotment is limited.

The Belfast Travellers’ Club will meet :
next Monday afternoon with Mrs. Clara
A. Morison.
The topic will be Labrador I
with papers by Mrs. James
and Miss Maud E. Mathews.

H.

DELIVERED
BELFAST.

Touring

went home. Since coming to Belfast one
year ago Professor Chase has become very
popular with the teachers and pupils as

well. It ia very doubtful if these little
folks ever forget their trip to Bangor or
the kindness of Prof. Chase.

•

Sedan
Truck Chassis
Ton Truck Chassis

....

meeting of
practically ail the .members of the Waldo
County Bar Association with Messrs. J.
of
H. Montgomery and O. H. Emery
Camden, Charles T. Smalley, Edw. K
Could and Frank H. Ingraham of Rockand, members of the Knox County Bar
Association,

was

held

at

the

Tractor

....

dem. rims, $100.00 less.

House in Belfast last Saturday afternoon
:o discuss matters pertaining to petition- ;
ng the next State Legislature for a Superior Court for the two counties. This
would probably do away with one of the
Lhree' terms of the Supreme Judicial

380’00
427.00
430.00

Open models, without starter and

Court

B. O. NORTON
Ford Sales and service

j

BELFAST,

MAINE

Court in each county and also give each
five or six terms of the Superior Court.

Cumberland, Penobscot, Kennebec and
Androscoggin counties have the Superior
Each county has its judge and
Court.
clerk.
won from Waterville at Boynalley last Thursday evening in a
very exciting game witnessed by a large

Belfast

ton’s

crowd.

The totai score was 1456 to 1288-

Clocks and Clocks and Clocks

j

The summary:

BIG BEN, LITTLE BEN, SLEEP METER,
BLUE BIRDS and AMERICAS, $1.19 to $2.98

Belfast
89
110
110
118
114

79
96
92
100
83

Staples,
Fowles,
Pinnette,
Phillips,

French,

80—
113—
100—
82—
90—

248
319
303
300
287

Collins,
Matthews,
Diambria.

Ivers,

90
81
94
92
128

94
79
84
95
128

90—
88—
92—
83—
100—

274
248
270
270
326

THAYER

-WILL

-DEALER IN-

Waterville

Barney,

-^Watches-

Jewelry,

Diamonds

delfast,

and

Silver

Ware*£-

Maine

I vers of Waterville won from Pinnette
of Belfast in

a

two-man

total of 789 to 780.

match with a

Teams from Gardiner

WHY

and Skowhegan will play here in the near
future.

PrimPrimrose's PRIZE winners.
rose Chapter, O. E. S.,had a very largest
tendance last Friday evening drawn by
the attractions of an unusual program.
The committee in charge was Mrs. Julia
A. Vickery, chairman, Mrs. S. A. Parker,
Mrs. Irene S. Hatch, Miss Louise H. Ferguson, and Mrs Allie C. Southworth
Ihe obligation ceremony which includes
tableaux and the use of various flowers
typical of the officers of the order was
enacted with the best pf effect and was
program

was

orignal

story

Let

me

show you THE LATEST PATTERNS.

25 Main Street

(Tel. 34-11)

that some of the best players are
behind in their school work, and this
method was taken to stimulate their interest, in order that they may play basket

feature the

seems

Greeting Cards
fine line to select f:om and
are on

they
sale

|U QW

truly,

FRED D. JONES, Belfast, Maine

ball.

;

Sheriff Frank A Littlefield thought recently that his canine prisoner, Archie,
had started for Franklin, Vt, or for
Wales Sherman’s sheep pasture in Liberty, when he left a very surprised guard
in the lurch. But Archie, evidently remembering his good food and kind care
in the Sheriff’s hands, came back in a
short time, waiting, perhsps, with others
the outcome of bis

Scatter Sunshine with
•

so

FRED T. CHASE

made to the

Ray of Sunshine.

have

Thanksgiving Table?

1
banquet hall where popcorn and cider
were served and the literary contest for
prizes “hugely” enjoyed. The judges,
To date November has produced unMrs. Hattie S. Ritchie, Miss Esther F.
and
usually good weather, calm, mild
Evans and Mr. ZenasD. Hartshorn, found
four stormy
of
only
total
a
with
pleasant,
little difficulty in selecting the most dewas
days. Even then tne temperature
serving, especially for the consolations.
than during the greater part of
higher
Dr. Elmer Small won easily in the best
October.
story line, as be always had a fine lot of j
the
The High School has begun on
appropriate ones on tap and this time added a few Irish dialets for good measure. practice of basket ball for the comiug
He received a box of candy. A. C. Tuttle season, but the players are not yet sheetgot a pack of cards for a true “profes- ed. By a new ruling of the faculty only
sional” story, also to personal for print- the boys who have the required rank in
It
Mrs. Alice Gannon brought down the all of lheir studies may participate.

house in an

NOT

buy that ;'iLVER and GLASS which you
long planned to have and use it on your

After a short business

adjournment

Every Christmas Card

Yours

420.00
595.00
660.00

,

Coupelet

An informal

CHRISTMAS CARDS

a

$450.00

....

Runabout

Howes

Want a Superior court for Knox
\ND WALDO.

greatly enjoyed.

press
lecture none can
notices from coast to coast speak ia the
highest terms of it, including New England’s best—The Bcston Evening Tran-

We have

oar store

Clara Kimball Young

a

a

exbibitloa at

BUSTER KEATON COMEDY.

Among the boys who will attend the
State Boys’ Conference at Lewiston and

Is

now on

“FORGET-ME-NOT”

Chase

convention in Bangor on October 26tb,
their teachers and to Superintendent and
Mrs. E. E. Roderick at the Peirce school,
Thursday, November 15, at four o’clock.
A long table was spread and place cards
bearing the American flag for decoration
Ice
gave the table a pretty bit of color.
cream and cakes were served to 24 girls
and boys. A shorter table accommodated
the host and the more sedate guests. Led

This NEW PATTERN is

—IN

j

gave a complimentary party to the pupils
of the Belfast schools who formed the
class conducted by him at the teachers*

the table appointThis table service
in Solid Silver, with its delicate treatment of ornament, is in perfect harmony with the linens and
laces of the table of distinction.
ments

a

All Solid Silver it marked “STERLING*
Look for the STERLING imprint

Special Notice

calists.

Today

generation when
must be in good taste.

Ours is

Serial Made.

pulpit mannerisms of a minister of her
script.
father’s day and fell into poetry in the
Annie
Mrs.
A.
Mrs. Mary
Carter; treas.;
ord^l and was rewarded with a handsome
M. t rost; patriotic instructor, Miss Susie
yellow chrysanthemum. The consolations. a jack in a box, went to V. A.
Hanson; couucil, Mrs. Dora S. Bridges,
If any one finding recently a few pieces Simmons; a large beet decorated with
Mrs. Ida W. Mahoney, Mrs. Minnie H.
of valuable jewelry will please return them
ribbons to Dr. O. S. Vickey and a valuaSalter.
to The Journal Office a !iberal|reward will
ble pumpkin to Arthur Ritchie.
lwbe given.
Prof. Chase Entertains His Vosenior vice, Mrs. Florence L. Arey; junior
vice, Mrs. Georgia W. Juan; chaplain,

Bride of

SOLID
SILVER

GO GET ’EM HUTCH—the Fastest

his head.

elective officers nominated for the ensuing year: Pres., Mrs. Eleanor H. Mosman;

Nov. 25

Table Service in Solid Silver For the

-JL

“WITHOUT FEAR”

and

Willis E

injured

;

PEARL WHITE in

'-

in

10c.t 20c 25c.
10c, 25c, 50c.

Matinee

Christmas Gifts

and

Young Rajah”

“The
!

managing a dining
Teachers’ Club, under
against Turley’s body and he is held un- fast The Belfast
Flanders’ block on Church street for the der bonds of $4,000 with Frank L. Tyler the direction of a committee consisting
past month, will move the last of this of Frankfort and John Rainey of Prospect of Mrs. Sarah F. Knight, chairman, Miss
month or first of December to the house as sureties. The attorneys are Judge El- Esther F. Evans, Mrs. Fred W. Bailey
of Mrs. Sarah L. Hubbard, next to the lery Bowden lor plaintiff and Buzzell & and Mr. Daniel Mclnnes, will feature one
Mrs.
Public Library, on High street.
of the most entertaining speakers now
Thornton for defendant.
Black has outgrown her present quarters,
before the American public in Carveth
The lecture will be
The daughters of Veterans. The Weils on Dec. 7th.
and will have considerably more room in
His subject will
church.
the Hubbard house, with two dining Afternoon Sewing Club of Emma White in the Baptist
Six Y ears in the Jungle of Mabe.
“My
a
very
of
D.
enjoyed
V.,
rarker Tent,
rooms.
lay.” He is a Fellow of the Royal Geopleasant afternoon last Wednesday at the graphic Society, and was commissioned
home of Mrs. Ida Wilson Mahoney when by the British Government to go into the
His lecture
of Malay.
plans were discussed for tluir public sale deepest jungles
recounts his own thrilling, unique and
nnd supper to be held in Memorial Hall
colorful adventures, gained while conWednesday, Dec. 6th. Mrs. Eleanor H. ducting these explorations, making a
Mosman is the chairman of the general truly remarkable combination of disauecdotes ot vicissitudes of
An appetizing menu was coveries,
committee.
life with charm of presentation.
jungle
served by the hostess at the picnic sup- His diction is distinct, he describes not
Later adjournment was made to only the wild life, but the natives dress,
per.
Memorial Hall, where the regular busi- mannerisms, sings some of their songs
It will be
and illustrates their language
ness meeting was held and the following
afford to miss as
been

room

TM*

—IN—

new

the

Nov. 23-24,

(hursday-Friday,

Auburn, Friday, Dec. 1, as representatives
Hamilton’s illness. The after- from
Troop III and Baptist Sunday school
noon was spent with the game, Mrs. Na\are Marion Rhoades.Harold Kelley,Frankthe Perrec_ a two
Fred D. Jones advertises
of
a
jar
than H Small winning the prize,
lin Adams, William Cook, Charles Buzzell,
also a large assortment of
tion oil heater,
Don’t forget the annual Thanksgiving talcum powder. The club has limited the
cards.
Lemond Berry, Russell Knight, Ermo
Christmas goods and
the Moncrief drive for the Waldo County Hospital. amount to be paid for the prizes. SandScott, Francis Wood, Mark Shibles. SevElijah Ritchie advertises
but
for
for
drive
a
were
is
not
money,
This
wiches, assorted cake and coffe
eral other boys are making arrangements
pipeless furnace.
and oats for sale.
supplies, pickles, preserves, jellies, vege- served at 5 o’clock.
R. 1. Snow offers hay
to send in their registration blanks. Geo.
for
donawill
call
ruball
Solicitors
etc.
tables,
Tuttle’s Shoe Store advertises
Mrs. H. H. Hollingshead and Mrs. H. Robertson, the popular scoutmaster of
Band goods.
tions during the next ten days.
ber arctics and other Ball
C. Pillsbury will entertain the Sat- Troop III, will be one of the leaders acGrace
advertises
The Belfast Leather Store
Deputy Sheriff C. Maurice Littlefield urday Auction Club at the former’s home companying the delegation from Belfast.
both ladies and
lines of leather goods for
returned Saturday from a hunting trip in tomorrow, Friday, evening.
Mrs. Clyde
The Unity Club Meeting.
The
men.
of all the vicinity of Lake View, bringing a
furs
wants
W.
Luce
B. Holmes and Miss Florence E. Dunton Unity Club, the men’s organization con
George
He went with John
buck and a doe.
entertained the club at the home of the nected with the First church, Federated,
w-antSee adv. of second-hand stoveB
loodwin of Monroe and Wilbur Boyd of former Wednesday night, serving supper held a
pleasant meeting in the North
ed.
Jackson, making the trip in Mr. Boyd’s at 7 o’clock Mrs Pillsbury won the fistt church parlors Monday evening, Mayor
Mr and Mrs. Horace Farnham publish
car.
a card of thanks.
prize, a Philippine basket, and Mrs. Hol- C. W. Wescott presiding in the absence
for sale.
O. lingshead the second, a pack of cards. of Hon. Robert F. Dunton. Each memA Real Thanksgiving Spirit.
B. O Norton has two engines
and E.
Frost, the proprietor of Mathews The special guests were Miss Belle Keat- ber was allowed to invite one male guest.
Harold G. Herrick advertises geese
ducks for Thanksgiving.
There were about fifty present.
W. R.
mill, has placed an order with the Farm- ing and Mrs. Allan M. Howes.
The Colonial Theatre publishes picture ers’ Union for turkeys that is a record
Mrs. Howard and Morris L. Slugg made inUrgent Need or Assistance
program.
for Belfast. He will give his emformal remarks touching briefly on many
plants breaker
Cecil Clay, a member of the Belfast
The Barbour Bros, offer potted
between seventy-live and eighty
of interest, but dealing largely in
ployes,
topics
Board of Overseers of the Poor, requests
for the holidays.
witticism and short stories with sharp
advertises the.r men, a turkey each for Thanksgiving.
The City National Bank
The Journal to give publicity to the fact
Rev. Wm. F. Skerrye made some
Christmas Savings Club.
William French, a clerk in the Belfast that there is at the present time a great points.
business
remarks on the club’s future and left its
The Waldo Trust Co. publishes
Farmers’ Union, has been in Bangor sev- necessity for warm clothing for many of
adv t.
Last members with the thought that it will be
eral days, called by the death of his the city’s unfortunate families.
n 1_
».i„,riicBB ci! v p
and
what its membership makes it.
at
latter
Thursday she had five calls from as exactly
brother, L. Frank French. The
ljub for Thanksgiving.
in North- many families and she will gladly place, It will reflect the effort and thought given
hotel
the
conducted
time
one
G. E. Hall advertises small apartment,
to its programs, etc., and it will also inport and also had a restaurant in Belfast where most needed, warm underwear,
E. Wescott offers horse sled for sale.
Coffee, doughnuts
He went from here to stockings, mittens, caos, hats, coats, dicate the lack of it.
for
several
years.
the
Lady
H. J. Locke & Son advertises
and cheese were served.
for
rubbers
silver.
and
shoes
solid
in
especially
Wiulerport.
reefers,
Constance table service
i__*:__ _f * 1_
Co K.'s Thanksgiving Ball.
The!
children from five to ten years of age
X lie llCAl u-feuiut M1VVVL.B
Mrs. C. W. Lancaster advertises rooms
cabaret baii to be given in
Thanksgiving
a
iu
did
amount
20th
to let.
Last
winter
Mrs.
held
Dec.
great
be
Clay
will
Teachers’ Club
Bert L. Davis advertises suits, coats the Uuiversalist church, when a banquet of good in this cause and she thinks there the Armory Wednesday evening, Nov.
and furnishings.
will be more need of assistance this win- 29, will be one of the events of the seawill be served, Mrs. Lizzie Black catering
Waldo Motor Co. advertises Star car.
Tickets are on sale and tables may
son.
B. Parker is in charge of the ter.
Mrs.
Georgie
The Windsor Hotel publishes menu for
be reserved at the City Drug store
The
The hus
committee of arrangements.
A Civil Suit for criminal action.
Thanksgiving.
bands and wives of the various members A civil suit has been entered for trial at special features to be interspersed bewill be guests at that meeting. Christmas the next term of the Supreme Judicial tween the dances will include the followThe Redmen will have a public whist
Mrs. Harry A. Foster
stories will be told at the table, but the Court, the first Tuesday in January, when ing arranged by
party at their hall Friday,.Nov. 24,
of the program is not yet de- Vvilmout Curtis of Frankfort sues to re- and Mrs. John E. Wright: Selections by
remainder
Orrin J. Dickey, has sold for Sarah W.
McKeen’s orchestra; reading, Mrs. S. A.
cided upon.
cover $2,000 damages for personal ina
lo t of
Peterson of Rockland, Mass
vocal
in the juries from ar assault by Thomas Turley Parker; corn t solo, Leroy Gre n;
about
65
now
pupils
are
There
land on Wight Street to Pearl Wentworth
Mrs. C. W. Wescott; solo dance,
solo,
the
direcj of Frankfort. It is alleged that the ill
high school practicing under
of this city, who plans to begin building
Clara Hammons; saxaphone quintet by
tion of Leroy Green. Later Mr. Green feeling leading up to the assault which
there this fall.
Belfast Band members; solo dance, Mrs.
when
a
the
de
year ago
will select from the number an orchestra occurred about
Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee went to Islesboro
Morse Plummer. This will be Mrs.
Olive
of stealing a
of twenty instruments. There are three fendant accused the plantifT
Plummer’s first appearance in solo work
Monday afternoon, for her dancing class
is
It
also
that
him.
from
alleged
first violins, three second, two or three rooster
from the sanatorium aud
at Dark Harbor which numbers70 pupils.
defendant without the least warning since returning
cornets, a clarinet, an alto horn, a saxa- the
Her class in this city will be held, as usher number will be sure to please her
with
lot
on
his
own
the
shortattacked
is
plaintiff
phone, a bass viol, and someone
friends with whom she is a favorual, on Friday evening.
Mr. Curtis threw many
a large stick of wood.
ly to take up the drums.
ite. Remember the date and place—Nov.
at
the
Lewis J. Sanborn, station agent
his arm over his head to defend himself,
who recently re
Mrs. Lizzie M.
29th in the Armory.
R. R depot, was seriou ly injured about
but the blow broke bis arm and seriously
Blacky
York and has
from
New
home
workturned
while
his face and head Sunday
Carveth Wells Coming to BelThe warrant was issued
NbW ADVERTISEMENTS

j

the

overtime?)

Mrs. Frederic* Obrey,

the

ago,' has

Robert Kelley of New York, who has
been spending the early fall at the residence of his sister, Mrs. Margaret J.
Wade, Northport avenue, left Monday
for a few days’ visit with her in New
place in Odd Fellows Hall. At the next
York before she leaves for Miami, Fia.,
regular meeting of the Rebekahs a supto spend the winter. Mr. Kelley has been
per will oe served.
enjoying the local fishing and hunting
Miss Alice Wescott, for some time the and sees no reason why Waldo County
efficient superintendent of the Waldo people should go north for this fall sport.
County Hospital, resigning to take a rest
If satisfactory arrangements can be
during the past summer, now has a very
made the Senior class of the Belfast High
in
desirable position in a private hospital
school will present their play early in
She
the suburbs of New Haven, Conn.
March. They have practically decided
assistant
six
of
first
superintendis the
on one of the Rogers Producing Coments to a lady superintendent with whom
pany’s school specials, “Springtime.” It
she was associated in a Red Cross Unit in
is a musical comedy with the usual chorFrance during the World war.
uses, dancing, tableaux, etc.
The High
Mrs. F. R. Poor was hostess of the school is also making plans for a St. ValThursday Afternoon Club Nov. 16, with entine dance to be held in the Armory,
Mrs. 7,. I). Hartshorn as assistant host- March 17th.

BERT L. DAVIS

work

music

Owing to the cabaret which the men of
Co. K of the Third Maine, Capt. Harry
A. Foster, are giving on the 29th, the
masquerade advertised by the Aurora
R-bekah Lodge for the 28th, has been
postponed until Dec. 12, when it will take

Our door opens very easily and it costs
nothing to look. COME IN.

smile.
face to frown and fourteen to

with

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James D. Hill of this city, is one of four
out of six hundred to be awarded a certificate for speed at the College of Secterial Science in Boston. This is her second
She is a graduate of
year at the college.
the Belfast high school.

them second

muscles of

24th,

Agnes M

hand.

(It takes sixty-eight

Nov.

per will be served.

far from 1920 that

buying

who bought

Mrs.

Townsend’s orchestra.

assortment from which to

prices,

and

evening,

select, and the prices we have attached to
each and every article will make you sm'le.
Not 1914

Snow,

farm some months

at 2.30.

Mr.

*READY*
we are

T.

cently moved there from Aroostook Co.
If your heart responds to a human story
Harry W. Clark have
closed their residence on Northport ave- in which tears and smiles are mingled and
nue and taken rooms in the B. H. Mud- in which the poigoant yearning of a child
gett house on Franklin street for the becomes to you a thing of thrilling interwinter.
est, do not miss "Forget-Me-Not,” with
Gareth Hughes and Bessie Love, which |
There will he a dance at Frederick
comes to the Colonial Theatre on Monday
Ritchie grange hall in Waldo Friday
noon

in declare that

R.

this, Thursday, after- Brook

Belfast, Maine

STATE OF MAINE
State

Highway Commission
Augusta, Maine

Public Hearings on Petition for Restoration
of License to Operate Motor Vehicles.
The State Highway Commission will hold
public hearing at the S ate House, Augusta,
on Wednesday, N ivefnoer 29. 1922. beginning
at 9 A. M. on the petition of the following

named person whose license to operate motor
vehicles on the highways of this State haa
been revoked, and who has made written request of the Commission for the restoration
of same:
William Smith, Belfast. License revoked
October 29, 1921. Cause: Adjudged guilty in
the Bangor Municipal Court on October 2^
1921 of operating a motor vehicle while under
the influence of intoxicating liquor.
All persons interested are hereby notified
that they may be present at the above named
place and on the above named date, where
and when they will be given an opportunity
to be heard.
Given under our hands at Augusta this
twenty'first day of November, 1922.
WILLIAM M. AYER,
FRANK A. PEABODY,
LYMAN H. NELSON.
State Highway Commission.
By H. A. SHOREY, Jr.
Directing Enforcement of Motor Vehicle Lew%

imprisonment.*

TO LET

Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee gave the members of her Friday evening dancing class
cotillion Several rooms with all modern conveniin Memorial Hsll a delightful
ences for light housekeeping.
For parthe
regu- ticulars apply to
party November 17th following
Music was furnished by the
lar lesson.
MRS. C. W. LANCASTER,
2w47
Tel. 247 12, Miller St.
Victrola, when the class, their guests
and a few older ones danced until 11.30
o’clock. Among the amusing favors furnished by their generous teach r the
chirping crickets were a great source of
Two hoi »e eled for Bale all
genuine delight as little "musical ima- ready to hitch into.
Inquire at
ges.” Mrs. Pattee is very fond of her
Street.
3
Congreee
how
to
work and instinctively knows
entertain the younger element of her
E. WESCOT T, Beltact.
3w47*
classes.

FOR SALE

,RalSlnfftthe Family*

flkaboui your moving pictures
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Children Cry for Fletcher’s

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has
been
in use for over thirty years, has borne the signature of
the
on
wrapper all these years
__—
—0
t0 protect the
rs v. just
comine
Do not be
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Cgenerations.

IWTUIWATIONAL CARTOOW CO W T
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“COLD IN THE HEAD”

FREEDOM

|

Min Henrietta Johnson has been taken i
j
to the hospital in Augusta.
j
Delco
lighta
had
has
Small
Dr. A. M.
ing plant installed in his home.
vacation 1
Mias Violet West spent her
;
Bryant.
Charles
Mrs.
with her mother,
j
Cross met
Perley
Mrs.
of
relatives
The
tacked puffs for
at her home recently snd

is

acute attack of Nasal Catarrh.
Those subject to frequent “colds in the
head” will find that the use of HALL’S
CATARRH MEDICINE will build up the
System and render them less liable to
colds.
Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh may lead to Chronic Catarrh.
HALLS CATARRH MEDICINE Is
taken internally and acts through the
Blood on the Mucous surfaces of the
System, thus reducing the inflammation
and assisting Nature in restoring normal
conditions.
All Druggists.
Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio

FRANKFORT.
Tbe

farm.

new

Dost office is nearing comple-

Mr.

Nov. 12.

Keene have been
Mr and Mrs. Edgar
Vose for sevMartha
Mrs.
the guest, of
eral days.
is quite ill at the
Mr. Addison Weed
where he is
Boynton
home of Frank
has been home for

a

Mr. Florian Small
where he has
week-end from Augusta,

employment

a

to

^
meat,

open
Mr L Gardiner is going
and will move his fam.Brooks
in
market

ly there

Despite the inclemency of the weather
there

was

an

average

attendance and

a

fine meeting resulted.
Worthy Master F. P. Webb assembled
the meeting in c'ue season and temporary
a ppointments were as follows: Overseer,
O. B. Dow; Asst Stewards, A. T. Nickerson and Maude Clements; G. K., Anson
Ellingwood; and Flora, Maude Dow. The
music.

Seven

granges

|

soon.
a

David Twitchell apeni
mother-in-law, Mra.
eently with hia
Almatii Wescott
Bangs of Bangor
and Mrs. Jesse
Mr
with the* parents,
weekend
the
went
Bangs, Nov. 11.
Ui. and Mra Calvin
and daughter Edna
Mrm. Mae Knowlton
Troy, the guests
in
week recently
Hazel Cunningham,
Mrs.
daughter,

Ther

and family.
Wentworth and
Mr. and Mrs. Fuller
Mr. an
and
Sparrow,
Mra. W. R.
on busiBelfa.t
in
were

aaude Clement
ness, Nov. 11-

j

All report

Knox Station.

a

at

fine time.

troublesome
COUGHS

indicate that the powers of
resistance to^disease are
lowered. If you take cold
easily or the cough lingers,
take rich, nourishing

Scott’s Emulsion
I aI

niir«t

i

vitamine

•

bcnrinc
oil. it

cod-Iivef
helps build up the
body ana strength
to

overcome the

troublesome
dition.

I

Bo tine it

Sfott ft Bowi.i

con-

t **ott*-

Bloo.nDtl^ij._1__^j^i

Of course they rat e
Hia* h s »ong been ar. acceptOrchard.
dised fact, ever sirce the bead, was
came
covered and tr p v bit ink suit'
tree
into vogu*
Now t'ne only peach
been
tr rt'ori ha*
at th*» popular sum
owned
s
It
bro ught into no oricty.
v.rand
by Mrs. VV»|;iani Brown of w,st
Avenu
The tree, which wr* planted
a
sixyeirsago, i* thrftv ‘f vn’This ye^r »t bore
weed in ih anndv s i
: 3 1 2 bushels of fine fruit

your

would

use

baby with a
for yourself

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is

harmless substitute for Castor

a

Oil, Paregoric

It is pleasant. It contains
other narcotic substance. Its
neither
For more than thirty years it has
age is its guarantee.
been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency,
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness
arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural
sleep.
The Children’s Comfort—The Mother’s Friend.

Drops

|

and

Soothing Syrups.
Opium, Morphine nor

CASTORIA

GENUINE

ALWAYS

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have Always
THE

CENTAUW

COMPANY,

Herbert Smith

Ellen P. Ryder, late of Belfast, deceased
Will ar.d petition for prebite and that letters
of administration, with the wit! annexed, be
issued to Lillian V. Ryder, ex cutur named in
said will havi g deceased.
Petition presented
by said Lillian V. Ryder, daughter of said deceased.
Annie V Thompson,late of Stockton Springs,
deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof and that ietters of administration, with the
will annexed, bo granted to Frank H. French
and Edgar L. B’sh< p, without giving hono, the
executor named in said will having deceased.
Petition presented by Frank H. French,

and son Harold

Mr. Le San have been bunting. Mr.
Page returned bringing a fine deer with
Mr. Treat and Mr. Le San remain
him.
ed * few daya longer.

Grange.

CLARA D. YORK

Vigorous Truth.

There is a streak of sentimentalism in
Americans, quite absent from the European character where money ia concerned. that is easily played on by clever
propaganda and it has been, we may add.
In the past we have fallen for the shamethem-into it stuff, but the recent work
along this line has been too coarse to influence the kiddie type of mind even.
Now when the average American reads
that America has lost her soul while Euwith it, and the musical selections given
rope has saved hers, he asks that aver
by the principal, Mr. Warren.
age American question, “How do tbeyi
He remembers America’s
that
The primary and grammar schools get in way?” and how she refused to
tart
the war,
united in giving a short program in the profit to the extent of a dollar of reparaHe knows
grammar room Friday, Nov. 3, to which tions or an inch of territory.
the European powers divided vast
all the parents and friends were cordially that
gain in land and enormous trade possibilA treat of cakes and candy
invited.
ities; that their rapacities and jealousies
were furnished by pupils and teacoers.
resulted in a peace that is a fomenter of
He looks at the Near East, where
war.
Mrs. Owen Sweeney Sr. passed away one great nation stood behind the Greeks
She while another got behind the Turks. And
at her home Thursday, Nov. 2.
take lessons in saving his
leaves to mourn her loss four sons, James, he is asked to
soul from the politicians in control of
William
and
Ambrose
Sweeney,
Owen,
these nations—politicians who have ruintwo daughters Mrs. Annie Finnegan of ed Europe and who now ask that we act
Bangor and Katherine Sweeney of Frank- as s wrecking crew to salvage the old
mess for them while they push on to new
fort.
triumphs of ruin.
America has been absolutely ri^ht in
Mrs. Helen Clark accompanied by Mr.
Clark of West keeping out of foreign affairs under the
Mra. Llewellyn
and
conditions and the leadership that have
WinterpQrt, motored to Fairfield and back prevailed since the armistice. Until the
Sunday, Nov. 8. While there they called politicians have a change of heart, until
Hopkins who is at they settle down to saving their souls
on Mra. Margaret
and their countries as well as their bacon,
Ssnatarium and her many frienda will be we cannot
help Europe, but we can crip
glad to hear abe ia very much improved pie ourselves.
We wish that these international bankin health.
ers and these foreign critics of ours who
are prating of America’s duties would
formulate in concise, concrete terms just
what that duty is, and tell us just what
FLETCHER’S
FOR
Europe wants and will accept from us
besides our money. We do not believe

Children Cry

CASTORIA

HOOPING COUGH

NEW

VQWK

Bought
CITV.

must

run

its

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby givt-8 notice that he has beta
duty appointed administrator, of the estateof
j
iV AlCOLM VA I-N EY, late of Burnham,
in
kb* C« ui.ty nl W aldo, d. c* tstd. AJi pereons having <1* mai dtgniisi (he estate of
acid it* ceased are ot sired to ( resect the same
f< settlcrnei t, and all indebted thereto are requested to r ake jayn »nt immediately to my
author z d bgent, Fred Mudgett. tf BurnEL M ER E. SPEAK,
ham, Maine
3*45
Everett, Mass.. Oct. 10‘ 1922.

t

course—

there is no “cure,” but
Vicks helps to ease the

coughing paroxysms.
Apply often. Use freely
at bedtime.

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The subscriher hereby givr-e notice that he bis been
I auly appointed administrator of the estateW
I
IDA VARNEY, late of Burnham,
in the County ot Waldo, deceased.
Alive*
et na
having den.and? against the [estate 4
said deceased are desired to (resent the saua
for settlement, and all ii netted thereto ars
payment in mediately to
requested to
roy authot’Z d agent, Er r. Mudgett of BurnELMER E. SPEAR.
horo.
3*45
Everett. Ma s Oct. 10. 1922.

I

see cause.

the program and the meeting was closed
with the usual formality and a selection
Cox, who have been visiting Mr. and by the choir.
Mrs. John Preston, have returned to their
The next meeting will be with Sunrise
home in Dennysville, Me.
Grange, Dec. 6, instead of 13 as the latMessra. Frank Page, Robert Treat and ter date occurs in the week ot the State
Mrs.

Mrs. Earl Chapman formerly Margaret
recently.
was calling on Otis, passed away Wednesday, Nov. 8
Brooks
of
Mr. Sergent
Nov. 11, soliciting after a long illness at the borne of her
the Ridge Saturday,
corn.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Otis. Insweet
for
acreage
m
terment was at W interport.
of
Harold Clark
Miss Harriet Clark and
B.
C.
Ingraham's
at
visit
Several of the Frankfort ladies called
Belfast came to
Nov. at tne
Sunday,
returned
and
High school recently to see the
night
Friday
new piano and were all much pleased
2th.

Mrs. Frank Clement
Gray and Mr. and

remedy

1>,d

colored campmee'ing.
Of course if we forgave Europe the old
debts and loaned her our last dollar we
i could be as snow- white as we were for a
! few brief weeks while we were pouring
1
American soldiers and dollars into Eu
For ten billion we could undoubtrope.
i edly
be “all heart;” for twenty, “ail
soul.”
America is for limitation conference*,
Kecord breaking Cargo
economic conferences, moral and linan
I cial aid—anything t at -Oil heip fcurope,
The coal b^roe. Northern, f'om K:iz
a» soon as Europe is really ready to help
N «!.. containing 13(H) tons of
bettqp>rt.
herself. And we would gladly give her hard coal, h r* decked 't th Ntone aid
all the money that she wants if she Cooper wharf, Augusta
Ins* reported
would give back to our young men those to be the largest cargo, in single lot, th it
things that her huckstering politicians has ever come up the Kennt b< c river,
took from them in the Great War and making a record in the coal sli pping cirthe little peace—their illusions a d their cles along the river lront.
ideals.—Saturday Evening Post

|

time but able to be out.

Pomona
attended the Waldo County

111

Probate Notices

^L.bby^Mr.

Mrs. May Hall,
Mrs. Susie Ingraham,
Mrs. Jennie McMrs. Bessie Ingriham,

pear Vs

to relieve

that you

FOR SALE

so
Hezzie Ward and
Mr. and Mrs.
of Mrs
gue.t.
Sunday
Frederick, were
Mr. and
Waid’s parents,
Nichols, Nov. 12.
R isary Sunday, Nov, 12. Rev. Fr. T. J.
vocation more successful. More and betand family and sister
Mr. Fred N. Flye
O’Mahoney officiating.
er educational advantages for the country
«ue»tsofthe.r
Sunday
were
Flye,
Effie M.
The teachers of the Village Schools :hild; less centralization of power in the
husband m
and
Webb
lister, Mrs. Jennie
have rented the John Libby house and
State and more efficient management in
Swanville, Nov. 12.
her will do light housekeeping.
.he building of roads and bridges. The
finished
has
Miss Thelma Clement
in BanRev. C. A. Clark, former minister in
subject was discussed in a comprehensive
college
business
course at Shaw’s
the the Congregational Church, is the guest manner, especially in relations to roads
of
the employment
gor and entered
A declamation by Irving
and bridges.
of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Scribner.
in Belfast
City National bant
was well received and at this
Farrington
and
Ellsworth
P.
Laflin
of
Dr.
F.
family
Bellows and son
joint E. H. Libby was introduced and
Mr. and Mrs. Gustave
have returned home having been the ;
Mrs. J.
and
address. lie spoke
Mr.
jave an inspiring
Charles,
a
week.
for
of
their
parents
and Effie M. Flye, guests
aritfly on the road question, giving some
•nd Mrs. Frank Tyler
Mr. Eddie Batchelder of Millinocket
at Knox Station.
'acts and figures in regard to the latest
attended Waldo Pomona
was the guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and
Mr.
aws enacted f r road building and speakBessey,
Percy
Mr. and Mrs.
Freeman Batchelder, a few days ago.
Lendon Penney,
ing at greater length on grange work.
Bellows,
Charles
Mrs.
Mrs. F. W. Reid is spending a few days i
A reading by Mary Curtis and instruMrs. Anna Woods
j
Mr E. G. Burnham,
Farm in i angor, the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
the
mental music by Harriet Nickerson folattended
and Nathan Russell
on
St.
Strickland
Samuel
Montgomery
Nov. 6.
owed*
Bureau meeting in Belfast,
The teachers of the public schools spent !
C. C. Clements was requested to answer
Mrs.
of
sister
Mrs. Vivian Nickleas,
Wednesday evening at the home of Mr. the following question: What can be done
s
ill the day of her chi.d
and Mrs. Sumner Nickerson of Prospect.
Tobey, was taken
For the roads in Maine? Mr. Clements
and died the blfuneral with bronchitis
Mr. and Mrs. Boigia Donlin have re- replied that the question had been abiy
were
services
owing Saturday. Funeral
turned to Medford, Mass., having been discussed and that he could only add that
home.
held Nov. 14 at her father’s
there must be more work done on third
the guests of Mr. and M,s. P. H. Donlin.
has been
Tobey
and
(Hustus)
P.
Laflin
F.
children, class roads and less on trunk lines.
Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Nellie
with her parents, Catherine and Charles Allen, are spendA humorous reading by Mary Curtis
•pending a short time
While there
instrumental music by Harriet Nickand
Hustus.
in
W.
relatives
E.
with
vacation
Mra.
short
and
Mr
ing a
taken with mem- town.
erson followed.
her infant child was
Nov. 6th. Her
A question, Resolved, That parents are
branous croup and died
The Messrs. Frank Sylvester and
and the
more to blame than children for trouble
Wednesday
husband arrived on
called
home
were
wife
and
OUb
Mrs. Tobey George
9.
in school. The opening remarks were by
funeral was held on Nov.
by the death of their sister, Mrs. Earl
ur
husband.
Maude Clements was
her
with
Nancy Gilbert.
returned home
Chapman.
the bereaved parto uphold the negative and a
called
upon
extended
is
•ympathy
Mr. George Pierce passed away at his
child
spirited discussion followed in which a
ents in the loss of the only
summer home here Friday, Nov, 10, Mr.
large number participated.
Peirce has been in poor health for some
Reinarka by A. T. Nickerson concluded
KNOX KIlHlE.

working for
C. B. Ingraham haa been
Montville.
in
Charles Stevenson
baa been working
Fred Murch of Unity
is building a garage.
for E L. Vose, who
was a guest at
Acbaa Hall of Halldale
Saturday night.
Hurd
Howard
of
the home
Nov. II.
and Mr. Ricker
W. A. Hillman of Troy
Vose’s
were guests at E. D.
Winterport
of

Never attempt

Old Orchard Peaches

reported in their usual condition
P. W. Hall haa recently purchased a j
and Deputy A. T. Nickerson made special
new Earle car.
mention of tha nourishing condition of
Mr. Leo. Le San of Bangor has been in
Harvest Home and Star of
Progrtas
the
Reo
Car.
town demonstrating
granges, which he had recently visited
Mr. Frank Curtis of Rockland baa been
in hts official
capacity. Sagadahoc PoPeak's Island will become a separate
the guest of hia brother, Silas Curtis.
Keep This Ready
community from Portland and will be in
H. Libby,
mona was represented by E.
At the first symptom of a couth or corporated as a town if plans of several
Robert McKay of New York visited
Secretary of the State tirange, and Jessie
President
The best peop e of its residents are successful
breathe Hyomei
friends and relatives in town recently.
Morse.
Penobscot Pomona was tepre- cold,
declares
always have it in trie bouse and end a H. P. Black of the association
IslPeak's
Harry Hall of Bangor was in town re* tented by Walter Morse and Hancock by cold before it gets deep seated. Sold by the legislature snould make
and a town, so that it can secure public
A.
A.
Howes
&
Co.
i
Farrington.
rving
Hall
and
cently calling on Percy
family,
The island is a
improvements it lacks.
The usual routine of business received
Michael Cuddy haa gone to Stonington
famous summer resort and lias an all1 he attention of the members and remarks
year population of more th n 1000 perwhere he has employment for the winsons.
11 or the good of the order were heard from
ter.
Reliable Incubator—140 eggs capacity
2. H, Libby and others
fcjtattf of Esther J. dev. ns, late of Unity.
Miss Ola Scribner was a recent guest
and 500 chick hover.
Practically new. First bra fi ui ace. unt *.m! private claim pr»Greetings were received from Julia A real
bargain. Inquire of
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Seri
s-nted f*»r allowance by J seph F. Steve, s a d
fifhite, also her thanks for tokens of re- J
i.ERMAN, WHITMORE,
Ed warn E Steve s,»dmmistralors.
bner.
1
nembrance from the Pomona during her
Maine.
Northport,
Estaae of Den? is E. Chandler, la e of BumMiss Phyllis McCard is the guest of her j 11 ness.
ham. hirst ai d final account pr sent d f r
allowance by Annie L Chandler, administraCharles
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
A recess was taken at this time and all
trix
Drake.
i
to
the
, idjourned to the dining room
enjoy
I
E3ta'c of A. Henry C onant, late of SearsMiss George McLaughlin was a recent 1 lountifu! dinner arranged and served by To all persons interested in either of tin
First «.nd fi al account presented for
port
liowance by Charles M. Conani. execut r.
estates hereinafter named:
guest of her sister, Mrs. Leo Lesan in nembers of the host grange.
Estate of Geor» e W. Park, r, late of FrankAt a rrchbte Court held at Belfast, in an
Hampden.
The meeting was reconvened at an
( .rt.
First and fi ai account presented for
for the County of Wtilco, on the second Tu« *
ilu.wance
b> l. zzie M Parker, adminioiraMiss Hannah O’Mahoney of Belfast :arly hour and the choir again sang, j day of November, in the year of our Lord one
irix.
nine hundred and twenty-two, the |
thousand
were
Don
of
j
Mrs.
M.
J.
words
th'e
week
end
with
spoken
greeting
Pleasing
spent
F state of Etta M Garey. late of r*earsport.
following matters having been presented for
lir-, recently.
jy C. C. Clements and Worthy Master
the acti*>n thereupon hereinafter indicated, it I hirst and final account {resented fir allow« tice thereot he
th
.i
is
of
Pohereby
ordered,
giver
in
behalf
ance
iVebb
by Lillian G. hum ells, executrix
fittingly responded
Mr. Prank Page and Harry Maxwell
to all persons interested by rnusi’ g a cony of
Fiatate of Alorzo B-con. 'ate of Unity. F inal
A piano solo by Ethel Bryant was : this order to be
nona.
were fortunate to get a deer while gun«
once
week
for
published
hllo*anc L»y Estelle F.
account pr.aented
three weeks succesHV. ly before the second
ollowed with a five-minute talk by O. B.
ning up river.
Larrabce, adminis*ratrix.
of December, A. D. 1922, in The Re
Tuesday
3ow. Is legislation necessary to make
Estate of Mary E. Blckstone, late of Unity
MisB Esther Elliott, who has been the
publican Journ'-.a newspaper published aid
for allowance
Maine? Mr. Dow
a success in
printed at Belfftw., in said County, that they F irst and final account presented
guest of Emma Cuddy, has returned to 'arming
at a Probate Court to le held at
by Aroline B Stevens, ex-cutrix.
to his belief there may appear
that
dated
according
her home in Bangor.
trie Probate Office in said Belfast on tl e second j
Estate of John A. McKeen, iate of Knox,
ire three important measures that would
Tuesday of December. A D. 1922, at ten o'clock First lind final account i rc-Bented for allowMass was celebrated at Church of Holy
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
ance by L'zzie A. McKeen, administratrix.
jenefit the farmer and help to make his
were

preached

boarding.

;

The regular meeting of North Waldo
Pcmcna was held with Morning Light
Grange in Monroe, Wednesday, Nov 8.

choir rendered

ton.

Mark Ames of Colby College
at the church Sunday evening,

that there is a workable program of coEveryone
operation in anyone’s mind
who understands what is happening ritftii
now in European affairs knows that Amer
ica would get about as far in the present
League of Nations as a watermelon in

North Waldo Pomona

an

her.
family to
Prang Penney has moved his
Whitney
the farm known as the Henry

i

—*

deceived?

Eliza F. Olson, late of Belfast, deceased
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to John Oscar Olson,
the executor rameJ therein and' presents said
petition Application that o bond be required from said xecutor is contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Thomas J Brown, late of Belfast, deceased
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters teeianunt&ry issue to brtd W. Rankin,
be being the executor named therein and presents said petition.
Application that no bond
be required from said executor is contained in
the petition for probate thereof.
Lewis H. Hart, late of Belfast, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof and that j
letters testamentary iesue to Jennett L. Hart,
she being the executrix m-xned therein and
j
presents said petition.
Application that no
bona be required from said executrix is contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Kate Staples, late of Stockton Springs, deWill and petition for probate thereof
ceased.
and that letters testamentary issue to Fred L,
Blarcbard. he being ihe executor named therein and presents said petition.
Robie F. Meservie, late of Morrill, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters testamentary iesue to Charles Meservie, he being the executor named therein and
presents said petition. Application that no
bond be required from said executor is contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Hudson C. Brown, late of Northport, deceased. Will and petition Apr probate thereof
and that letters testamentary isaua^o Mary B.
Brown, she being the executrix named therein
and presents said petition. Application that
no bond be required from said executrix is
contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Lena P. Hoyt, late of Belfast, deceased.
Will and i etition for probata thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to Augusta Trust
Company of Augusta it being the executor
named therein. Petition presented by Edgar
S. McDonald of Belfast, Maine.
George Peirce, late of Frankfort, deceased.
Petition that George A. Peirce of Newton,
Massachusetts, or some other suitable person
may be appoiuted administrator of said estate.
Application that no bond be required from said
administrator is contained in tne petition for
probate thereof. Petition presented by Emma
P. Peirce, widow and heir-at-law of aaid de-

ceased.}
Mary A. Vickery, late of Unity, deceased.
Petition that James B. Vickery or some other
suitable person may be appointed administrator of said estste.
Petition presented by said
James B. Vickery, ton and heir-at-law of said

deceased.
Daniel Reinberg, late of Tarrytown, New
York. Authenticated copy of will ana petition for probate thereof with a petition mat
the same may be allowed,filed and recorded and
that letters testamentary issue to Marjorie
F, Reinberg, she being the executrix named
therein and presents said petition. Application that no bond be required from aaid executrix is contained in the petition for probate
thereof.
Estate of Mary E. Blaclmtone, late of Unity.
Petition of Arcline B S'.evens, executrix, for
determination of collateral inheritance tax.
Estate of Thomas George Dodwortb, late of
Pasadena. California Petition of Helen Maria
Dodworth, executrix, for determination of
collateral inheritance tax.
Estate of James B. Dunton, late of Lincolnville. Petition of Irvin O. Eugley, administrator, that he may be licensed to sell and
situ
convey at private sale certain real estate
ated in Lincolnvillfc belonging to said deceased
and described in said petition.
Estate of Phineas A. Dunton, late of Lincolnville. Petition of Irving O. Eugley, administrator, that he may be licensed to sell
and convey at private sale certain real estate
situated in Lincolnville belonging to aaid deceased and described in said petition.
Estate of LeRoy S. Southard, late of Northfor
port. First snd finsl sccount presented
allowance.by Henrietta Lower Southard, executrix.
Estate of John Colby, late of Montville.
First and final account of guardianship presented for allowance by Charles W. Colby,

guardian.

Estate of Edward F. Bridget, late of Montville, First and„final account presented for
allowance by Percy E. Benner, ednrinietrator.

Estate of Amariab Trim, late of Islesnoro.
First at.d finsl account presented for allowance
by Florence T Webster, administratrix.
Addie A Farri\ !at^ of Palermo. Petition
Chester Farris, widower, that an allowance
may be made to him out of the personal es
'ate of said deceased.
Estate of AuriMn Btaker, late of Belfast.
Petition of Robert F Dunton, trustee, that he
trust for reasons stated in
now resign said
said petition,
of

Sarah J. French, late of Sto: kton Springs,
Petition that Fr»r.k H. French and
deceased
Edgar L. Bishop, or some other suitable person may be appointed administrator, de bonis
Application that
non, with the will annexed.
no bond be required fr*m said administrators
is contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Petition presented by said rrank H.
French, brother and htir at law of said deceased.
James Eaton, late of Winterport, deceased
Petition that Leora B Eaton of Winterportor,
some other suitable person may be appointed
administratrix of said estate. Application that
no bond he rfquired from said administratrix
is contain d in the pet tion for probate there
of. Petition presented by sai 1 Leora B. Eaton
daughter and heir at law of said deceased.
Willard B Curtis. late of Belfast, deceased
Will and petition for probate 'hereof and that
letters of administrate n with the will annexed
be granted to Ralph I. Morse of Belfast or
other euitab e person, the executor
some
named in said will having declined said trust.
Petition presented by Carolena Curtis of Belfast.
Estate of Aberine S. Towle, late of SearsSecond and final account presented for
port
allowance by Henry B. Hart, executor.

WE BUY

EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE.

The

autscriber

hereby gives notice that she has been duly
will and tesa| pointed executrix of the las’,
tament of

THOMAS GEORGE DODSWORTP,
late < f Pasadena, in the t * unty of Los Angeles ard Stale of California, incensed, All persons ha\ in*.' d« mands against the »state of said
deceased are desired to present the same for

^

and all indebted thereto are reto my
payment immediately
authorized agent, Robert K, Dunton, Helfaat,
Maine.
HELEN MARIE DO Da WORTH.
3*46
I’asader a. Cal Oct 10. 19*i2
settU

/.M) DEER SKINS

[■

It convenient bring ’em in, trade face to
lace and get your money on the «i*ot: or
ship your accumulation. All *Mpm< ntH
of furs held aside for seven days. Satisfactory Prices guaranteed «>r furs returneil. We pay -transportation ootb ways.
Portland

Rendering Co., Portland, Me
—
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RECEIVERS OF THE BEI.I AST SAT

1KGS BANK will leceive
or any part of three humlreo mnity-«w
«
snares of preferred stock of the Bellas*
uni
Moosehead Lake Railroad Company at par
i December 1. 1922, unless all is subscribed i< roewhole

Notice of foreclosure

(o91)

date.
OsCAR ( OLE and ANNIE M j fore that
Thi- stock is entitled to six per cent diviuena*
of-* WINTER PORT, in the I then the common stock Is entitled
to six per cen*
County of WALuO and St*te of MAINE, by dividends, alter which both share equally- yj™*
have neeii
deed
dated
of
cent
semi-annually
nv
the
ninth
dends ot three
their
day
rtgage
fn*1**?
stoc k since l>tE.
April, 1915, ai:d recorded in the Waldo Regis- paid regularly on this
on the pretermi
and
dividends
no
road
debt
on
the
try of Deeds, Book 318, Page 411, c<»r v*yed to stock are the tirst claim on the earnings!
the EASTERN TRUSl>nd BANKING COMsent rental is thirty-six thousand dollar* fcAMW
PANY,*the ut.dersigned, a certain lot or par- per year. The amount required to pay a w*
cel of land, situated in said W interport, and cent'dividend on the preferred stock is
Estate of Aberine S. Towle, late of Searsbounded as follows, to wit:
thousand sixty-two dollars ($16,062 Subscriptions
will be received at the banking rooms of the
port. Petition of Henry B. Hart that the
at a spruce sUke and birch tr> e
fast Savings Bank. Transfers of stock
Judge of Probate may determine who are en- at Beginning
0®
the west corner of lot number one hundred
for will be made December 1. This stock is
titled to said estate and their respective
six (176); thence south fifty-four (54) subject to municipal taxation or normal incoro
shares therein, and order the same to be dis- seventy
degrees east one hundred forty-seven (147) tax.
tributed accordingly.
rods and five (5) links by said lot number one
Belfast, Maine, October 30. 1922.
ELLERY BOWDEN.
ROBERT F. DUNTON.
hundred seventy six (176) to a yellow birch
CAKI.ETON 1'. MEKKH-L,
Judge of said Court.
tree at south corner of said lot number one
o( Belfast Savings
Rweivcrs
6w44
Attest:
the
of
true
A
original.
copy
hunt red seventy six (176); thence south thir
CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Register.
ty-nine (39) degrees west eighty- four (84) rods
by lots nun bt red two hundred eighty nine
and two hunNotice is hereby given that the following (289), two hundred ninety (290)
dred
to a cedar stake; thence
appointments have been made by the Probate northninety-one (291)
BANGOR LINE
west
one hundred
fifty-four (54) degrees
Court, within and for the County of Waldo
forty-seven (147) rods and five (5) limes to a
and State of Maipe:
stake by a spruce tree; thence norm thirty-six
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Estate of Lena a. sannorn. late of Belfast. (36) degrees east eighty-three and one-half
b*tLeave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Margaret L Vinall of Belfast appointed ad- (83^)rods ^ lot number one hundred eighty
at 1 30 p m ; Winterport 2.15 pministratrix November 14. A. D. 1922.
tan(180) to th* first mentioned bound, containing urdaya
m
;
Bucksport 3.00 p. m.; Belfast. 4 30 p.
ven (77) acres, one hundred twenty^ue
Estate of Frank Rokes. late of Searsmont. eaventy-si
dem. 6 46 p. m ; Rockland 3 00 p m.’.
one (121) rods, more or less, the above lot bea. ®*
7
about
Flora E Rokes of Searsmont appointed adBoston
the
following Burning
ing lot umbered one hundred seventy seven
ministratrix November 14, A. D. 1922.
Return—Leave Boston Mondays. Wednes(177) in the first division of lots in said Wina
and Fridays at 6 p. m
days
late
same
of
the
Thorn- lerport sun being
Estate of Addie E, Shuetleff.
premises describLeave Rockland Tuesdijs, Thursdays
dike. Helen S. Bragdon of Thorndike ap- ed in deed Ruben Cole, Jr to Samuel Coleg reI
at 5 a. m ; Camden 6.46 a. m.;
Saturdays
**«
pointed administratrix November 14, A. D. corded io Waldo County Registry of Deeds; fast 7.16 a
m.. for Bucksport, W interport
1922.
Book 163, Page 320, and same premises conBangor,
Met
Estate of Lewis A. Brown, late of Belfast. veyed to said Oscar Cole by Samuel Cole, by
At Boston connection is made via the
his deed dated December 27. 1899, arid record
Eliza J. Brown of Belfast appointed sdminis
ed in said Registry of Dee Is, Book 257, Page ropoiitan Line express freight steamers
tratrix November 14, A. D. 1922.
West.
273, to which deeds reference is hereby mad_* New York and points Southland
Estate of Albert W. Ward, late of Thornand
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
dike Lou Ward Mutch of Thorndike appointWhereas the condition of said mortgage has
ed administratrix November 14, A, D. 1922.
Portland-New Yoik Freight Service.
and remains broken,
Estate of Pronell P. Nichols, late of Sears- been,
and
reason of the breach of
by
therefore,
Direct
Now,
freight service between Portland
po:t: Wilfred V. Nichols of Searsfort ap- the condition thereof, said Eastern Trust and
New
York
is resumed from the New
administrator
November
A.L>.
14,
1922pointed
Banking Company hereby claims a foreclosure Pier Portland, Maine.
.inBi
Estate of Josephine A, Proctor, late of of said mortgage.
Tbnugh rates ard direct track
Frederick
Smith
of
W,
Prospeet.
Dated this seventh da? of November. A. D.
Bucksport
with Maine Central and Gran. dTruna
appointed administrator November 14, A, D 1922
(L. S) EASTERN TRUST AND
roads.
1922,
3w46
BANKING COMPANY.
GEO. E. DUNTON. Agent,
Belfast. MaineEstate of Phineas A. Dunton, late of Lin
By GORHAM H. WOOD, its President,
O
-7'
t
colnville. Irving
Eugley of Lincolnville
appointed administrator November 14, A D
u*
1922.
Estate of Rosa B. Roberts, late of Belfast.
James S. Roberts of Belfait appointed adminA horse for its keeping until May 15th.
istrator November 14, A, D. 1922.
of
Must be sound and kind, a good roadster
Dorcas A. McKeen
Estate of James B. Dunton, late of Lincolnof about ten hundred pounds weight.
in the County of Waldo
tbirville. Irvin O Eugley of Lincolnville appointDR. ELMER SMALL,
Maine, by her mortgage deedd‘'l
reed administrator November 14, A. D. 1922.
teenth day of February, A D.
43tf
36 Miller SL, Belfast, Me.
Book
V
Estate of Mary E. Hubbard,"late of Belfast.
corded in the Waldo Registry ot
jDgi
f“£
Samuel Adams of Belfast appointed adminis208,Page 160, conveyeo to the B“ I
at Bei.
trator November 14, A. D. 1922
ce|
Bank, a corporation established by
cei
a
fast, in the State of Maine,
Estate of Harvey H. Smalley, late of Belthereon.
of land with the buildings
fast. Hoi ace B. Smalley of Belfast appoint> yjiler
said Belfist and bounded northerly
ed exrcutor November 14, A. D. 1922.
py
Cross Street; s
0j
Street;
by
easterly
Estate of Emma F. Tyler, late of Belfast.
W
0„
land of F. H. BIack; and westerly »h
OLD
four
GROWTH
of
Belfast
HARD
WoOD,
Joseph Tyler
appointed executor
lot. and
Gillum
the
J#22>
November 14, A D. 1922.
foot length, or fitted for stove or fnrnace. seidiBlack>nd
the fourteenth day of October,
jj), Rsr.
Estate of Rhoda C. Tsylor, late of
J. H. LORD,
,p.
Robert F. Bun ton and Carleton
Unity.
Tel. 179-11
George M. Taylor of Unity appointed execuof
Belfast, Maine.
ceivers of said Belfast 8avings
tor November 14, A. U. 1122.j
their
by
and
qualified,
pointed
Estate of Melissie M. Reynolds, late of
that date, assigned,
debt and
Knox. Carrie E. Woodbury of Knox appointsad
said mortgage deed and
ri,,gn.d.
*
u
ed administratrix November 14, A. D. 1922.
claim thereby secured to the
ge bat
morigss
said
of
whereas the condition
EaUte of Thomas Reynolds, late of Knox.
been broken,
Carrie E. Woodbury of Knox appointed ad
the breach
- *
ministrairix November 14, A. D, 1922.
Dated at Belfast, in said County of Waldo
and State of Maine this 21at day of Nouemseventh day of
ber, A. D. 1922.
1922.
MCKEEN'
CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Register.
j AUSTIN
leL

WHEREAS
COLE, both

j

Basiero miiid Lisjit

_

Notice ot roreciosure

WANTED

Mortgage.

WHEREAS,

Be*J*Jj

‘“f.he

j„d

Wood for Sale

“^in

■

■

/CODyey«d
tr,n?f‘Tr<!d *te
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Dr. Hester Brown
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

30.Hlgh Street.
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health message HISTORY'S | HISTDRW
MYSTERIES

10 TIE world

THE KING OF LIARS

Take “Fruit-a-ti«e$" and
Make YaurssTf Well
marvellous
juices and
medicinal
benellria!
most
tlie
tonics,
to mankind.
agent ever given
and
just as oranges, apples, figs
are nature’s own medicine, so
prunes,
Fruit-a-tives”—made from these
and
fruit juices—but concentrate.!
the greatest Stomach
fruit

intensified—is

and Fiver Medicine,

j

greatest

the

the
Kidney and Bladder Medicine,
Flood Purifier, the greatest

greatest

As a boy, Balsamo gave early evidence of Ms scheming tendencies, and,
after being expelled from school, was
placed In the apothecary shop of a

remedy for Headaches, Constipation,
and Indigestion, in the world.
OOc a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers

or

from FRUIT-A-TIVES

Sicilian monastery, where he set nbout
to mnster the science of chemicals
nnd drugs, for which he appeared to
hnve a positive genius.
It was while
In the apothecary's shop that Balsamo
sold to a credulous peasant the secret
of a mythical "treasure cave” which
was supposed to be near by, but, when
the purchaser of the secret went to
examine the cave, he was set upon by
a “devil” (Balsamo himself) and beaten nearly to death.
For tills escapade,
Giuseppe was baplshed from Sicily
and fled to Rome, where he succeeded
In marrying a
strikingly beautiful
woman
nnd changed his name to
“Count Cagllostro.”
Ills first venture on n large scale

KimiteJ, OGDENSBURGi N.Y.

Abandoned
So

much

Farms.

been said and

has

written

farms in Maine that
tbout abandoned

a

in other states and

many people
have been led to believe
some in our own,
agriculture in Maine is decadent.

great

that
our CommissionMr Frank P. Washburn,
in an able and timely ader of Agriculture
following to say about
dress has the
farms:

abandoned
"Some

Were

have gone so far

people

to

as

twelve thousand farms
I
abandoned in the State during the

assert that

some

It is
1910 to 1920.
10 year period from
total number of farms droptrue that the
thousand to forty-eight
ped from sixty
from
thousand, but we should not gather
like one-fifth of the
anything
that
this
has
agricultural strength of the State of
first place, many
be-n lost. In the
have been .bandoned.
these farms should
and character of
By reason of location
have been cleared,
soil they should never
ever to operate
and it was impossible
Many of these farms
them at a profit.
rn connection
are now being operated
better manage- !
I with others and under
methods ami
went with more up to date
Tnen we should remember
machinery.
enthat a farm as defined in the census
umerator’s instructions, was any agricultural enterprise that yielded a gross return
of two hundred and fifty dollars per year.
such
In 1900 or 1910 there were many
for
that provided a means of subsistence
of
their owners, but the increased cost
the
living and equipment, together with
in other indusgreater attractions offered
to drive the
tries had by 1920 combined
farmer out of
two hundred and fifty dollar

so

let

scheme of organizing Masonic lodges
for women, claiming that he was of
divine origin and had rereived a special mission to perform this work upon
earth—a statement which naturally
endeared him to a number of women
of sufficient wealth to assist him in

It was he who used the Cardinal de
Rohan, Grand Almoner of France and
statesmen in
one of the shrewdest
Europe, In the tragic affair of the diamond necklace, which brought dls-

imprisonment upon eve^'one
grace
Implicated, including the Italian himself, who was imprisoned in the Bastile In 178(3, but was finally acquitted
or

yet only incomplete
received they correspond very closely
with those gathered by the State asses

go further
with our inquiry and to determine the
farms
proportion of these unoccupied
that are for sale, and the number that are
equipped for business, and we are informed that practically one half are for sale,
and that fifty per cent of this number
to

OAHU

<<•

1M1U1UC1 Ul UUUUCUlllCU

Number for sale
Number for sale with

1^00
90U

equipment

Beth departments have been criticized
for making’ public a statement of this
is
nature, the fear being expressed that it
a damaging concession calculated to inlocatfluence possible purchasers against
ing! n Maine. It does not appear that this
critic-sm is just. The entire investigation has been carried on with the object
in view of locating this class of property
and aidiug in its disposal. There seems
no good reason
if we have some two

why,

thousand farms for sale we should not
advertise the fact. There are airejdy
many inquiries; prospective farm settlers
cm no longer find cheap western land.
The fact that Maine has such land of a
lower cash value than other States is nc
deterrent, and the prospect is that such
of this idle land as has any real agricultural value will soon be utilized.
The jnatter of the increase of fifty-

cent in the amount of mortJages upou Maine farm property has also
been dwelt upon. It should be borne in
mind that this increase is practically all
tan n care of in a corresponding increase
in the value of the farm property during
fhc same period. We hear no mention ol
‘he fact that Maine has the lowest pel
eent of tenant farmers of any stale and
this percentage also decreased from 1911
to 1920. The percentage of tenant farmer* varies all the
way from four and two
tenths in
to forty-one in Iowa and

eight pier

Maine,
*i*ty-six in Georgia. Certainly

a

raorl-

than a tenanted
aud it ig no greater discredit to
have cheap land that the operator can
nwn than to have land so high in value
thst no one but a capitalist can hold it.
There are certain other advantages that
■ should be
placed upon the credit side ol
*»ine agricultural ledger. We lead the
“•ntry in the production of potatoes pel
*tte and very frequently lead in per acre
Adof oats, wheat and corn.
to this we have a higher standard ol

pged
*M®,

farm is

no

worse

Jhj|i'iction

.j

“Via,. T(lere are fewer children and
women at work in the barns and fields ol
*•'■0 farms than in those of any othei
Xv® >n proportion to farm population,
®* high
standard we are bound to mainand for this reason many of tbost
0,‘ interested
in our agricultural pro
T®**' have not been enthusiastic ovei
p*®n °* Pe°P‘ln8 our idle acres witl
lot
farmers. In some instances, not,uei*n
y that of
the Swedish settlements it
u °atook, this plan has worked out wel
but unless a very carefu
ui,',®IOnPa8‘.
ca“ he made there is a danger o
lo»-.
‘hestandard of farm living with0lit'rm*
in oi a"y h.nelittiug business condition:
ari
iiiii.n caun‘ry towns as alien farmers
V Door

ot

a

queatioi

prosPerity and contentment
‘ho., °ow
upon our farms.

Children Cry
^

prisonment

|
|

j
\

ligion, dying in a papal dungeon on
August 20, 1703. after having duped
all Europe, prince nnd priest nnd
But, apart from Cagpeasant alike.
liostro’s strange and almost hypnotic
over
practically everyone
ndth whom he came in contact, there
are a number of mysteries concerning
the man which have never been explained—Including his origin and his
exceptional ability for handling all
In addikinds of strange chemicals.
tion. there Is the greatest mystery of

l^ience

His power of prophecy manifestall:
ed upon numerous occasions, but particularly when he announced that
Maria Theresa, empress of Austria,
was dying, nnd word reached Paris
five days later that the empress had
succumbed nt the very hour foretold
Again, during
by the Italian count.
his Incarceration in the Bastile, Cagliostro wrote upon the walls of his
"Within three years the Bastile
cell:
shall be destroyed and the people shall
dance upon Its site”—another prophecy which wus carried out to the letter.

and

begin,

the

France.
lesson was about to
subject of it was

France.

Accordingly the teacher started off
“Now in this
the question:
past terrible war who was our princiwith

pal ally?”
“France,” came the
chorus of voices."

answer

from a

the teacher,
"Quite right,”
beaming. "Now can any of you give
me the name of a town in France?”
A small boy at the back 0f the
said

class almost fell over in his eagerness
breathto tell. "Somewhere,” he said

lessly.

—

Chronicle-Tele-

I’ittsburgh

graph.
Half Price.

Billy—Doube

Look

remarkable a* the ones connected
with the career of the Chevalier

InTERn/monAL

as

d’Eon.

whose exploits were directly
responsible for much of the glory which
surrounds the nnme of I-ouls XV.
Horn at Tonnere. France, in 1728,
Charles Genevieve Louis Auguste Andree TImothee d’Eon de Beaumont developed a talent early In life for
Impersonating members of either sex
with a facility which appears to have
been little lees than marvelous.
In
fact, the mystery which surrounds the
true sex of this adventurer—or adventuress—becomes more startling with
the examination of each exploit. According to contemporary historians,
d’Eon was able to appear either ns ■
man or ns a woman, with an ease
which rendered penetration of his disguise Impossible, and his ability In
this line gained for him (the masculine pronoun being used advisedly) a i
position at the head of the secret i
agents employed by Louis, and it was
not long l>efore he became the most
accomplished spy who ever delved Into
the secrets of a court or divined the
Indention of a ruler.
Fart of the time he would he the
Chevalier d'Eon, dashing, debonair and
fearless.
Then the chevalier would

header this aftermon,

Jimmie.
Jimmie—Gee, that’s great.
games for one grandmother.

Two

FOR FLETCHER S

CASTORIA

o

over

ing out the truth when the greatest
spies of five kingdoms had utterly
failed.
Hut It was while at the court of the
Empress Elizabeth of Russia, in the
feminine
role, that the chevalier
Euachieved his crowning triumph.
rope was then on the verge of the
Seven Years’ war, and Louis desired
an alliance with Russia. One after another the veterans of the diplomatic
to
returned
Paris, stoopservice
shouldered and beaten. The imperial
palace, they said, was closed to them.
The empress would have none of their
She was adamant in her deadvice.

cision to stand aloof in the struggle
which was approaching.
As a last resort, d’Eon was dispatched to Moscow, and before many
weeks had passed, It began to be rumored about the Russian capital that
her majesty had a new maid of honor
who appeared to have a strange hold
the queen. The girl, ns charming
to
ns she was pretty, was careful not
play her cards too rapidly, but she
lost no opportunity to shift the conversation to a discussion of diplomacy
and at first to suggest and then to
alliance beprove the wisdom of an
tween France, Russia and Austria
Frederick the Great. Little by

over

against

little the decision of the queen began
to crumble, and, some two weeks after
the new maid of honor disappeared
from the palace—which was about the
his
same time that d'Eon was making
that
report to Louis—it became known
the alliance would be ratified at an

early date,

thus

completely altering

the map of Europe.
This, however, was destined to be
He wae
the chevalier’s last success.
growing old, and lines were appearing
to
in his face which it was difficult
hide by the application of cosmetics.
of
Following un almost total collapse
at the Court of St. James, In
his

plans
London, d’Eon retired from public life,
and, during the 33 years which elapsed
before his death, he dressed continthe name
ually as a woman, using
to
“Mine. d’Eon.” This would appear
be-

lend weight to the belief that he
but beyond
longed to the feminine sex,
of the world’s
the fact that he wus one
has ever
super-spies, nothing definite
ambi-sexbeen discovered about the
trous chevalier.

Not

catalog before selecting any heater. Call
or

friend eye3 me doubtfully when I tell him he can
time and money if he will mike his toll calls on a station-to-station basis.
When I ask him to speak out, he tells me frankly that he is wondering why I
The fact is,
am recommending something that will decrease our toll revenue.
will inas I explain to him, I expect that his compliance with my suggestion
crease dur toil revenue and save U3 time and money, too.

Once'.in'a Vhile a skeptical

Just ask for Onepipe

Here’s why: Station-to-Station toll service is sim >ly an extension of the
“call by number” practice of local service. A few years ago we extended this
“call by number” practice to short-haul toll calls—calls of 15 to 25 miles. It
worked so successfully that we are now applying that practice to toll calls to
Over 80 per cent of our toll business is now being
any point in the country.
handled in this way.

book.

WEIGHT & WYLUE
FlUMBING and HEATING

thus
us to hioile a larger number of C1II3 over a given circuit,
U3 to save the time of operators, thus
enables
It
costs.
construction
saving
a
saving operating cost3. We can and do, therefore, pass on to subscribers
on toll
saving of at lent 2) arrant an l no It 7i orr crnt in rainy cases,
calls male on ths station-to-station basis as ajain3t tha old-fashioned personto-persm method.

Belfast, Maine

It enables

Inner

Casing
Large humidifier

Double feed
door

But my frieid says “I want to ta'k with Mr. So-and-so, an! he may De
H >wever, when I
oat.” That contingency is worth considering, of coarse.
a3k: “Where would you expect to find Mr. So-and-3o during business hours/
ofi:e’’ —or.at his batik or his
my friend unhesitatingly replies: “Way, at his
w.iere
a business man usually
that’s
Of
course,
factory as the case may be,
is found these days —sticking pretty close to hi3 busiie33.

Large ashpit
door
One piece base

Herring-bone
grate hung in
drop frame
Two piece firepot

why our station-to-station method of handling toll calls ha.s grown
in the favor of business men who have tested it and found that it
woulfi—and does —3ave them time and money. And because it makes it easy
for them to do business -because it is speeiier a if m )>■ ? ec t’limica.l than the
old method—they‘have given us more and more of their business to handle. Its
not philanthropy with us, therefore—it’s good business to recommend stationto-stntion toll service.
That’s

Single piece
cast

or

steel

radiator

so

£

WOOD
Wood by the
Coal is high anti scarce.
load is a gamble.
Buy your wood by the
cord and get what you pay for. Cord
Furnace prices, $12.00.
wood, $10.00.
Fitted, $ 14 00. Delivered and C. O. D.
C. C. ROGERS.
4w46
Telephone after 6 p m., 179-24

or

“court,”

king”; the whole being pronounced, as with a slight brogue,
“Doo-ray-gan,” the accent falling on
In
the middle syllable.—Julian Street

the

“American Adventures.”
Worth Listening To.
Jean had always wanted a dog, so
her wish was grunted. As
one day
a strange
she was playing In the yard
on.
dog came up and looked
Jean went running Into the house,
listen to our
saying, “Come gulck and
another dog.”
dog making thunder at

IA
CASTOR
Children
For Infants and

Mrs.

Richard, how tine you look

“O

DR. H. L.

KILGORE

For

Sale

A one-horse jigger wagon.

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

If you don’t k iow the number, simoly give the name and address and our
toll operators will mike the connection so quickly you will be surprised and
E. R. SPEAR, Manager,
pleased at the result.

^FLORIDA
BY

»

to-

A

rj

W S3 Caw

day,” cried ilrs. Dove before she gave
her husband a smacking kiss on his
“I do believe I have the
left cheek.
best-looking husband in Mudtown!”
And she gave him a resounding kiss

:

Two Sailings Weekly
Tuesdays and
Saturdays. 8 P. ML

Boston to Savannah
Passenger Fares, Hostess

First-Class

s** *5*6.65ToWM7-®
Jacluonnlla
To St. Petermburtf

$51.28
$96.15

tile other cheek.
Richard Dove looked .steadily into
Wliat lie saw was
bis wife’s eyes.
admiration and love—love and admira-

on

i:ic lulling

Ocean

3ft $42.82
«££d $79.23

mean tuiu mwumii

Steamship Co. of Sivaunh

tion, nothing else.

“And I have the smartest husband,
too,” went on Mrs. Dove proudly, stealing another glance at him.
Mr. Dove started to speak, but

Ice Harvesting and Work about Your Place

“And the lovingest and kindest, also,” finished Mrs. Dove. There was
nothing more she could add.
Sadly Richard Dove looked at his

Plows
Picks
Saws
Ice Cutters
Gasolene Engines, etc.
Axes
IVrite now for our / 80 page Illustrated Free Catalogue.
—

KENDALL & WHITNEY —Est. 1S58

Dove, “but I can’t afford to buy a new (
If It was a hat, now, I might—”
|
“Oh, dear!” sighed Mrs. Dove. “Well, I
a
with
be
satisfied
to
will
have
I
then,
hat!” she said, looking down to hide
the light of satisfaction in her eyes.
As she went upstairs that evening
to put little Willie to bed she laughed
softly to herself.
a
was
“That
great idea,” she
"I only wanted a hat, anythought.

|

All the Money She Didn’t Get.
A colored minister met one of his
flock in the street, a man who had Just
been married. Itastus was muttering
to himself and appeared to be laboring
under considerable excitement. So the
minister halted him and asked what
was

the matter.

“It’s Mandy.
Dat ’oman doan' do nothin’ but want
what it is—
money. Yassuh; dat’s
In
de time.
money, money, money all
de mohntn’, fust t’ing, site ask for
to dinner,
money. When I comes home
she doan’ talk nothin’ but money, monIt's de
In the ebenin
ey, money.

t’ing—wantin’ money. Money,
money—yassuh ; nothin’ but
money.”
The minister was sympathetic.

same

money,

“Well, dat’s too bad,” hp said. “It
sho' Is a cross to have a ‘strav'gant
wife. What she do wld all dat money?"
“Do? I doan' know what she do wld
it. I ain’t give her none yet.”—Everybody’s Magazine.
Candy and Stages of Love.
The candy man is the first one to
know whether Mr. Newlywed’s affec-

tions are beginning to cool off, accordbeing to the New York News. Long
fore even his wife expects It, he Is
That Is
aware of it—and convinced.
because of the candy Mr. Newlywed
No longer does he come
buys her.
into the store asking for the “very

nal.
When several months later he comes
in and says, “She wants a box of aschocolates," it shows that
sorted
things are in a bad way. He is merely
repeating her order—and has long
since ceased to buy her any candy of
his own accord.

—

Portland, Maine.

|

LUMBER
All Kinds of

Spruce Lumbar for building and

repairing.
grades of eastern sawed Shingles.
Roofing Paper, Nails, Laths and Clapboards.
Our prices are very reasonable. Give us a

WANTED

TO BUY ALL KINDS OF JUNK.
Any*
one who has any to sell
please telephone
, or send postal and I will call. Good
prices
! for old paper.

|
i

dress.

Sunday Herald.

—

—

—

wife.
“What Is it, Nazlmova?”
“I need a new dress, Dickie,” she
“I just saw the loveliest one
cooed.
downtown yesterday for—”
said Mr.
“I’m sorry, Nazlmova,’’

I’ll have to tell Mrs. Love to
way.
to use It on her Horatio.”—Rehoboth

Pier 42, Hoooec Tunnel Docks. Boetou

EVERY NEED THAT’S NEEDED FOR LOGGING

stopped.

—“nny

Removal Notice

Test it for yourself. Mike a call for the ninber or the listed name of
to insome person or concern, sinoly ailing that yiu will talk with anyone,
to
dicate that you desire the station-to-station rate, an! see if you are not able
ciri satisfactorily act for him.
reach the p3rsori yoa wait, or 3)H3).i3

Her Satisfaction
Dove Cooed
i
After Richard Had Compromised—Can You Seat It?

best candy" and wonder for half an
hour whether she will like it in a ribHe walks
boned or plain eontalnei.
In and asks for a pound of chocolates
That is the first sigkind!”

In Use For Over 30 Years

rapidly

WCc'.ii'S WiLES AND GUILES

“Lord!" said Rastus.

What "Doughoregan" Means.
of the
The most famous member
Carroll
Charles
was
family
Carroll
the
of Carrollton, "the Signer” (of
buildDeclaration of Independence),
at Doughoreer of the manor house
derives its
gal)—which, by the way,
of the old
name from a combination
‘house
Irish words dough, meaning
and O’Ragan, meaning “of

Business

save

omy.

Triple

Philanthrophy^

Just Good

send
post card request for
this valuable book on
how to obtain heat
comfort with econat our store

to their closest male friend—would
appear, and nnother report would soon
be on its way to the private snnctum
of the king.
No one suspected that the dashing
chevalier and the flirtatious coquette
were one and the same, though when
the exposure was finally made, even
his enemies had the grace to say that
d’Eon had “fought over half of Europe
In
and flirted over the other half."
Paris, in London, In Rome and In
Genoa, the chevalier added success
after success to his long list of victories, prying into secrets and ferret-

the

Ohepipe Heater

allow It to be known that he was
going somewhere on a visit, and a
beautiful woman—versed in all the
arts which make men open their hearts
and their lips, forgetful of the seal of
secrecy which they would never lift

In

Town

geography

The

that portion
which deals with the Intrigues
and plots thnt honeycombed the court*
of Europe during the Eighteenth century, Is filled with the accounts of a
number of unusual personages—but It
Is doubtful If any of these are quite

o

a

..

and ordered to leave France.
After drifting nbout Europe for a
number of years, the prince of impostors finally returned to Rome nnd was
condemned by the pope to life imas a dangerous foe to re-

|

TJISTOItY, particularly

buyers.

wholly problem
®£'*r°‘al*' 's‘h or
the acreage unde
farms,
Citi“®b«r
atl°n? *a 't not rather

‘hen

other

gold.
By virtue of his various impositions,
Cngliostro was able to accumulate a
large amount of money and, when he
decided to move the headquarters of
his influence to France, it was a matter of only a few days before he became the most talked of man In Paris.

as

have the necessary buildings, fences,
machinery, etc., for successful operation.
The net returns, then, of our investigation, are as follows:

his

the transmutation of base metals Into

us

attempted

of

schemes, which included the mnking
of diamonds and precious stones and

I

We have

accomplishment

the

I unoccupied farms, meaning those
I have no resident owner or operator

sors.

of

other than this personage—a belief
which the Sicilian took care to foster
whenever possible.
When the success of the “elixir of
life” appeared to be imperiled by the
death of a number of persons who had
hit
upon the
taken it, Cngliostro

business.
farms
fhe whole matter of abandoned
and
bas been somewhat misrepresented
people
misunderstood. Many interested in
this
“abandoned
oDiect to the term
connection,

“elixir

"Wandering Jew” and many persons
believed thnt Cngliostro was none

designate them as
that
D.s- j
of
satish-d with the apparent deductions
1
I thecensus that twelve thousand of these
I baiheeu added to our agricultural prob
of our
\em io ten years, at least two
as esState
SUK departments, the
Agricul
un and the Department of
facts.
lure, have attempted to get at the
The former having more intimate relaobhave
tionship with municipal officers,
tained the most complete results indicatbut
ing not twelve thousand idle farms,
In
considerably less than four thousand.
the Department of Agriculture we have
returns, but so far
as

I

an

to prove the value of his own medicine, claimed to he more than 2,fl00
years old and to have been present at
the time of the crucifixion, which he
described with a wealth of detail omitAt that
ted from the Scriptures.
time there was much talk of the

I

I

of

Invention

life,” of which he sold many thousand
bottles at fabulous prices and. In order

{

|

the

was

at nmr/> *g*jn&f*rr

OF WHICH SEX?

OO FAR as successful impostures are
concerned, Giuseppe Balsamo, better known by Ids adopted title of
“Count
was
undoubt- I
Cagllostro”
edlv the most remarkable man the
world has ever produced, for be not I
only numbered his victims by the thou- !
sands but practiced his chosen art of
lying with such consummate cleverness that he victimized cardinals and
princes as well ns peasants and the
various clashes lying between these
lie was, In truth, “the
categories,
king of liars," beside whom such modern examples of Cnssle Chadwick and
Ponzl were the rankest amateurs.

the

“Fruit-a-tiw's”,

medicine made from

MYSTERIES

<rc°yrv^r ar nr

SAM FREEDMAN,
Cross Street, Belfast.

39t*

Woolens
Material for ladies’ wear direct from
factory. Write for sample and mention
garment planned.
F. A. PACKARD,
3m36
Box B, Camden, Maine.

We have all

call at

our

yard

on

Primrose Street.

Tel. 205.

Milton B. Hills Belfast.
FOR SALE
Desirable Real Estate in Islesboro.
Belfast Saving* Bank
The Receivers of
offer for sale, and will |receive sealed bids for
the purchase of, a certain lot or parcel of land,
with :he buildings thereon, situated in Islesboro, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
wit: Beginnirg at the,eastern side of the Town
Road at land of Wilson Coombs; thence southeasterly by said Coombs’ land to low water
mark at the head of Sabbath Day Harbor, socalled; thence northwesterly as the shore runs
to land formerly owned by William Ryder;
thence northwesterly by said Ryder’s land tt*
land formerly owned by Daniel Haynes, now
deceased; thence northeasterly by said Haynes’
land and land of Martin V. Pendleton to land
formerly of Philena Warren; thence northwesterly by said Pendleton’s land to the Town
Road; thence northeasterly as said road runs
to the place of beginning, containing fifty
acres, more or less, and being the same premFarrow by Philena
ises conveyed to John P.
Warren by her warranty deed dated October
23, 1888, and recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 22l, Page 23.
Bids will be opened at the banking rooms in
the Belfast Savings Bank Building, in Belfast,
on December 1, 1922, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon.
The acceptance of any bid will be subj ect to
the approval of the Court.
Belfast, Maine. Octooer 31, 1922.
ROBERT F. DUNTON.
CARLETON P. MERRILL.
4W45
Receivers of the Belfast Savings Bank.
tne

WOMAN CANVASSER
what a*e you going to sell for Christmas presents, yoil know you want something of merit
and value and it must give you a good profit.
You also know you want to have it to sell by
November 25. We have this for you, write for
THE RONLOW COMPANY. 7
our articles.
3w45n
Water St., Boston, Mass.

WANTED
Salesman or very high grade canvasser want_
ed, one of sterling character, state age, mar
tied or single, who you have been with the
past five years. A good opportuuity for the
right man. THE RONLOW COMPANY, 7
3w45p ,
Water St., Boiton. Mass.

Receivers’ Sale of Valuable Real Estate
The Receivers of the Belfast Savings £ank
will receive sealed bids for the real estate in
Belfast, known as the Savings Bank Building
and lot at the corner of Maia and Church
Streets, and the building and lot westerly of
and adj icent to said Savings Bank Building,
such bids to be opened at the backing rooms
in said Savings Bank Building on the first day
of December, 1922. at ten o’clock in the fore
noon.
Bids may be made under either or all
of the following specifications:
1. For both buildings, with bank vault,
steel boxes and shelves in vault, bank furniture end equipment, not including bilk
books, stationery and other Dank supplies.
2. For both buildings without bank
vault, steel boxes and shalves in vault,
furniture or equipment.
3. For the Sivings Bank Building, with
or without the bank vault, steel boxes sad
shelving in the vault, furniture and equipment, or any part thereof, not including
bank hooka, stationery and other bank

supplies.
4. For the building and lot westerly of
and adjacent to said Savings Bsnk Build-

ing.
The third story of the Savings Bsnk Building and office on Main Street occupied by the
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company are subject to a written lease which expires December 1. 1926. the terms of which
will be msde known on application. All other

occupants are tenant! nt will.
The acceptance of any bid will be subject
to the approval of the Court.
Belfast, Maine, October 31, 1922.
KOBciRT F. DUNTON,
CARLE TON P MERRILL,
4w45
Receivers of Belfast Savings Bank.
_

TO LET

Trucking;
I

prepared to do all kinds of truck,
Furniture and piano moving a
Leave orders at the stables
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
|W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo
Avenue, Belfast.
am

ng.

ReYolYingBMcase
for sale
For particulars app'y at the

JOURNAL OFFICE.

ALGOLAPILLS

Regulate

the Stomach. Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood, tor
Constipation. Relievo
Oas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duan®
I harmacal Co., sole proprietor, p. O. Bo*
1103, City Hall Station, tfew York. Sc®
Signature on each box.

Jlche?
When

you’re suffering from

headache,
baokacke,
toothache,
neuralgia,
or
pain from any otharoauaa, try

Dr. Aiks Anti-Pain PiUs
Ona

or two and tha pain
atopa
Contain no habit-forming drugs
Hava you triad Dr. Mllaa’ NervInaP
1st ymr DnpvM

House for Sale

Two large heated tront rooms at A five room house andfactory.
35 Miller ^Street.
Apply to
Cemented cellar and electric lights.
ROY C. FISH.
Enquire of
A. P. LORD,
28
Box 151, Camden, Maloa.
Odd Fellows Bldg.
4144

Sfc.AIWILLL Ct.MLK
and semi-porcelain, and numerous j
pieces of Haviland, Limoges,«RoyaI Cop*
Arthur Ellis has bought the Melissa
enhagen porcelain, Royal Worcester and
V rs. Alice T. Doe left recently tospend
Royal Vienna. Among the glass display ! McKeen farm of Holt and is at work on
the winter in Boston.
was a most beautiful glass dish of unique
the buildings.
L. A. Gardner returned from a business
design, contributed by Mrs. Jennie Morse
Mr. and Mrs. Dacid Moody visited
trip to Boston on Saturday.
Bragg and brought from the Mediterra- their daughter, Mrs. E. E. Clements, of
The 1.adits' Aid will be entertained to- nean more than 60 years ago by her fathSunday.
er and
mother, Capt. and Mrs Ra ph Searsport
day by Miss Mary Hichtorn.
Morse.
It consists of a large circular
Mr and Mrs. Albert Nickerson spent
Frank Commow and Ralph Pendleton fluted plate which rests on a cylind ical 1
he week-end at the home of his brother,
which
have employment in a canoe shop in Old pedegtal with a flaring footpiece,
Mai
tin Nickerson.
a
handsome
forms
upon being inverted
Town.
Thus it can be used
fruit or berry dish
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. W hite entertained

STOCKTON

Avoid

Uncertainty
If you use sour milk and
soda in your baking you
be certain of
results.
For, when
perfect
too much of either is used,
or when the milk is too
can never

acid, an unpleasant
is given to the food.

Mr.

Boston for

taste

has been in

as

weeks, returned by

Darius Berry left for Rockland
Thurs ay for an indefinite stay with her
daughter, Mrs. Oliver Lovejoy.

quicker and surer to
Royal Baking Powder

or

two

There

dishes

many

were

Mrs Nellie Patten of Palmyra wts
cent viator of Mrs Flora Gilmore.

Harold Hawes left Wednesday of last
week for New York to go with Henry

Clifford in
ships.

Nov

and!

one

of

his Clyde line steam-

husband.

Bethany Chapter, O. E. S., is preparing

ROYAL BAKING POWDER
Absolutely

for

supper and sale on Dec. 8th in thiir
The sale will be held afternoon and

a

hall.

evening.

Pure

Dr. George Langtry Crockett of Rock'
his wife and wife’s

Made from Cream of Tartar derived from grape*
Leaves No Bitter Taste
It Contains No Alum

lar.d, accompanied by
sister, called recently
Aivah C. Treat.

on

Ills cousin, Mrs

William H. Morrison left Sunday
fishing trip "dowu the bay” and will

j

Mr.
Mrs. Maria Routley, Mrs. William Parse,
Mrs. Joseph Sweetser, Mrs. Henry G.

SEARSPORT

;

A. railroad from Philadelphia, is at the
dock.
James Lombard and Irving Rich arrived
from a motor trip to Boston and

days

Steamer Elizabeth arrived Sunday from
Norfolk, Va. with coal for the B. and A.
railroad.

Nichols, 17
was

cers

Steamer Harvey Brown arrived Sunday
from Baltimore, Md. with coal for the B.
and A. railroad.
Schooner Bean arrived Sunday from
with coal for the Great
Northern Paper Co.
and Mrs. Clarence L. Gilkey and
Ralph ot Bangor spent the week-end
with relatives in town.
Mr.

daughter
Mrs. Martha Coombs
Mias Zoa Coombs of Islesboro, are the
guests of Mrs. Livona William.
and

Mr. and

gave
Mrs.

a

talk.

The affair

Mrs.

James M. (Srooker left

Monday for Brooklyn to spend the win
with their daughter and husband, Mr
and Mrs. Wilbur J. Magune.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harriman of Ashland, Mass., arrived Saturday night for a

suggestions will
t

Mrs. A. J.

Nickerton,

ter.

Lewis Rich and Alton Jackson shot a
deer recently in the vicinity of Ralph
Sargent’s place on the back road to Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Ashby Nash are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daugh-

ter, Audrey Clara, in TewKsbury, Mass.,
Nov. 2nd.
Ruth Burr of Washington,
the guest last week of her parents,

D. C.,

Miss
was

Mr. and Mrs. FreJ Burr. Miss Burr leu
Thursday to visit relatives in Brewer.
Donald Vaughn, Harry McCaslin, F.arl
Cunningham and Lester Conary returned
Thursday from a ,hunting trip fn the vicinity of Patten. Conary was the fortunate one, getting a deer.
Mrs. Melvin B. Thompson left Thursday
for Boston, where she will join her hus-

Thompson will return later
diiving a new sedan for GilKey & Son, and if Mr. Thompson’s leave
permits, he will accompany her to Searsband.

Mrs.

of the Third Veil, F. C. Whitcomb; stewards, Joseph Kallocb, Amos Simpson;

in the week

The Industrial Club met with Mrs. H.
P. White Nov. 15 with the usual attendance.
The members paid five cents and

A.

heavy

tyler, Henry Jefferson.

H. HopEben E. Sawyer of Searsport died in husband, Mr* and Mrs. George
for Providence,
Bangor Tuesday, November 14th, at the kina, left on Tuesday
Miss Rebecca M. Ross left Friday for age of 46 years, 8 months, 11 days.
He where they will visit their daughter,Mrs.
reNew York, where she will spend a few succumbed to a nervous breakdown sev- Carleton Baldry, and family, before
their home in Mattapoisett,
days as the guest of her sister, Mrs. An- eral weeks ago, and for the past three turning to
On Mass.
drew W. Allen, before leaving for Tam- weeks had been confined to his bed.
pa, Florida, to spend the winter with her Saturday, November 11th, he was taken
Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat,
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Andrew McGil- to a Bangor hospital for treatment, and accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. James H.
lived but three days afterward.
Mr. Gnflin and Mrs. Annie K. Harriman,
very Ross.
born in Searsport March 31, drove to Park, where they left Mrs. HarSawyer.was
class
of
the
MethoThe Wide Awake
1876, the son of William Babbidge and | riman for a call upon her aunt Mrs.
dist Sunday school with their'teacher,
Abbie (Palmer) Sawyer. He was educat- Frank Hoyt, while they motored to Prosa
sociable
Ethel
Anderson,
enjoyed
Miss
ed in the local schools, graduating from pect, accompanied by Mib, Nellie Hichin the church vestry last Saturday at
Searsport High school in the clast of born, calling upon Mias Harriet K. Mar2.30 p. m. for the children of the Sunday
1893.
For a number of years he was em- den.
under.
school of 12 or
ployed in New York City, where he was
Attention is called to the annual Red
District Deputy Grand Master G. Ren- connected with the United Rubber Co.
Cross Roll Call. This is in charge of the
frew Wilson of Searaport installed the His record in tbe World War was highly
postmaster, Mr. Rufus L. Mudgett, and
officers of Excelsior Lodge, F. and A. commendable. Although over draft age.
all are urged to leave their dollars with
on Saturday evening,
of
Nortbport
he succeeded after considerable difficulty
M.,
for the demands upon this most
him,
D. D. G. M. Wilson was assisted by A. in enlisting, and April 20, 1917, exactly
and far-reaching organization are
8. Trundy as marshal. The grand officers two weeks after war was declared, he re- worthy
and tremendous, and the small
increasing
were accompanied toNorthport by Joseph ceived an appointment as Sergeant in the
contributions help to make the large unEslloch and Joshua Curtis.
aster’s
He
Corps.
Quartern,
possessed
Let us do our part.
much musical talent and was an excel- dertakings possible.
Knyvetta Rebekab lodge gave a very
box
lent
he
The
although
more
social,
given
by the high
viblinist,
gave
succesaful public supper in the lower
time to the cultivation of bis voice, school on Wednesday evening of last
About1
on
rooms
Thursday
evening.
lodge
which was a baritone of a particularly week, proved a financial success. The
were served, and the menu in75

port.

people

sympathetic

and appealing quality, especially adapted to sacred music. When
in his home town he gave freely his ser-

cluded beans, brown bread, pickles, cold
meats, salads, rolls, cakes, coffee, etc.
The affair was given under the direction
of Mrs. Lilia Nickerson and a good sized
sum was cleared for the lodge.
Funeral

services

for

John

vices as an

aid to the work of the Con-

gregational Chuich choir, and his voice
was always heard with much pleasure.
During the past summer he was baritone
soloist in the church.
Funeral services
were held from the house in Norris street,
Thursday at one p m., Rev. Harold LeMay officiating. The bearers were C. O.
Sawyer, Capt. N. F. Gilkey, Fred B.
Smith and Albert M. Kane, and inter-

Clifford

wear

contains

anything

you need in the winter
footwear line.

3uy “Ball-Band"
because

you will

get More

^jB

at the store with the

Buy these goods
Band signs.

Days

large Ball

Tuttle's Lower Main St.

Carpenter has purchased

a

Mr. and Mrs. George Roberts and children of Belfast were guests of his brother, Mr. Frank Roberts, and family, Nov.
19.

new

leant.

Miss Gertrude, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Thayer, was operated upon at
the Tapley hospital Nov. 18 for a throat
trouble.

I

J

j

shocked

to learn of the sudden illness and death at
Newport, Friday of Mr George Carpenter
who left Brooks a few days before a visit
with friends apparently in perfect heal h.

n

I

new

radiator’’

(,ives

hours of ccny comfort on
gallon of kerosene oil. No
or smoke.
unpleasant
And it has h■;• '.reds of other
handy u.-es ar ml the house.
Get yours now—while they
a

last.

of Belfast.
Ill East Belfast,
VAUGHAN FowtES.
Nov. 18, by Rev. William VaughaD, Malcolm Vaughan and Miss Vida Marie
Fowles, both of Belfast.
In Belfast,
V\ ILLIAMS PENDLETON.
Nov. 22, by Rev. G. C. Sauer, Nathan M.
W illiams and Ruby A. Pendleton, both of

PERFECTION Oil Healer

Islesboro.

Heat by the Roomful

—~

DIED.-

Mrs. fl. O. Cunningham of Belfast was
town Sunday, Nov. 12th.

Mrs. Phoebe Craney of Amherst arrived
Sunday to spend the winter with her sor,
Chester Craney nd family.

Oil

handy big-heating

in Belfast, Nov.
Walker-Ingalls
18, y Rev. George C. Sauer, Harry E
Walker and Miss Dorothy Ingalls, both

SWANVILLE
a

Perfection

MARRIED.

Mrs. Grace Bachelder entertained the
mail carriers and their wives and Postmaster and ws. Estes at whist Wednesday evening in her new home. The
visitors left a beautiful Esmond blankei,
with which the hostess was delighted, as
a memento of their visit

purchased

"portable

about

? worn-

n

In Belfast, Nov. 18, to Mr. and
DAM.
Mrs. John Dam, a daughter, Anna Marie,
weight 13 lbs.
Ill Beverly, Mass City HosDEXTER.
pital, Nov, 16, to Mr. and Mrs. 11. Sturgis Dexter, formerly ot Belfast, a son,
Robert Charles.
In Belfast, at the Waldo
DECROW
County Hospital, Nov. 16, to Mr and
R
Mrs. Charles
Dtcrow, a son.

attack of pneumonia.

W. N. Briggs has
Durant touring car.

a

a

ten

BORN

The friends here of Mrs. Rufus Colson
Camden are glad to know that she is
now on the road to recovery after her re.

were

It's

weekend guests of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. F. O. Si ekins.

of

Friends and relatives here

You need
fe heat
you use
Heater.

Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Seekins and son
Ralph and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Seekins
and daughter Maxine of Augusta were

A new meat market has been opened in
the store formerly occupied by Peail
Crockett. The proprietor s I. Gardiner f

j cent

^Where there's a Perfection
^rB*v there’s "Warmth

j

1

Mrs. Ada Billings and Dr. Carrie Brad
ford have returned home after visiting
relatives in Hampden and Frankfort.

Ill Belfast, Nov. 20, HarBRACKETT.
riet A., widow of Rev. David Brackett,
aged 79 years, 4 months and 17 days.
In Belmont, Nov. 18,
CUNNINGHAM.
Delia M wile of George Melvin Cunningham, aged 60 years, 3 months and 15

FRED D. JONES
Dealer,
Belfast, Maine

days

Ill Augusta, Nov. 20, Amos
HARVEY.
Mrs. LuellaH. Nickerson and Miss Cora Treat Harvey, aged 55 years, 2 months
Mrs
of
their
and
20 days.
Parsons were guests
sister,
j
C. H. Libby, at White’s Corner last i
KNOWLTON. In Culver City, Calif.,
Nov.
Tuesday.
20, George W. Knowlton, formerly
of Belfast, aged about 81 years.
In Belfast, Nov. 15, Edwin
MENDELL
E. Mendell, aged 72 years.
In Medford, Mass., Nov. 1,
PITCHER.
community committee Frank o. Pitcher, formerly of Belfast,
At a recent
meeting the following work was planned aged about 70 years.
SAWYER.
In Bangor, Nov. 14, Eben
for 1923: Improved silage campaign with
10 cooperators; 10 line demonstrat’ons; E. Sawyer of Searsport, aged 46 years, 8
Potato seed plots, 7; Improved seed oat months and 11 days.
campaign with8cooperators,2 kale spraying demonstrations; and grafting demonstrations; Culling campaign with 6 co-—-

NOilH MONKOE
—

LOST

PSOBAtt INOI1CES

IN GREAT DEMAND
See your newsdealer and order next Sunday’s Boston Globe
in advance. Many dealers were
sold out of the Globe last Sun-

day.
Are you reading the Frank
G. Carpenter letters in the Boston Sunday Globe?

a Probate Court held ai Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
18th day of November, A. D. 1922.
Benjamin F. Fuller, administrator of tae
estate of Elvira A, Warden, late of ieiri*
mont, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented |a petition praying that he
of
may be licensed to sell and convey at public
private sale certain real estate situated u»
Seen*
Appleton, in the County of Knox, and
to
mont, in the County of W'aldo, belonging
said deceased and described in said petition.

At

Ordered, That the

said

petitioner givenoue*

all persons interested by causing acopjol
this ordei to be published three weeks sucoperators, Poultry culling demonstration;
cessively in the Republican Journal, a news*
A robe between Park road and post ofFred P.
15 samples of soil to be tested.
paper published at Belfast, that they naaj'
fice.
Finder please return to
at Belfn*w
Emery was elected delegate to annual
pear at a Probate Court, to be held
L. SLIPP,
G.
Government
Wool
oi
New
pc2 500 000
within and for said County, on the 12th day
meeting and chairman of exhibit at seed
lw47*
Me.
Underwear
Belfast,
clock oe*
purchased
by
the
of
ten
at
D.
A.
1922,
December,
|
show.
j
us to sell to the public direct at 75c.
fore no?n, and show cause, if any lkey
EACH. Actual retail value (2.50 each, j why the prayer of said petitioner should no
be
All sizes, Shirts 34 to 46—Drawers 30 to
granted.
ELLERY BOW PEN, Judge
44.
Send correct sizes.
Pay Postman on
A
true copy, Attest:
delivery or send us money order. If unChas E. Johnson. Kegistcr^
derwear is not satisfactory, we will refund money promptly on request.
Dept. At a Probate Court held at Belfast.
24, The Pilfirim Woolen Co., 1476 Broadfor tbe County of Waldo, on the aeeo
New
N.
way,
York,
Tuesday of November, A. D. 1922.
A certain instrument, purporting to bs
last will and testament of Jobn PhilbrooJt.
of Winterport, in said County of
for Pr
Second hand cook stove and par- ceased, having been presented
with petition praying that said will be id
ard that letters testamentary issue to ta
lor stove tor wood. Answer
ine Pbilorook of Winterport, in ssid ^
the
were
aucsuch a
ladies,
current
boxes, brought by
letter.
MRS. C. L. D.,
she being tne executrix named therein,
tioned cfl by the principal, E. M. Hall,
out giving bond in accordance with tnereq
amid

much

merriment

to

the

waiting

men, after which a general feast
indulged in, supplemented by hot
cocoa made by the pupilB in the dining
young

j

d served at three cents per cup.
Foil owing the feast a social hour was
room

ai

to

II. S. GsraneM Underwear

J*T**

Pile Potatoes
^'
^Around It
The

witatoJJJ

Y._U47_

WANTED

big outer casing of the Moncrief

Pipeless Furnace is always cool. It
of
great
provides for
it
become
cannot
air that
simply
at the bottom.
even
heated,
One big reason for its extraordinary economy
is its big, roomy casings. All the heat goes
upstairs where you want it, not into the
cellar. You can pile potatoes against it all
winter without their sprouting.
The first cost of the

Moncriefislow. All
things considered, it
is the lowest

priced

"aWo\-»«

by

Iw47pJournal

Office.

For Sale

was

Stowers, who died at his home in West
Palm Beach, Florida, November 1st,
passed with music on their victro a. The
were held from the West Palm Beach
receipts were over S14.
Congregational church on Monday. Nov.
The Current Events Club meeting at
5th at 2 p. m. and the throngs who filled
Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner’s, Wednesday of
the church bore evidence to the number
of friends he possessed. The altar and ment was made in the Gordon cemetery. last week, proved a very entertaining and
floral tributes were profuse and Instructive session. China, Porcelain and
coffin were literally banked with flowers. The
beautiful, including a basket from the Glass was the subject and Mrs. Gardner
The Rev. C. H. Pettibone, a close friend choir, and pillow from the parish.
The
and labor into the
of Mr. Stowers, took as his text, Know' deceased is survived by his mother; by put much time, thought
preparation of the readings. Interspersed
Ye not that there fa a prince and a great one sister, Mrs. Fred Shute of Sandy
and by four brothers; Harvey of with the selections were examinations of
A abort point,
man fallen this day in Israel?
South Framingham, Mass.; William 01 the various articles in the large exhibit
committal service was held at Woodland Boston; Dr. Fredrick K. of Bangor, and
fur nished by the different members of the
Arthur of SearsporL
cemetery.
Almost every member brought
Cl ub.
The members of the White Elephant
The village of Damariscotta is infested some article, and some brought more than
Bridge club were very pleasantly enter- with a plague of skunks. Within a few
twenty, so that it was a large and varied
tained on Friday afternoon by Mrs. Cora days Dr. Robert W. Belknap shot one on
another col lection. Perhaps the oldest thing was
Enoch
Merrill
his
got
doorstep.
E, Dow at her home in West Main street
a tiny wine glass used at the wedding of
on his doorstep, but Brownie Taylor bad
Four tables were in play, and the highest the beat luck. He met five in a row, the hostess’
grandmother, and the next a
■core was made by Mra. N. F. Gilkey,
coming down Elm street in the heart of
decanter at least ISO years old.
glass
hustled
hia
home, got
who received as a prize a telephone pad. the village. He
shot gun and secured two of them. T here were numerous examples of wedgeThe consolation, a measure, went to Mrs.
a
ia
Skunk hunting
popular moonlight wood, both the plain ground, with the
J. W. Black. Mrs. A. B. Pendleton as- evening pastime with the rising genera • white cameo
figures, and the floral and
sisted the hoeteae in serving cake and tea. tion of sportsmen and some of them have
decorations. Many very old pieces
figure
their
meala
of
honor
the
privately
taxing
those
mentioned
Other gueeta besides
of early English table ware both in atone,
in the woodshed.
won Mia. Fred Bur, Mia. A. E. Trundy

J

I

*tA»*

Our stock of "Ball Band”
Rubber and Woolen Foot-

James Webster has been making
repairs on his buildings and Charles
Watson has been doing the work.

Miss Josie Knowlton R. N. is at hon e
caring for her sister,Mrs Manley Know
ton, who has been seriously ill.

tion here.

Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Griffin, who have
been the guests of their daughter and

work.

some

The Ladies Aid are to have a supper and
fair at the church vestry, Dec. 7ih. Don’t
forget the date.

Marian

of the Center

BAL L

The next meeting
is Nov. 22 at the home of Mrs. Lu.u Patown

A business meeting was held at Mrs
L E Gerald’s recently hy members of ihe I te rson.
church, to discU'S plans for the new j Martin Nickerson met with a serious
Activichurch to be bu It in tfiV spring.
accident last Friday at the home of his
les to rais
money will be started iu the
uncle.
At noon he started to water the
near future.
horses and taking hold of a 4-gallon jar
The Willing Workers met with Mrs
of water to lift it, one of the handles
Alice McNally last Wednesday evening. ;
rite next meeting will be at the home of came off and penetrated the palm of his
Dr.
Mrs. Flora Gilmore, where the members hand, severing one of the cords.
will meet to sew for the fair which is to Watson of Mouroe dr ssed the wound,
be held December 13
but he has no feeling in his lingers and
Eleazer Parker Chapter, D. A. R met no use of them. It is harder as he had
at the home of their secretary, Mis.
the
Jewell Mudgelt last week, for their Nov- lost all but one linger and thumb on
ember meeting.
The following membtrs other hand.
being present; Mrs. Ida Rolfe, Mrs. Ar- j
thur Richardson, Mrs. Ophelir Reed, Mrs. i
OAK HILL Swanv.lle
l.ottie Wanely of Ciintnn, Mrs. Cora J. j
Godman, of Albion, and Mrs. Henrietta
Mr. Russell Littlefield is having lights
Lawry of Fairfield. They held an all day
meeting, an interesting program being installed in his buildings.
carried out, after the good dinner was disMr. and Mrs. Rodney Haswell of Monposed of. The Decemb r meeting will be
roe were guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
held at the home of Mrs. Lawry in FairPeavey, Nov. 17

E.

McCobb of Lincolnville
spent last week with her classmate, Miss
Miss McCobb is teaching
L ouise Shute.
1 n Noithport sno spent her week’s vaca-

:

buckle styles. All sizes.

nice

Prayer meeting was held at the home
of Mrs Vina Cue last Wednesday evening. The prayer meetings are to be held
at the homes of the memoers during the
winter.

did their

muddy.

Mr.

Hall.

Royal Arch Chapter, was held on Tuesday
High, school are contemplating putting on
evening, the installing officers being Dist a
play in the near luture, the funds realDep. Grand Master G. Renfrew Wilson of ized to be us d towa.d defraying tneir
Searsport, and O. W. Ripley of Liberty,
class expenses of riugs, programs, etc.
Grand Scribe. The following officers of ;
The Pullman pants factory started work
the Blue Lodge were installed: Worshipwith Miss Ethel
ful Master, Donald W. Vaughan; senior on Tuesday.of last week,
Eleven women are
as forewoman.
Fraser
warden, James Lombard; junior warden,
Scott Downes of
Joshua Curtis; senior and junior deacons, e mpioyed and Mrs.
is assisting in instructing them.
Earl Cunningham and Harry McCasiin; Searsport
Mrs. Frank Frye w ho has been with her
treasurer, Fred Perkins; secretary, Ralph
Mis. Everett Staples, and husA.
daughter,
marshal,
Story
chapMoody;
Trundy;
and fall, left
lain, George Buck; stewards, Henry Jef- band, through the summer
ferson and AltonSmall; tyler, Fred Swift; on Tuesday lor Quincy, Mass., lor an inorganist, Maurice Dolliver. The officers i definite slay with her daughter, Mrs.
of Royai Arch Chapter w ere installed as Luthur Glover.
follows: High Priest, G. Renfrew W Ison;
Saturday aiuruoon Supt. Morgrage
Ring, William M. Parse; Scribe, C. N. and wile of Winterport were in town.
Meyers,; treas., Fred Perkins; sec.. Ralph
Mr. Morgrage held a teachers’meeting in
Moody; Capt. of the Host, Harry Me Casthe high school room at which all the
lin;R. A. Capt., Earl Cunningham; prin- teachers in the building were present;
cipal sojourner, James Lombard; keeper
also, Mrs. Sadie J. Clifford of the Sandyof tbe First Veil, Joshua Curtis; keeper of
poiut school and Miss Harriet K. Marden
the Second Veil, D. W. Vaughan; keeper
school.

a

feet warm,
your shoes.

We have them in
both one and four-

VViulerport, Bert

hunting trip and biought home

your

on over

to wash off when

demons'.rated.

deer.

The members of the Senior

Miss Jessie Nic-

be

rank Clemeuts oi

on a

Herbert R. Dyer left last Wednesday
J. C. Lombard and Miss Georgia
Friday, Mr. and Mrs. Aivah C. Treat
for Ripogenus, where he has a position Ford.
Tuesday, November 28th, the
to W interport to see Mrs. Treat’s Thorndike.
motored
with the Great Northern Paper Co.
Guild will meet at tbe home of Mrs. N
We are
The Ladies Aid met Nov. 16th, with
sister, Mrs. Geneva Freeman.
Steamer Ripogenus finished discharging F. Gilkey in East Main street.
Mrs. Grace Bachelder The next meeting
to report the latter as improving
glad
Co.
Northern
for
the
Great
Paper
coal
will be at the vestry as they have several
A joint installation of the officers of from her recent illness.
Saturday, and sailed for Norfolk, Va.
to tack.
quilts
and of
the Blue Lodge, F. and A. M
class of the
kerson and Miss Myra Herricn left last
week for Tampa, Fla., to spend the win

Easy

Littlefield of Monroe and Hay G. Kobertson
recently returned from up country

BKOOkS

parents and returning at night. They
were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. E ,M.

and the pastor
in charge of

for they go

Mr. and Mis. Win. Small of Monroe.

the past two weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. Hupper motored to Port Clyde Sunday, dining with his

was

Wilder Parker

They keep

They keep

out.

die water

field.

visit with Mr. Harriman’s niece and hus
baud, Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn.

Miss

boots

and arctics.

j

ter

present, and the Guild
reorganized with the following offi
for the coming year: Committee in
were

freshments were served

business trip.

the poles of a team coming in too
violent contact with it.

Griffin; entertainment committee, Mrs.
Frank C. Whitcomb, Mrs. Sidney M.
Webber, Miss Florence Colcord, Miss
On Tuesday afterHarriet Roulstone.
noon a social te» was given in the church
vestry, for the people of the parish. Re-

son

a

from

charge, Mrs. William M. Parse, Mrs. Jo.
jeph Sweetser, Mrs. Harold Le.May, MrsD. C. Nichols; purchasing committee,
Mrs. N. F. Gilkey, Mrs. Joseph Sweetser; secretary and treasurer, Miss Mabel

Norfolk, Va.

on

Mrs.

and

All-rubber Arctics have
the
advantages of both rubber

j

Machias (luring the week for sevetal

The watering fountain on E.Mainstreet
has been repaired. The damage resulted

At a business meeting of the Ladies’
Guild of the First Congregational church
held last week at the home of Mrs, D C

Monday
vicinity.

a

go to

Curtis, Mrs. E. D. P. Nichols, Mrs. W iliam Goodell, Mrs. C. N, Meyers, Mrs. B.
F. Colcord, Miss O. J. Lawrence, Miss
Georgia Ford, Miss Harriet Roulstone.

coal for the B. and

on

re-

Joseph Arnold hat returned from Bradford, where he has visited relatives fer

Fdwerd T. Clifford, who is with
her daughter, Mrs. Gerry Harding, spent
the week-end at Sar.dypoint with her

use

a

13, Mr.

All-Rubber Arctics

The Fi rm Bureau will hold a meeting
Nov. 25tl. at the home of Mrs. William
Dickey. Invalid dishes and Christmas

W R. V\ ehendarfer and wife also Mr-,
and Mrs. G. F Hoxie were visitors at J.
O. Hoxie’s in Clinton recently.

Mrs.

You will never go back to
home made mixtures if

Barge Spring with

one

fine examples, too, of hand-painted china

Mrs.

in which the proportions
of cream of tartar and
soda are always the same.

you

several

who

boat Tuesday morning.

It is
use

Gardner,

fcarl

china

SPRINGS

Two International 6 horse power engines, one with
friction

clutch,

inquire

of

B. O. NORTON.
OF THANKS

We wish to thank all the friends and
neighbors who so lovingly cared for our
lunt, ,Klrs. Helena Hoyt, during her illnets and death, also for the beautiful
llowers.
Iw47*
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Farnham.

Cash for Furs

FOR SALE BY

Elijah

>11 kinds. Bring to me and I will satisfy
in GRADE and PRICE.
Do not hold
Fall furs, they make heavy prime winter
Fur look cheap.
GEO. W. LUCE, Licensed,
142 High St, Belfast, Me.
Tel. 386-11
3w47*

you

Ritchie

BELFAST, MAINE

Small apartment at the corner of Union
tnd Commercial Streets. Apply to
G. E. HALL, Children’s Store,
47tf
Next door to Colonial Theatre.

as

expressed

in said

>

all
Ordered. That notice be given to
interested by causing a copy of this
-rM
be published three weeks succeseivel^
*
Republican Journal, a newspaperatpua r* ^
Belfast, that they may appear
Court, to be held at Belfast, within
0
said County, on the second Tueeday
^
ber next, at ten of the clock before
why
have,
if
show cause,
any they
ahould not be

~

~CARD

fumaceyoucanbuy.

MONCRIEF
PIPELESS_
FURNACE

of saidj testator
ment.

A true

Pro’^*$XwWiN. Judg«
copy.c
JoaNBOS^
Aueac

Probate Court held at
day ot
the County of W aldo, on the
November, A, D. 1922
,jj 0f
of tbe
Loula A. MaBon executrix
^
Belfai“■
William A. Mason, late of
Bt^
bav.ng
County of Waldo, dece.aed
^
tne a
no*
a
petition praying that
value of the property of
coll»‘*
the
pay
i«
in her bands, subject to
tere»g»d
»
eral inheritance tax, the perso
Bnt 0f tbs
ib
Jadg«
the succession thereto snd
by
tax thereon may be determined
of Probate.
notice
0t
Ordered, That the eaid petftwne
# cQf]
interested
b>e*.“
to all persona
week» •“e*
three
this order to be published
cessively in The Kepub'icsn
Belfast,
t Belf**1,
paper publiehed et
Court, to.be b«W
l8h *»
pear at a Probate
on
bounty,
within and for said
^ tbeclM*
b
1922.1'*
D.
of December. A.
any they
before noon, and ,b0*
petitioner ehoold
th# prayer of said pet»
At

a

tor

^

“^lentof
=

J

«,

Journ^.^

why

be granted.
A true copy.

ff

Judf*
kLLEBY BOWDEN.
Reg',t*f'
Johnson.

(A^

